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Forward

Anyone with even a rudimentary knowledge of the world situation — and
who is able to view that situation objectively — is aware of the fact that civili-
zation as we know it is about to self-destruct.  We are trapped growing expo-
nentially at a time when sustainability is no longer an option.  The elephant in
the room is the fact that we are soon to hit nine billion in numbers at the same
time as a major portion of our farmland is about to go under the sea.  For those
of you who may be intentionally ignoring the world situation for any of a wide
variety of justifiable and understandable reasons, you should probably know
that three different paradigms are currently manifesting and that any one of
these alone could arguably bring civilization down — but it appears as if all
three are going to occur more or less simultaneously.

The first is the fact that civilization is doing massive damage to the envi-
ronmental infrastructure upon which all higher life forms are utterly and
completely dependent.  Without a properly functioning environment there is no
humanity much less an economy and the world is currently in the midst of the
largest mass extinction of species since the dinosaurs disappeared 66 million
years ago.  Virtually all of these extinctions are a direct result of human
activity.  90% of all the large fish in the ocean have been killed.  The very air
that we breathe is poisonous.  95% of the forests of America have been logged.
Every river in the United States is polluted.  Every American mother’s breast
milk now contains mercury.  On and on and on.

The second factor should possibly be combined with the first in that it is
part of the environmental destruction, but global climate change is in a cate-
gory of its own since it promises to produce more environmental damage than
all other factors combined.  Many Americans insist that climate change is not
happening.  Evidently, these people assume that the rest of us are blind.  The
only people denying climate change are in the pay of some very wealthy
people with large financial interests who are spending a lot of money in a
massive disinformation campaign. Besides what everyone can see with their
own eyes every legitimate scientist on the planet who isn’t in the pay of an oil
company — as well as over 200 peer reviewed scientific studies — have
confirmed that the planet is warming, that humans are causing it, and that the
results are going to be catastrophic.  The reality, in fact, is moving more
quickly than even the most liberal models have been predicting...
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Since industrial civilization is destroying the environmental infrastructure
that makes industrial civilization possible, (not to mention all higher life
forms), then the sooner that civilization collapses the better off the survivors
will be as the sooner it collapses then the more resources will remain
afterwards to support these survivors.

And I am happy to report that there is some good news on that front, for the
third factor in the coming collapse is the fact that industrial civilization’s
construction and maintenance is now utterly and completely dependent upon
cheap and abundant oil — and very soon oil is going to be neither cheap nor
abundant.  Without cheap and abundant oil, this planet cannot support even a
small fraction of nine billion people.  Starting around right now — give or take
five or ten years — the demand for oil is going to exceed supply, and that
demand is going to continue to grow exponentially even as the supply dwindles
at an inverse ratio.  There are completely viable alternative energy sources that
are and have been available for decades.  Not only that, but they are relatively
cheap, they don’t destroy the planet, they aren’t owned by foreign people who
don’t like us, and no one can take them away from us once they are built.  We
have the technology and expertise to make this planet into a living paradise
with plenty of everything for everybody and many more in addition — and it is
not necessary to trash the planet in order to do it.  However, these technologies
all require very large and very expensive infrastructures to replace the even
larger and more expensive infrastructures that were built to support our oil
based paradigm.  In order to continue living in anything remotely resembling
the overactive-hyper-energy-consuming lifestyle to which we spoiled
Americans have become so accustomed, construction of these infrastructures
should have been started ten years ago.  But they weren’t.  Game over.  Some
very greedy people who want to control everything cannot control a bunch of
small community owned power sources using sunlight and wind and burning
their own biofuel that they make in their own back yards — and so they are
bleeding their oily cash-cow dry.  They are now fleecing everyone in the world
by stealing their homes and their life savings and their pensions and they are
destroying the planet in the process.  The worst people in the world are making
economic slaves of the best people in the world and they kill anyone who
complains too loudly or effectively.  They are sucking everyone living upon
this planet into a terrible trap from which there is no escape.

The infrastructures weren’t built.
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And now it is too late.

For this reason alone, civilization as we know it will soon cease to exist —
thank heaven!  Hopefully civilization’s collapse will happen before it makes
the planet uninhabitable for all higher life forms...

In deep and profound ways, I am deeply and profoundly saddened by the
coming end.  Even with all of its deeply profound flaws, civilization has given
us shocking, deeply profound, and truly astonishing knowledge — the
Universe is far stranger and more miraculous than even the wildest and most
intuitive imaginings from the deepest and most numinous minds of ancient
humanity.  Civilization has given us the music of Mozart and Led Zeppelin.  It
has given us the majestic beauty of Michelangelo’s art and the astounding
genius of Einstein.  I truly love my computer and my guitar.  Sequoyah
invented a written language for his Cherokee language that was superior to any
other written language in the world as far as ease of learning and ease of use
were concerned.  Sequoyah achieved this feat in spite of the facts that he was
not only illiterate, but he did not even speak English! Beethoven not only
wrote a symphony when he was stone deaf, but he fucking wrote Beethoven’s
9th Fucking Symphony when he was fucking stone deaf!

Yes, civilization has brought us all of these mind-numbing achievements.  I
like being able to instantly talk with someone in Burkina Faso, and I am fond
of the idea that I can drive to the Canadian Rockies within a few hours...

But when I see the costs — psychopaths running the asylum as they poison
the very air we breathe and the water that we drink; the poverty, the corruption,
the wars, the mass extinctions, the unabashed greed, the starving children, the
injustice, the prisons, so on and so forth into ad infinitum and then over yet
once more yet once again — it is simply not worth it.

This is a novel about a man who sees the overarching problem and decides
to do something about it.

But first, please allow me to introduce you to some very cool people...
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Chapter one:

Stairway to Heaven

Only those who will risk going too far
Can possibly find out how far you can go

—T.S. Eliot

Village of Tonatíucan

ne of the most awesome feelings experienced by storytellers is that, in
the context of the story being told, the storyteller is able to assume

godlike prerogatives. I have found this feeling so wonderful and rewarding
that I would now like to share it with you, the reader.  Thus, I hereby invite you
to join me as we assume various transcendent views of a reality...

We are flying!  We can fly as fast as we wish!  We can fly anywhere that
we wish, and we can fly there at any time that we wish!

We completely control this miniature universe!  We can ignore the laws of
physics! We can fly through walls, or we can fly into the sun! We can bring
down civilization or we can destroy the earth! We can see past and future!

We can do whatever we want to do! (And we may indeed do a few of
these things before this adventure is through!)

But first — I would like to invite you to join me as we fly over a village...

This village is nestled in some very rugged mountains and the vegetation is
that of an equatorial jungle region. As your official guide on this magical
mystery tour, allow me to inform you that the object of our aerial observation
is the village of Tonatíucan in the small Central American nation of Sangre de
Cristo. In some ways, Sangre de Cristo is your typical Central American
nation in that it has one foot in the Caribbean and one foot in the Pacific
divided by a spine of rugged mountains...

O
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Tonatíucan is located in the most isolated spot in which it is possible to be
and yet remain in the nation of Sangre de Cristo; i.e., in a valley at the end of a
trail and surrounded by the most rugged portion of the central mountain range.
The nearest neighbor is a village called Míctlan, which is located twenty miles
away through a sheer walled canyon filled with raging rapids, rocks, and preci-
pitous descents.

With our supernatural powers, we are going to become aware of the deep
inner thoughts and feelings of a large number of people — thoughts and feel-
ings that in some cases are not known or even conceived of by other people
who have known these people all of their lives.

And like the gods that we are, we are also going to become aware of distant
events that will directly affect the people we are getting to know, even though
the affected people themselves have no inkling of these events...

From our vantage high in the sky, the village of Tonatíucan appears to be
what most First World people would condescendingly refer to as a ‘typical
Third World village’. It consists of a series of thatch huts strung along the
banks of a river.  It is dwarfed by the mighty mountains surrounding it.  The
lives of the inhabitants who live there, though, are anything but small. The
Tonatíucanians are a happy and healthy group of people who live rich and
rewarding lives — which is something that most of the people living in suppo-
sedly ‘superior’ cultures cannot say.  Contrary to popular First World opinion,
most humans need very little to live full, rich, and rewarding lives.  They need
a sense of community — a place where they know they belong, and know their
place in this communal web.  They also need interesting, dignified, and essen-
tial work to do, such as finding food and/or producing food and/or raising
children.  They need a connection with the past and the future of their family
and tribe. Most of all, they need possession of enough wealth to guarantee the
pride, dignity, and freedom that can only be bestowed by economic indepen-
dence.  Otherwise, happy and fulfilled humans become dependents/em-
ployees/slaves/serfs/sub humans.

By First World standards, Tonatíucan is ‘poor’, and ‘economically
depressed’.  However, while the village of Tonatíucan indeed lacks the
luxuries that denizens of the First World so treasure, all of the inhabitants of
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Tonatíucan have enough to eat, and they all have roofs over their heads —
something that the First World cultures cannot say.  In addition, almost all of
the inhabitants of Tonatíucan have a sense of community, and know their place
in that community.  They almost all have essential and interesting work, and
they almost all feel a connection with the past and the future of their family
and tribe — again, something that many if not most of the denizens of the First
World cannot boast.  While the citizens of Tonatíucan do not have much in the
way of worldly goods, they have enough to guarantee pride, dignity, and free-
dom in the context of the world as it is known to them — and this is crucial:
Virtually everyone in Tonatíucan is in the same economic boat.  While some
own a little more than others, they do not own much more than the others, and
what extra they own is earned because they shoulder extra responsibilities
and/or do more work.  Thus, their meager extra possessions do not cause
resentment among those with less.  Study after study has shown that anger,
violence, social unrest, and general unhappiness have many causes, but that the
root causes are always greatly exacerbated by a disproportionate and unfair
distribution of wealth.

These studies are rarely if ever mentioned in First World newspapers.

Let us now fly lower and use x-ray vision to take a peek into some of these
huts and meet some of the dramatis personae with whose lives we are about to
become so intimately familiar. With our new godlike powers, we can now
become the ultimate voyeurs — and we can indulge our voyeurism with clear
conscience for this is yet another privilege granted to gods...

As always when meeting new people — especially when meeting many
people simultaneously — you will probably forget many of the names and
descriptions, and you may require nudges of memory in the future in order to
be reminded of who they are.  However, if I can accomplish my objective,
these are all people whom you will soon know, and these are all people about
whom you will soon care...

In one way or another.

At the edge of the village lives Ubintel, an elderly woman who is, to
indulge in a colloquialism, as blind as a bat.  However, Ubintel has highly
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developed senses other than sight. These allow her to ‘see’ much more of the
world than many who are fully sighted. She might be referred to as a ‘wise
woman’ by some. Although a man named Q’ij is technically the shaman of
Tonatíucan, most of the villagers come to Ubintel when they are in need of
either spiritual or practical counsel.  This fact upsets Q'ij a great deal, but he
learned long ago that trying to attack Ubintel’s credibility only served to
undermine his own.  Thus, he merely stews in unvoiced resentment and fanta-
sizes the day that the elderly Ubintel will finally die — thus propelling Q’ij
once again into his proper rôle as spiritual guide to the denizens of Tonatíucan.

Other than this one ungenerous attribute, though, Q’ij is a very good man.
We begin our tour of Tonatíucan with Ubintel’s household both because

Ubintel is one of the most interesting and important characters in the village,
and because her eldest son Q’uel is going to be one of the central focuses of
our story. Q’uel is a handsome and energetic youth, and as yet shows no signs
of the fate that life’s path is leading him toward — which is to become the last
president of Sangre de Cristo.

Ubintel also has a younger son named C’Λyin. C’Λyin is not nearly as
handsome or as energetic as Q’uel is, but C’Λyin displays a depth of wisdom
and insight that is lacking in the worldly and somewhat epicurean Q’uel.
C’Λyin has the most beautiful singing voice that any of the elders have ever
heard. In addition, C’Λyin is being trained by Q’ij in healing and in the use of
medicinal herbs.  Even more importantly, Q’ij is training C’Λyin to tell the
stories upon which their culture is constructed. C’Λyin thus spends a lot of
time with the children. C’Λyin is already acknowledged as the most accom-
plished storyteller in living memory...

This dynamic and effervescent household is also the home of Tonatíucan’s
most lovely and enchanting young lady in the form of the youngest child of
Ubintel: Fifteen-year-old Ixöq has been lighting the romantic fantasies of
every man in the entire region for over two years now, and Ixöq delights in her
rôle.  She is a dancing spirit of light and beauty.  She loves life and all of the
people of her village.  While Ixöq always helps the people of the village with
all of the various chores of daily life, and while she always treats everyone
with respect, these aspects of her character are often overlooked. Ixöq’s
central job, as far as the villagers are concerned, is to spread joy and warmth
everywhere she goes.  Her laughter, intelligence, willingness to help at any
time with any task, and her radiant generous nature enraptures and enchants
just as much if not more than her physical beauty...
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Let us now move into the mountains above the village and look in on Tz’i’,
another central focus of our story. Tz’i’ is a sullen and quiet young man.  He is
currently with his protégé Q’ëq, and they are torturing a dog to death. Tz’i’ is
dispassionate and clinical as he studies the agonizing death throes of the
unfortunate canine.  His interest is purely academic. Q’ëq, on the other hand,
is moved by an emotion that could accurately be defined as prurient.  He is
glittery-eyed with excitement, and the animal’s agony has actually brought on
an erection...

In a more pleasant vein, the center of the village is the location for the
somewhat larger hut wherein live the headman Uch’en and his wife Ya’.

Uch’en is the headman only because the villagers respect him, and have
chosen him by consensus. If Uch’en were ever to abuse or misuse his position,
he would immediately find himself as the ex-headman. The villagers have a
highly egalitarian society, and the position of headman is largely ceremonial.
Uch’en speaks last at councils, and his word carries a bit more weight than that
of other voices — but all major decisions are discussed at length until a
consensus is reached, so Uch’en’s position is more a facilitator than an admin-
istrator.  Rather than giving orders, Uch’en persuades. Uch’en does have final
say in the event that consensus cannot be reached — but that has never
happened. And everyone knows that Uch’en seeks counsel from Ubintel just
as much as everyone else in the village does; so in reality, Ubintel is the most
influential member of Tonatíucanian society in fact, if not in title.

Uch’en and Ya’ have an exceptionally beautiful daughter who carries the
name, strangely enough, of Athena. (The story of her name will be told in
time.)  Athena has a deep crush on Ubintel’s son Q’uel, and everyone in the
village expects these two to marry — an expectation that I, (being a god and
all, and thus knowing the past and the future), can tell you will never become
manifest...

Uch’en and Ya’ also have a son named Achin who is a male counterpart to
Ixöq as far as physical beauty.  He is a gentle dreamer and a romantic soul who
is expected by everyone to become the husband of the beautiful Ixöq — an
expectation that I can tell you will become manifest in the very next chapter!
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And let us now meet an unlikely inhabitant of Tonatíucan in the form of a
white American named Eos: Eos is what would be called a ‘hippie’ were he
still in his native land — but here he is simply known by the Spanish word
‘gringo’. Eos had just popped up from nowhere two years previously having
hiked with a large backpack for over twenty miles scrabbling up the scary
canyon from Míctlan — this being the only method of egress from the outside
world.

Eos referred to the path into the mountains as the ‘Stairway to Heaven’.
After introducing himself, Eos had tried to build a hut. His complete lack

of competence in this task was amusing to the Tonatíucanians, and Q’uel
finally volunteered to help him.  Then, Eos had moved in.

The villagers were understandably perplexed and somewhat afraid of Eos
at first, but he has proven to be a hard-working, honest, and pleasant young
man.  While he will never really be accepted as a full-fledged member of their
society, and while he still has a very hard time enunciating the Mayan dialect
spoken by the Tonatíucanians, he is now liked, respected, and even admired by
the inhabitants of Tonatíucan. In spite of his almost complete lack of practical
skills, he has now become a valued member of their community...

Finally, let us meet B’alam, who lives alone at the opposite end of the
village from Ubintel. B’alam is an ascetic young man who studies the spiritual
and martial aspects of the Warrior’s Way.  He intersperses heavy physical
training and exercise with weapon’s practice, meditation, and fasting. He often
spends days alone in the mountains seeking visions. Tonatíucan is a peaceful
place, and B’alam’s chosen path may have seemed somewhat unnecessary and
superfluous to some — but the fact that all of the other villages know that
Tonatíucan has an accomplished Mystic Warrior in residence is not a detri-
mental factor to the maintaining of this peace.

And besides — in this culture the mere thought of questioning someone’s
chosen path in life literally does not enter the mind.  To their way of thinking,
choosing your path is a deal you make with the gods, and choosing your path is
what makes you into who you are. This choice is sacrosanct.

And — last but not least — I must not forget to include a very important
member of the Tonatíucanian community in the form of don Genarro’s goat!
Don Genarro himself is the son of a Hispanic trader who died in Tonatíucan
many years previously leaving don Genarro an orphan.  He was, of course,
adopted by the Tonatíucanians.  Don Genarro is a quiet and simple man who
makes no waves, and is perfectly happy to live his life in quiet obscurity.
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His goat, though, is famous for being an exceptionally voracious creature,
even for one of his race. In fact — it would not be an exaggeration to say that
the appetite of don Genarro’s goat is legendary, and stories of don Genarro’s
goat will survive in Tonatíucanian lore for many generations...

At the moment, don Genarro’s goat is eating the rope that moors Q’uel’s
boat to the shore. The unfortunate Q’uel will soon be required to trade a very
fine blanket to a villager in Míctlan in order to reclaim his boat...

Tonatíucan contains about six score inhabitants, and we will meet some of
the others as our story progresses — but these people will be the central
characters in the passion play that is about to unfold...
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Chapter two:

Celebration day

From birth to death, we travel between eternities...
—From the TV Miniseries Broken Trails

Village of Tonatíucan

t was a day of celebration.  (There are many such days in Tonatíucan.)
Over the centuries, Christian missionaries had occasionally made their

way to Tonatíucan, and a Franciscan priest named Father Gregorio Generoso
makes regular stops there now.  As is common with spiritually oriented people
who are happy and content, the Tonatíucanians have taken the portions of
Christian theology that are relevant to their lives and they have incorporated
them into the cosmology in which they had already been living for centuries —
and they ignore the parts that are irrelevant to their lives.  Thus, while they
now call this holiday ‘Christmas’, it is actually a celebration of the ‘Return of
the Sun’, or the Winter Solstice, and is celebrated much as their ancestors have
been celebrating it for thousands of years.  Father Gregorio is in attendance,
and as I predicted, the good Father is going to marry Tonatíucan’s most beauti-
ful couple — Achin and Ixöq — the son of the headman Uch’en, and, the
daughter of the matriarch Ubintel — later in the day.  The Tonatíucanians are
perfectly content to allow Father Gregorio to pretend that the Tonatíucanians
are Christians — and for his part, Father Gregorio is perfectly content to ignore
the numerous ‘pagan’ ceremonies that attend the celebrations in Tonatíucan.
Father Gregorio is a good man, and he brings many fine things with him on his
trips to Tonatíucan — thus, the Tonatíucanians are always glad to see the good
Father, and they are perfectly happy to perpetrate a few minour deceptions if
they make Father Gregorio happy.  Father Gregorio had finally stopped bring-
ing Bibles to Tonatíucan, though, because the villagers had kept leaving them
lying around and don Genarro’s goat had kept eating them.

Besides, no one but Q’ij could read them since they were in Spanish.
The Tonatíucanians were able to equitably ignore many things that would

contribute to discord in the village were these things to be openly recognized.
For instance, Tz’i’’s sociopathic tendencies were well known, but remained
largely unacknowledged — and Tz’i’ was wise enough to never allow his anti-
social tendencies to intrude upon the everyday lives of the Tonatíucanians.

I
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And even Tz’i’ had useful talents — Tonatíucan had no problems with stray
dogs, for instance.  Both Q’ëq and Tz’i’’s father BΛ’xöq were well known for
their drunkenness and cruelty — and Q’ëq was not nearly as wise as Tz’i’ as
far as maintaining diplomatic relations with the rest of the villagers.  Only
when his cruelties directly affected others were steps taken, though — and
these steps were designed with the focus on teaching rather than punishing...

Thus, while Tz’i’, Q’ëq, and BΛ’xöq were treated with the common respect
owed to everyone, they were largely ignored by the rest of the Tonatíucanians.
The Tonatíucanians even have a saying for this:  “If there is a bad taste in your
mouth, you should spit it out.”

They also have a sympathetic saying about people such as Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq,
and Q’ëq:  “Worms that live on mahogany do not know that dates are sweet.”

Thus, the looks of open lust Q’ëq constantly directed toward Ixöq were
also noticed but ignored by the others as long as Q’ëq never directly harassed
Ixöq.  It was hoped that Q’ëq would cease his pursuit of Ixöq now that she was
getting married.  To her credit, Ixöq was as kind and generous to Q’ëq as she
was to everyone else in the village in spite of the distaste the man must
certainly have inspired in her...

Everyone in the village attended the celebration.  Even the ascetic B’alam
had temporarily ceased his never-ending vision quests and warrior trainings to
attend.  He was decked out in his Mystic Warrior leopard skin.  As per his
usual demeanour, he silently sat at the edge of the crowd stonily watching the
proceedings without saying anything to anyone.  (Since it was well known that
B’alam had taken a vow of celibacy, many of the girls of the village were intri-
gued by the silent and handsome young man...)

Father Gregorio and the village shaman Q’ij gladly shared the Master of
Ceremony duties.  Uch’en, Uch’en’s wife Ya’, and the elderly blind matriarch
Ubintel all sat in the place reserved for honoured elders.  When the singing
began, Ubintel’s son C’Λyin, the brother of the bride, took the lead with his
heartbreakingly sweet soprano voice.

The itinerant trader Manuel Viagero even took the time and the risk
involved in traversing the frightening canyon in order to attend the celebration.
He knew that he would be able to make many profitable trades — and even
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more importantly, Sr. Viagero knew that a very good time was to be had!  The
Tonatíucanians knew how to throw a party!

A large feast had been prepared during the night, but in the morning it was
discovered that someone had forgotten to secure the hut where the food was
stored and that don Genarro’s goat had eaten most of it.  Thus, everyone had to
go to their homes and scrape up whatever scraps they were able to scavenge
from their pantries.  Yet while the feast was not as well appointed as originally
planned, the villagers enjoyed it just as much as they would have anyway.  As
with Tz’i’’s, BΛ’xöq’s, and Q’ëq’s unattractive characteristics, no one
expressed any anger toward don Genarro’s goat.  It was understood that all of
their ways were simply parts of their natures, and that castigating them would
accomplish nothing except to spread discord and anger through the village.

And besides — unlike Tz’i, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq — don Genarro’s goat had
usefulness, as he was widely admired for his genius, his appetite, and — most
usefully — for the amount of fertilizer that he produced...

This was a day of dancing, feasting, good-natured teasing, and fun.  Joyous
laughter permeated Tonatíucan throughout the day.  Impromptu wrestling
matches broke out everywhere as boys laughed and jeered whilst the girls
flirted and cheered.

The mystic warrior B’alam continued to sit silently at the edge of the cere-
monies.  B’alam had had a very strict father — a rarity in Mayan culture —
and his mother had died of snakebite when B’alam was very young.

Qatën, a rather homely young girl, had a serious crush on B’alam — as did
half the young girls of the village — but Qatën was deeply intrigued by him
and she was convinced that she could take away the sadness that emanated
from the young man.  During the celebration, she tried to lure B’alam under
some mistletoe in order to make him smile because he never did.  (Mistletoe
was another custom that Father Gregorio had imported into Tonatíucan.)  It
didn’t work.  Instead, B’alam became very angry with Qatën, and walked away
from the girl.  Ubintel explained to Qatën that B’alam was actually a very
lonely boy who needed someone to love him, and so the girl decided then and
there to love him.  She loved him for the rest of her life even though B’alam
would never speak to her again.
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Uch’en’s daughter Athena decided to try the mistletoe trick with Ubintel’s
son Q’uel — however, in the intervening minutes don Genarro’s goat had
eaten all of the mistletoe...

During the ceremony, a butterfly lighted upon Ixöq’s hand, and the delight-
ed young bride stated that when she died, she wanted to come back as a
butterfly.  Achin was very obviously enchanted with his new wife’s observa-
tion, and he was obviously a very seriously smitten young man in general.

Like the appetite of don Genarro’s goat, the love of Achin and Ixöq will
become legendary, and their story will be repeated for generations to come.

Another of the Christian traditions adopted by the Tonatíucanians was for
the bride to throw a bouquet at the end of the ceremony.  When it came time
for Ixöq to throw the bouquet, though, it was discovered that don Genarro’s
goat had also eaten that — and so the children ran through the fields and
collected wild flowers until they had enough to assemble a passable bouquet.
Ixöq then threw it into the crowd where it was caught by Q’uel — much to the
young man’s discomfiture.  Since Q’uel was now the most eligible bachelor in
Tonatíucan he then became the object of much good-natured ribbing, and most
of the available girls of the village — especially the lovely Athena — let Q’uel
know that his attentions would be welcome...

Meanwhile, C’Λyin was entertaining and educating the children by telling
them the stories that defined their culture. He was telling them a story of
Jaguar, who was a popular and important figure in the Mayan cosmology.
Jaguar was a harsh and unforgiving taskmaster, yet he also was a source of
much wisdom.  On this evening, C’Λyin was telling the story of how Jaguar
and the popular hero Winic Jump’ejl met in the forest, and Jaguar forced Winic
Jump’ejl to answer a riddle so that Jaguar would not eat him.

What Jaguar did not know was that Winic Jump’ejl’s friend, Öm the
spider, was hidden behind Winic Jump’ejl’s ear telling him the answers...

During the celebration, the gringo Eos decided to solve a mystery that had
been intriguing him ever since his arrival in Tonatíucan.  Eos approached the
headman Uch’en as he spoke with the shaman Q’ij and quietly waited for
Uch’en to acknowledge his presence before asking why the headman had
named his daughter Athena.
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Uch’en explained:  “Father Gregorio once gave Q’ij a book about the
Greek myths, and Q’ij was very impressed with the stories.  He said that there
were many that paralleled Mayan legends, and Q’ij asked me to name my
daughter after one of their gods.”

Eos was intrigued, and asked, “Where is this book now?  Can I see it?”
Q’ij informed Eos that don Genarro’s goat had eaten it.
Eos turned to Q’ij and said, “So you enjoyed the Greek myths?”
Q’ij answered, “Yes.  The Greeks were obviously a very wise race.  The

typical Greek myth goes thus:  A human shepherd boy is minding his own
business when a god spies him and rapes him.  The god’s wife then gets angry
— with the boy — and then turns him into some nasty or loathsome creature,
such as, say, an immortal slug.  Then she ties the slug to a stake with a pile of
slug food just out of reach and leaves him out in the sun forever to be repeat-
edly disemboweled by ants and/or stung by hornets.”

Eos laughed.  “And you enjoyed these stories?”
“Yes, I found them very realistic, unlike the Christian myths.  No one acts

like the people in their Bible!”
“So what did you like about Athena that you would ask Uch’en to name his

daughter after her?”
“Athena was a goddess of war, wisdom, and macramé — three very useful

and practical talents.  Ares was also a god of war, but Ares was an asshole.
Ares’ aides were Fear and Terror and he was completely at odds with Athena.
Heracles, who was one of Athena’s protégés, wounded Ares twice, and once
stripped Ares of his weapons.  In addition to being an asshole, Ares was also
incompetent.  When not making an idiot of himself on the battlefield, Ares was
having sex with every woman he could lay his hands on — whether she wished
it or not — and the sons of Ares are what you Americans would call ‘serial
killers’.  Thus, the wars of Ares were stupid and ugly.

“Athena, on the other hand, was famous as a patron of Odysseus, the crea-
tor of the Trojan Horse — and while Odysseus and Heracles were both fighters
of note, they won many of their battles with cunning and wits. And though
Odysseus and Heracles engaged in violence very freely, it is plain that they
were meant as a counterpoint to the raging and mindless violence of Ares and
his homicidal sons.  Heracles personally did in several of Ares’ sons.  Ares’
main weapon was his sword; Athena’s was her shield Aegies.  Athena was
always described as being calm and majestic — and no one ever applied either
of these appellations to Ares.”

Eos said, “So basically, the Greeks were saying that Athena was a neces-
sary counter to Ares — and since Ares’ descendants are still with us in the
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form of terrorists, serial killers, CEOs, and politicians — and since these
descendants can still conquer large portions of the world — then we need
Athena to stop them.  As long as Ares’ descendants are still with us, someone
needs to do violence to them, and the only way to do that is to use a cunning
intelligence — or ‘metis’ as I believe the Greeks called it.”

Q’ij smiled, and said, “Exactly.  The fact that most of Ares’ descendants
are idiots does make things a little easier, though...”

Later in the day, Eos left to relieve himself and heard strange sounds ema-
nating from the surrounding forest.  He tracked the sound down until he found
the shaman Q’ij speaking in a language that Eos did not recognize.  Q’ij
finished whatever he was doing and then sensed Eos’s presence.  Q’ij seemed
annoyed when he realized that Eos had been watching him.

“This is a personal matter, and you are being intrusive,” said Q’ij.
Eos asked, “What language were you speaking?  I don’t think it was

Mayan.”
“It is the language of the gods,” Q’ij answered.
“Ah, I see,” said Eos.  “In English, it is called ‘speaking in tongues.”
“The Americans speak directly to the gods,” Q’ij asked in obvious disbe-

lief?
“Well, they think that they do.”
Q’ij now seemed intrigued in spite of himself.  “Is it a Christian thing,” he

asked?
“Pentecostal Christians like to think so, but your pagan Greeks also did it.

Plato called it theomania. The Oriental cults of the Roman Empire did it, as
well as Hudson Bay Inuits, Chukchi shamans, Lapps, Yakuts, Semang
pygmies, some North Borneo cults, the Ghanese, the Zulu Amandiki cult, the
Chinese religious sect of Shang-ti-hui, spirit mediums of Tonga, and one
Brazilian Umbanda cult.  The technical term is ‘glossolalia’, and it is actually a
neurological phenomenon.”

Q’ij was obviously offended by Eos’ assertions, but Eos continued none-
theless.  “If you rule out mystical explanations — which I do — then it seems
that glossolalia comes from structures buried deep within the brain and
common to all humanity.  C.W. Shumway, after observing a revival in 1906,
noted six basic symptoms:  Complete loss of rational control; dominance of
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emotion leading to hysteria; absence of thought or will; automatic functioning
of the speech organs; amnesia; and occasional physical manifestations such as
jerking or twitching — in other words, very similar to a so-called ‘religious
experience’.  Eusebius observed similar phenomenon around 300CE, noting
that the false prophet begins by a deliberate suppression of conscious thought,
and ends in a delirium over which he has no control.”

Q’ij was not sure whether he truly did not understand what Eos was saying,
or if he simply did not wish to know what Eos was saying...

Without another word, Q’ij simply shook his head and walked away.

Like everyone else in the village, Eos had a morbid curiosity about the
mysterious B’alam.  The other villagers treated him with great respect — but at
the same time, they seemed to treat him somewhat fearfully and diffidently.
Even Ubintel seemed somewhat subdued in the company of this silent and
dangerous seeming person — though Eos had never seen B’alam in any way
threaten anyone or treat anyone with anything less than respect.

Eos approached B’alam, who, as usual, was sitting alone at the edge of the
festivities scowling.

Eos said, “They say you are a great warrior.”
B’alam slowly turned his stony gaze to Eos and to Eos’s surprise he said,

“You are also a great warrior.”
Since Eos had never shown or felt the least amount of anger or violent

emotion since his arrival in Tonatíucan, he was puzzled by B’alam’s words.
And while he was honoured by this unexpected praise from B’alam, he was
also fearful that B’alam might have a false impression of him that was likely to
lead to disappointment — and Eos had a feeling that this was one young man
whom it would not be wise to disappoint...

B’alam seemed to read his mind.  He said, “There are many ways to
vanquish an enemy besides doing violence.  Violence is the last resort of a
limited mind.  My skills only come into play when all superior methods of
dealing with the situation have failed.  No one likes violence except very
intense people.  People do not like to be around me, and I do not much enjoy
being around them.  However, I am an absolutely necessary instrument in their
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survival for my threat and my violence keeps them safe.  They don’t like me,
but they understand the rôle I play, and they respect me even as they pity me.”

Eos could tell that B’alam did not need and did not appreciate the ‘pity’ of
the other villagers.  Eos was unaware of the fact that this was the longest
speech that B’alam had given in years.

B’alam continued:  “I live on violence and I love violence.  However, I am
a true warrior, so I must take responsibility for my violence.  I must only apply
my violence in a sacrosanct and hallowed manner.  I must use it only to protect
my tribe from outside threats.  I must never use it for frivolous purpose, or for
personal aggrandizement.

“I almost killed you when you first arrived,” B’alam continued in a
perfectly matter of fact tone.  “I had never felt anyone like you, and I did not
understand you.  The mere chance you were a threat made me wonder if I
should just kill you and thus take no chance.”

Eos did not doubt B’alam a moment, and the idea that he had been in
serious mortal danger without even being aware of it gave Eos some philo-
sophical food for thought...

Eos wondered at B’alam’s using the word ‘felt’ rather than ‘seen’, but he
wrote it off as another of the many cultural idiosyncrasies that so often appear
in different languages. “What,” he asked nervously, “Were you going to kill
me in the village or were you going to wait until I was out in the jungle?”

“I was actually going to kill you when you were still an hour down the trail
before you first arrived.”

Eos thought back to that time — he had been in near ecstasy.  To be hiking
through this unspoiled paradise knowing that he was finally forever escaping
the nightmare of the hateful dog-eat-dog existence of life in the United States...

Eos had also slipped out of America’s back door just as the police were
crashing through the front, and Eos had very narrowly escaped a 20-year
prison sentence — which added to his already flying emotions as he hiked
through this unspoiled paradise...

“But I was dressed just like any other American adventurer,” Eos
observed.  “What was it about me that scared you?”

“B’alam is scared of nothing,” said B’alam — again in a completely matter
of fact voice devoid of emotion.  Eos knew that this was no idle boast; again he
did not doubt B’alam’s words for a moment.

Eos rephrased the question:  “What was it about me that made you think I
might be a threat?”

B’alam seemed surprised by the question.  He looked at Eos strangely for a
moment, and said, “Your aura — the dance of your spirit.”
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Eos then realized that B’alam had meant the word ‘felt’ literally...
Eos again remembered that day, and said, “But B’alam, I was happier that

day than I had ever been in my life!  How did you perceive a threat?”
B’alam again looked at Eos in a strange manner.  Then he observed:  “How

can you not already know these things?  There is so much you know — but
there is so much that you don’t know.  Do you not know yourself?”

In Western society, such a question was not only likely to be taken
seriously, but it could lead to hours of amateur psychological scrutiny and
deconstruction by people who were even more messed up than you were...

In this society, it was treated as a strange and incomprehensible anomaly.
The question had been almost rhetorical.

B’alam continued:  “When I first saw you coming toward Tonatíucan, I felt
your crazy energy, and I did not know in what direction your crazy energy
traveled.  Crazy energy is a very powerful thing, which means that it can be
either a very good thing or a very bad thing.  I am very glad that your crazy
energy is a good thing.”

Translated, this meant that B’alam was glad that he did not have to kill
Eos.  Slightly shaken, Eos left to rejoin the party and to contemplate this sober-
ing view of reality...

Eos joined a drum circle for a couple of hours.  Later he found himself
drinking fügre — a fermented alcoholic drink enjoyed by many Tonatíucanians
— with Q’uel, who was one of the more attractive and intelligent members of
the Tonatíucanian tribe.  They were also joined by don Genarro’s goat, who
seemed to enjoy drinking fügre almost as much as he enjoyed eating anything
that happened to pass anywhere near his mouth.

As was the custom in Tonatíucanian discourses, Q’uel and Eos shared
many jokes and insults — and much laughter.

Eventually, Q’uel turned a serious look toward Eos and asked, “Why did
you leave your people and come here?”

Knowing the Tonatíucanians, Eos realized that this was an important
question to them, but he also knew that it was a question that they were much
too polite to ask directly — unless they happened to have a belly full of fügre...

Eos thought for a few moments, then said, “One of Western civilization’s
problems is that there are large numbers of people who for a variety of reasons
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do not fit into any of the prefabricated niches that civilization has created for
its denizens.  In order to be an active member of their civilization, it is often
necessary to turn a blind eye to atrocity and to sell your soul to the devil.
Many have no desire to do this, and to my way of thinking, this says good
things about them.  Some have absolutely no desire and/or no ability to
compete in the cutthroat winner-take-all milieu that personifies their culture.
Others have no desire and/or no ability to maintain a nine-to-five job.”

At this point, Eos found himself having to explain the concept of a ‘nine-
to-five job’ to Q’uel.  The handsome young man was suitably horrified at the
concept.

Eos continued:  “Many have skills and abilities that their society refuses to
pay for because it has twisted priorities as to what is important and what is not,
and many of these people have no desire and/or no ability to do anything else.
Often these people have exceptional skills and/or intelligence.  Many of these
people are artists of one kind or another, and artists are the people who perso-
nify a society’s soul — but if a society has no soul, then artists have no prac-
tical use, and society places no value on their contributions.  There is also the
fact their intelligence often serves to embarrass the society by what that intelli-
gence reveals, and so the society not only refuses to pay them, but it actively
oppresses them.  These people are often discarded and/or imprisoned, and
civilization insists that there is something wrong with people who cannot fit in
to civilization’s existing framework rather than considering that there might be
something wrong with civilization for its failure to create a niche for such
people...

“And there are a lot of these kinds of people!  One of the most insidious
aspects of this situation is that civilization’s condemnation of such people is so
pervasive and widespread that many of the outsiders themselves accept the
common wisdom that something is wrong with them and thus create a self-
fulfilling prophecy.  This is especially galling because many of the great crea-
tive artists of both the past and present are almost invariably outsiders — and
while an infinitesimally small percentage of these creative geniuses go on to
achieve ‘success’, (at least in civilization’s definition of that term), the vast
majority die homeless or go to prison or lead a dead-end life with a dead-end
job that they hate.

“And this is completely unnecessary.  It does not cost that much to feed,
clothe, and house these people.  The United States spends enough on its mili-
tary in one day to feed everyone in the world for a year, and these outsiders
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don’t need much.  The creative members of this club might occasionally need
some paints or guitar strings, but otherwise they’re content to live on scraps
and leftovers.  They aren’t looking for a 20-acre plot with a mansion and a
Mercedes.”  (The fact that Q’uel had no idea of what ‘a 20-acre plot with a
mansion and a Mercedes’ was escaped Eos’s attention...)  “In fact, for the most
part these people are perfectly content to live on what others throw away as
long as they can avoid being trapped by the Machine.  Why can’t the Machine
just let them do that?  Why can’t they just give them room to be scavengers?
They allow crows to take care of road kill, don’t they?  Otherwise, they would
have to clean the mess up.  The crows aren’t taking anything that anyone
wants, and the artists generally do not take anything that anyone wants, so why
the almost constant harassment by the police and business owners?  Instead of
making their lives more hellish than they already are, why don’t they just let
them scavenge their throw-a-ways and maybe occasionally help them out?”

Q’uel observed, “Your world seems very strange and undesirable.  Were
you one of these ‘outsider’ people that you describe?”

“Partly,” answered Eos.  “I actually played their game for several years, but
finally I could no longer accept the hypocrisies and sell-outs that were
involved.  Their values were diametrically opposed to my values, and their
greed and selfishness were unacceptable.  I find that I infinitely prefer the
people of Tonatíucan,” he finished laughingly, playfully punching Q’uel on the
shoulder.

This led to an impromptu wrestling match that attracted a large, laughing,
and cheering crowd.

Q’uel easily won the match.

Later, Q’uel shared Eos’s explanation of his presence in Tonatíucan with
the rest of the villagers — at least as best as he could explain it, since much of
it was incomprehensible, (he was still wondering what ‘police and business
owners’ were), but the other villagers trusted Q’uel and accepted his word.

Some suspected that Eos had been banished from his tribe — which meant
that they should not have allowed him into their village since banishment from
one village meant banishment from all villages — but they were content to
accept Eos’s explanation at face value, i.e. that he had chosen to leave rather
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than being banished.  This took something of a leap in faith since the Tonatíu-
canians had never before heard of anyone voluntarily banishing themselves
from their tribe.  Banishment was the worst punishment that could be doled out
in their society, and Eos’s explanation that he had banished himself was the
equivalent of someone from Western society volunteering for the death
penalty.  (In the mountains of Sangre de Cristo, banishment often was a death
sentence...)

But Q’uel insisted that Eos’s words had the feel of truth to them — even if
most of those words were incomprehensible — and so the Tonatíucanians
accepted this strange man with his strange ways and his strange stories.

If it was ever learned that Eos’s tribe actually had banished him, then they
could deal with that situation when and if it arose.

In life, each situation was unique — and so each solution also had to be
unique...
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Chapter three:

Over the hills
And far away

Be wary of those overgrown military establishments which,
under any form of government, are inauspicious to liberty,

and which are to be regarded as particularly hostile to
republican liberty.

—George Washington

Ciudad Gobierno

hus far, Sangre de Cristo had been lucky in that they had no natural
resources that were coveted by the United States, and thus they had no

place in American strategic concerns.  As a result, Sangre de Cristo had been
largely ignored by the super giant to the north and had so far been allowed to
continue on their sleepy and languorous path through history without any
serious interference.

No longer.  Due to the discovery of oil reserves in the Míctlan region,
Sangre de Cristo had suddenly become a very important strategic concern to
American policy makers.  American politicians and newspapers began
expressing deep concerns about the poor oppressed and previously ignored
people of Sangre de Cristo and about the threats to their liberties.  (Most of the
Sangre de Cristianos had not even known that these threats existed — but no
one had asked them what they thought.)  Thus, the Americans selflessly moved
in, and for the good of the Sangre de Cristianos they started doing all the things
that Americans do when a poor country had something that the Americans
wanted.

T
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Anastasio Bauttista, the president of Sangre de Cristo, was surprised to
receive an urgent request for a meeting with H. Herbert Handle, the American
ambassador to Sangre de Cristo.

As was generally the case, the position of ambassador was a political
patronage job.  Before his appointment, H. Herbert Handle had had no previ-
ous knowledge of Sangre de Cristo, and he had no interest in Sangre de Cristo.
He did not speak the language, and he had no plans to learn the language.

Other than various diplomatic dinners, Sr. Bauttista had been largely
ignored by the Americans in general, and by H. Herbert Handle in particular.
The American embassy in Sangre de Cristo was a small and insignificant affair
staffed by people whose careers were at a dead end, who had no chips to cash
in, who had no influence in high places, and who had nothing better to do.  The
American embassy in Sangre de Cristo was as sleepy and languorous as the
country itself. H. Herbert Handle had been given an ambassador’s post
because H. Herbert Handle’s father was a large campaign contributor to the
president.  He had been given the Sangre de Cristo post because H. Herbert
Handle was an idiot, and it was hoped that he could not get into any trouble
there.

An ‘urgent’ request from the Americans was an anomaly, so President
Bauttista responded to the request with alacrity.

This meeting was also attended by N. Norbert Nocksious — the SAC of
the Sangre de Cristo Station of the CIA — and a mysterious gentleman who
had just flown in from Washington named Carl Crook. Carl Crook was known
to insiders as an ‘Economic Hit Man’. ‘Economic Hit Men’ were members of
a select group of corporate officers who traveled the Third World and
hobnobbed with heads of state.  Mr. Crook befriended these leaders and
convinced them — often using bribery and/or deceit — to take on enormous
debts to develop their national infrastructures.  Crook’s job was to convince the
governments of poor nations to build expensive new power plants, shipping
ports, and industrial parks using borrowed money.  Since these projects were
invariably built by American companies, 90% of the loaned money never left
the United States.  Money was simply transferred from a bank in New York to
a bank in San Francisco.  These developments were meant to enslave the
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government of the targeted country to American interests. Once crippled by
debt, each country was beholden to the international banking community and
unable to refuse if the US wanted to drill for oil within its borders and/or create
a sweatshop and/or build a military base and/or whatever. They were also
meant to enrich Mr. Crook’s employers, and the interest on the debts was
meant to enrich the World Bank, which provided most of these loans. The
World Bank had been created at the end of World War II to help reconstruct a
devastated Europe so that the Europeans could buy American exports.  The
Bank had succeeded in this goal. However, it had quickly become politicized
by US efforts to marginalize the Soviet Union, and while the Bank’s stated
mission was still helping countries to rebuild, its actual mission was to loot the
Third World for the benefit of global corporations, and to place the economies
of the Third World countries into the pocket of these corporate interests.

Part of the deal was that the leaders of the Third World countries in ques-
tion also profited handsomely in these transactions. Basically, these leaders
were bribed to allow American corporations to come in and economically rape
their country. The only people who did not profit from these transactions were
the common citizens of the Third World countries, who were instead impove-
rished for the benefit of the aforementioned corporations, the aforementioned
World Bank, and the aforementioned Third World leaders.

Besides the World Bank, Mr. Crook’s employers included such well-
known companies as Monsanto, Nike, General Electric, Wal-Mart, Bechtel,
Ballihurtin Corporation, and Rump Enterprises. Mr. Crook and his ilk
destroyed their targets not with bullets, but with dollars.  Mr. Crook never
needed to convince all of the people of a country to take out the loans — he
only needed to convince the country’s leaders. (Often all Mr. Crook had to do
was to convince one or two people.)

The people who actually paid for the debt had no voice in the matter.
Many of these leaders were dictators, and even those who were elected could
not be retaliated against by the people until the next election — and by then it
was usually too late because the Americans also provided their new puppets
with sufficient arms and training to effectively oppress their own citizens.

For instance:  Twenty years after the IMF loaned Ecuador billions to hire
American engineering and construction firms to build projects that would help
only a handful of Ecuador’s élite, Ecuador was bankrupted as a result.  Poverty
had gone from 15% to 70%, public debt from $240 million to $16 billion, and
50% of Ecuador’s budget, whose taxes were paid almost exclusively by the
working class, now went to pay interest on this debt. This scenario played out
over and over and over again all over the world.  Argentina, Brazil, Columbia,
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Nicaragua, Chile, Mexico, numerous African nations, numerous Asian nations,
on, on, and on — all of these countries experienced almost exactly the same
outcomes.

These policies were known as ‘free trade’.
Ultimately, Mr. Crook’s job was to cheat countries around the globe out of

trillions of dollars for the sake of creating a global empire — and he had done
just that.  At the time of our story, Mr. Crook’s employers not only controlled
world commerce, but heavily influenced world culture.  The language of
diplomacy and business was English.  People all over the world watched
Hollywood movies, ate American fast food, and adopted American styles of
clothing.

Empire — and the methods used to install and maintain empire — were
nothing new.  Mr. Crook exaggerated financial reports and/or rigged elections
and/or paid off and/or extorted and/or blackmailed leaders — just as empires
had been doing for centuries.  However, the American Empire had taken on
terrifying dimensions through the power of globalization combined with its
cruelty and savagery.

When Mr. Crook’s methods failed — i.e. when he engaged with a leader
who refused to sell his country to Mr. Crook’s employers — then other men
known as ‘jackals’ — who were often operatives of the American CIA —
would move in to stage a coup d’état and/or simply assassinate the uncoopera-
tive leader.

If this strategy also failed then the US would often use the last arrow in its
quiver and fabricate an excuse to invade the country with its military...

None of these less desirable tactics was necessary with Anastasio Bauttista.
Sr. Bauttista was an enthusiastic participant in Mr. Crook’s schemes from the
instant he understood the offer. Within two years, Sr. Bauttista was elevated
from a weak and unknown leader of a podunk backwater Third World country
into a major player in Central American politics. Sangre de Cristo quickly
became an economic and military powerhouse.  Almost overnight, his capital
city of Ciudad Gobierno was crawling with construction crews and soldiers.
The poor became much poorer, and the rich became much richer.  The ghettos
of Ciudad Gobierno were emptied of men who were drafted into the army,
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drafted to perform slave labour on the dozens of new construction projects, or
imprisoned if they objected.  New prisons were quickly constructed, and just as
quickly filled.  Anyone who complained simply disappeared never to be seen
again.  Rural villages that had never before had any contact with the govern-
ment in Ciudad Gobierno suddenly found tax collectors, police stations,
military bases, and roads surrounding them — and their men also began disap-
pearing into military barracks, work crews, or prisons. Torture was practiced
widely, and the mutilated bodies were always left in the street as a message.

All of this made Anastasio Bauttista into a very popular figure in the eyes
of a small handful of people, and into a loathsome monster in the eyes of
everyone else.  He was hailed in American newspapers as an economic refor-
mer who was bringing his country into the 21st Century, and as a dynamic and
effective new force in Central America.  The political opposition in Sangre de
Cristo mounted a vigorous campaign before the next election, and enjoyed
almost universal popular support — but somehow, the vote was overwhel-
mingly in favour of Sr. Bauttista.  Evidence of massive election fraud produced
by the opposition party resulted in most of the members of the opposition party
disappearing. Thousands protested this disappearance. This protest was
violently and ruthlessly crushed. Using all of the lethal new American toys
with which Sr. Bauttista had been supplied, hundreds were killed, and
thousands were beaten and/or arrested and/or never seen again.

Sr. Bauttista was hailed in American papers for his ability to restore order.

One of these protesters was a young middle-class college student named
Juan Promésa.  Young Juan was an exceptionally articulate, deeply intelligent,
and highly charismatic youth.  He was also an accomplished poet.  He
possessed wisdom far beyond his years and a compassion for humanity that
was real and deep.  He was beloved by everyone who knew him, and he had
the ability to move crowds to tears with his poetry, his prose, and his spoken
word.  He was held in almost reverential awe at the Gobierno University by
both his professors and his fellow students.

Young Juan was seriously beaten by the police at the protest.  With a
broken arm, two broken ribs, many bruises, and a serious concussion, he
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managed to drag his beaten, bloody, and broken body into an alley and hid
behind a trashcan, thus avoiding arrest.

Later that night, Juan Promésa crawled out of the alley and made his way
into the countryside, carrying his outrage and anger with him like a chalice...

Houston, Texas
he meeting was called to order by V. Vincent Vindict.  Mr. Vindict
was the CEO of Ballihurtin Corporation.  The meeting in question was

to discuss the details of a new dam that was to power the energy development
projects planned for the Míctlan region.  The dam was to be constructed by
Ballihurtin sub-contractors in the mountains of Sangre de Cristo — specifi-
cally, it was to be constructed in the Tonatíucan Valley.

Also attending the meeting was a middle-aged man named J. Howard
Rump Jr., known more popularly by his nickname of ‘Rowdy’.  A native of
Happy Town, Indiana, Mr. Rump was the owner of Rump Enterprises, which
was to be the major sub-contractor in the construction of the dam.  Rump
Enterprises was owned wholly and solely by Rowdy Rump, who had inherited
it from his father.  This provided many opportunities to hide money since
Rump Enterprises was exempt from many of the annoying regulations to which
publically traded companies were subject. (Rump Enterprises answered to no
shareholders...)

In addition, Rump Enterprises was large enough to bury shady transactions
under small mountains of obfuscation.

Mr. Rump was one of the wealthiest men in America.  He had his thumb in
so many economic pies that he had no idea himself of what all he owned.
While he had no objection of any kind to making more money with the
construction of a dam in the Tonatíucan Valley, when he learned that the valley
was inhabited by a tribe of Mayan Indians who had had minimal contact with
civilization, Mr. Rump suddenly became interested in the Tonatíucan Valley
for reasons that were far different from what one may think...

T
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Chapter four:

Houses of the holy

The land belongs to whoever steals it.
—Emiliano Zapata

Village of Tonatíucan

os  was  laughing  and  joking  with  Ubintel’s  family  one  evening  as
C’Λyin told a hilarious story of Winic Jump’ejl.  Suddenly the blind

woman went stiff as she began sniffing the air and listening intently.  Then she
said, “There is some kind of large strange machine approaching.”

Though he could hear absolutely nothing unusual, Eos had long learned to
trust the senses of the blind woman, and he had no doubt that some sort of
large strange machine was indeed approaching.

This meant white people.
This meant trouble.
For several different reasons, the arrival of Whites in Tonatíucan frightened

Eos to the core of his soul.
Eos tried to comfort himself with the thought that the Whites were just

passing through, but he quickly dismissed the possibility because no one ever
just passed through Tonatíucan.  There was nowhere beyond Tonatíucan
through which to pass. Tonatíucan was literally the end of the road.

Ubintel’s son Q’uel ran to alert the headman Uch’en, the shaman Q’ij, and
some other influential members of the village to the arrival of strangers.  When
Eos finally heard the helicopter several minutes later, the village elders were
all gathered at the clearing at the head of the valley and waiting for the
machine to land. Eos hid in the trees at the edge of the clearing to watch the
proceedings.  After the helicopter landed, four men emerged.  The first was
obviously the pilot; the second and third were white men dressed in expensive
suits — and to his shocked consternation, the other was an Hispanic Catholic
priest! Eos’s fear became profound when he recognized the habit as that of a
Jesuit.  “Oh lords help us,” he exclaimed aloud!

Though the villagers were only slightly less alarmed than Eos was at this
unprecedented event, they showed their customary courtesy when greeting the
strangers.  Fortunately, the trader Manuel Viagero happened to be in town and

E
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was able to interpret the Spanish spoken by the priest into the Quichean Mayan
spoken by the villagers.  Thus, the white men, who spoke only English, had to
speak through the priest, who then had to speak in Spanish to Manuel Viagero,
who then spoke in Quichean Mayan to the villagers.  All words spoken by the
villagers had to follow the reverse route to be understood by the white men.

After the customary formalities, Uch’en, Ya’, Ubintel, and Q’ij escorted
the strangers to the headman’s hut — whereupon Eos snuck to the window so
he could eavesdrop on the proceedings.  Since Eos spoke English, Mayan, and
some Spanish, he had a deeper understanding of what was being said than
anyone else — and what he heard greatly increased his already profound
consternation.  He learned that the one of the rich white men was none other
than the famous Rowdy Rump.  The other was a man named Cattalus Handy,
whom Eos erroneously assumed to be a lackey.  The Jesuit’s name was
Francisco Oprimir. First, Father Oprimir stated his intention to build a mission
in Tonatíucan. The Church was also building a school in Míctlan where all of
the children could boarded and educated. For several reasons, Eos shuddered
at the thought.  Then, Mr. Rump said that he represented a company that
wished to build a dam in the Tonatíucan Valley. Eos understood that this was
the end of his life in Tonatíucan.  Several trinkets were passed out to the
villagers, and Eos was reminded of the original purchase of Manhattan by the
Dutch.  Rowdy promised the villagers that they would become rich. Eos knew
this meant that Mr. Rump was about to make slaves of them and steal
everything that they had.  Mr. Rump also stated that, among other things, they
would have a road built into Tonatíucan, and that he would personally
construct a health clinic.  He promised them things like radios and
motorcycles.  Many of the young people’s eyes glistened at the thought.

As almost an afterthought, Mr. Rump mentioned that the village would
have to be relocated as the dam would flood the entire valley.  He promised
them that he would build them nice new modern homes, though, with
electricity and plumbing.

Many of the Tonatíucanians were not exactly sure of what electricity or
plumbing was.

When it was time for the helicopter to leave, they discovered that don
Genarro’s goat had eaten the wiring, and thus the three men and the pilot — an
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American named Just Fred who had to be dissuaded from shooting Don
Genarro’s goat — had to spend three days in Tonatíucan until a mechanic
could be flown in from Ciudad Gobierno.  The villagers were unable to discuss
the offer among themselves until the strangers left, and Father Oprimir spent
the entire time lobbying incessantly for the mission and for the dam.  A
preliminary poll would probably have indicated support for a mission and
ambivalence about the dam, but these were decisions that would be made in
council, and not before.  Uch’en explained this fact to Father Oprimir several
times, but the man seemed to be ignorant or stupid. He just kept on harping
about the mission and the dam.  It was almost as if he felt that had some sort of
standing to tell them what to do.  As if anyone cared what he thought.  As if the
opinion of this stupid man would hold any weight in their councils...

To Eos’s surprise, both of the rich Gringos seemed unperturbed by the
delay.  It turned out that both Mr. Rump and Mr. Handy spoke Spanish after all
— for whatever reasons, they had hidden this fact from the villagers, and
evidently from Father Oprimir himself.  Mr. Rump and Mr. Handy spent the
three days with Manuel Viagero talking to the villagers, and the two white men
seemed genuinely interested in their lives and their views of the world. Eos
knew this was so they could learn of their cultural vulnerabilities and thus
more effectively break them.

Father Oprimir was not nearly as complacent about the delay.  He openly
expressed anger and impatience. He seemed to have no interest in the villagers
other than trying to get what he wanted out of them.  To Eos, this further
confirmed his suspicion that Father Oprimir’s desire to build a mission in
Tonatíucan had motivations other than the welfare of the villagers.

Father Oprimir’s anger grew when don Genarro’s goat ate his rosary.

Eos spent the first two days hiding in the hut of BΛ’xöq.  In addition to
living in the filthiest and most downtrodden hovel in the village, BΛ’xöq was a
mean drunk, and was thus one of Tonatíucan’s more unpleasant people.  Eos
would be very surprised if the Americans came anywhere near the hut of
BΛ’xöq.

As Eos was about to learn, though, Rowdy Rump and Cattalus Handy were
surprising people.

Eos was surprised by Mr. Rump and Mr. Handy on the morning of the third
day when they appeared at BΛ’xöq’s hut evidently already being aware of
Eos’s presence.

Upon espial of Eos, Mr. Rump said, “Aha!  I heard that there was an
American living in this village!  Are you shy or something?”
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Mr. Rump and Mr. Handy then not only treated BΛ’xöq with respect, but
they settled in and made themselves right at home — as if some of the richest
men in the world spent time in the filthy hovels of destitute Third World
drunks as a matter of course.

Eos, who wished that he could just sink into the ground, gruffly said, “I
came here specifically to get away from people like you.  I have nothing to say
to you.  I wish you would go away.”

Rowdy laughed, and said, “Oh come on son, no need to be rude.  You don’t
even know me, so how can you know whether or not you want to talk to me.”

“That suit tells me all I need to know even if I didn’t already know who
you are, which I do.”

“Ah, judging a book by its cover, are you?”
“You are just another rich American asshole who wants to destroy these

people’s lives for profit.  These people are happy and content, and the last
thing in the world they need is your damned dam.”

“Actually, we tend to agree with that assessment,” said Mr. Handy.
Eos was taken aback for a moment until he realized that these were proba-

bly the type of men who told people whatever he thought they wanted to hear
in order to ingratiate themselves with them.

Eos sought another line of attack:  “How do we know that all of this isn’t
just an elaborate set up made to spy on us?”

Both men laughed and Rump said, “Son, if we wanted to spy on you, we
wouldn’t have to go through this elaborate song and dance.  We can read
license plates from outer space.  The technology for snooping into other
people’s lives has become ubiquitous.  If anyone wanted to spy on you, we
wouldn’t have to come twenty miles into a trackless jungle and build dams,
missions, and clinics in order to do it.  What do you know about computers?”

“What most non-professional people know, I guess.  I know how to operate
most standard consumer software, but I know nothing of the inner workings.”

“Are you familiar with spyware?”
“Slightly — isn’t that software that allows one person to spy upon someone

else’s computer?”
“Exactly.  Most spyware is used by marketing firms to track what kind of

things you like to buy.  It is called ‘adware’, and it is used by commercial firms
to track information whenever a computer user goes online and visits certain
sites.  If you browse the web looking for running shoes and suddenly you start
receiving pop-up ads for everything concerning the foot — from hiking boots
to slippers to socks — then one of the sites that you visited attached bits of
adware to your hard drive.  Unless you have installed a spyware detector, you
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will never even know that all of this adware is there except that over time your
computer will slow down as it loads up on the small bits and pieces of soft-
ware.  Otherwise, most of it is harmless — though such software can some-
times transmit viruses, worms, and other odious items that can kill your
computer.

“However, there are also much more sophisticated versions of this same
idea; spyware that can literally look over your shoulder and send all of your
personal information to someone else.  Keylogger programs literally record
everything that you type, and then transmit this information without your ever
knowing it.  Many of them can even take screenshots of whatever is on your
monitor and transmit those too.  These types of programs are popular with
identity thieves.

“Even more insidious, though, is an unbelievably powerful and thoroughly
secret program known as ‘Prime Vector”. It was developed back in the early
1990s by a man named Sam Adams.  This software allows the operator to tap
into home and office computers — in fact, anything that is online — and to
monitor patterns of conduct and individual activity at a depth and in a detail
that is literally mind numbing.  It can decode and translate any computer
language, and it easily cracks most security firewalls.  The United States
Justice Department stole this software from Mr. Adams and then had Mr.
Adams murdered when he began legal proceedings against them.  Information
is power, and with Prime Vector, the US government now has access to
personal digitized data in a form that is raw and virtually unrestricted.  They
have coupled Mr. Adam’s software with processing software that allows
oceans of data to be mined literally at the speed of light.  What this means is
that they now have an open and engraved invitation to despotism on a level
unknown in human history.  These processing tools are literally the keys to the
kingdom, providing them with the tools to become the ultimate inside dealers.
They now know the details of every business transaction in the world before
they even occur.  They can track farmers reporting agricultural production,
banks dealing with the Federal Reserve, and doctors up linking to government
regulatory agencies.  They can record and analyze everything — from patient
medical records to supposedly confidential financial data to personal notes and
e-mail records maintained on personal home computers.  Any computer that
has ever surfed a government site is already infected.  Anyone who has filed
tax returns electronically — which is now required by law for many businesses
— has no way of avoiding the attachment of virtually invisible spyware to their
computers.  All of their data is then run through high-speed lines in
compressed microbursts to computers running Prime Vector in the basement of
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the Pentagon.  Of course, this has ominous implications for anything remotely
resembling a free society.  They can now spy on almost anyone who is anyone,
and they can do it with no restriction or oversight.  The possibilities of this
technology in the hands of a tyrant are nearly endless.  Government computers
can now use Prime Vector to search every online database in the world in a
matter of hours.  We could probably learn more about Tonatíucan in a few
minutes than most of the people who actually live here know.”

Eos decided to change the subject.  He said, “I don’t understand how
someone like you can show your face in front of people like this.  One hour of
your income could feed this entire province for a year.  A man could sweat all
his life and save every penny, and still not be able to obtain a fraction of your
wealth.”

Mr. Rump gave Eos a worldly and condescending smile, and said, “Son,
you don’t obtain this kind of wealth with sweat, you get it by oppressing the
man who sweats, and stealing his labor for a pittance.  And what you probably
fail to realize is that my wealth is like a prison.”

“Oh, you poor, poor man!  The ‘rich man’s burden’ is obviously wearing
you down,” Eos exclaimed sarcastically.

“You miss the point.  I don’t seek sympathy, I am merely pointing out the
realities involved; and the reality is that success builds walls around the
successful person, and everyone — not just the rich — tends to see what they
want to see and ignore the inconvenient truths involved in whatever reality
they inhabit.  Most people like me see only balance sheets and business reports
while ignoring a man with no shoes or a woman with no milk for her child.
And there is built in absolution:  Without our capital, factories, hospitals, and
schools will not be built.  But we become whores sleeping in the bed of the
tyrant, and bask in the protection of the police.  It is easy to condemn the
whore, but it is not so easy to trace what turns an honest person into a harlot.
Yet there are many besides the tyrant who benefit, so it is not all black and
white.”

Eos was surprised at Mr. Rump’s depth, honesty, and candour.  He replied,
“Even a layman can do a cursory search through history and see that any
society with a small élite possessing incredible wealth whilst surrounded by a
huge mass of people living in abject poverty is a society on the brink of
collapse.  Such a condition invariably leads to discontent, widespread social
disruption, and revolution — with the resulting chaos often engulfing rich and
poor alike.  I am not making an argument for egalitarianism, as only a fool
would argue for a completely equal distribution of wealth — but by the same
token, only a fool would argue against a fair distribution of wealth.”
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Mr. Handy — who Eos was soon to learn was a philanthropist and a very
wealthy man in his own right — again surprised Eos by saying, “Would it
surprise you to learn that we agree with you?  The core philosophy behind a
free-enterprise economic system is that competing producers assure consumers
of high quality goods at low cost.  When such a system is working properly,
unemployment is low, wages are high, and everyone up and down the
economic scale prospers.  Unfortunately, unless such a system is strictly regu-
lated, producers will eventually begin merging and combining until rather than
having numerous competing producers, we instead end up with a monopolistic
cartel.  Quality deteriorates, prices rise, wages fall, and soon only a small hand-
ful of people are profiting at the expense of everyone else.  The big get bigger,
the small get eaten. Soon you have feudalism:  A small handful owning every-
thing while no one else has anything.

“While there are numerous exceptions on both sides, generally the liberals
support the former paradigm whilst the conservatives support the latter — but
the liberals have been becoming more and more like the conservatives the last
couple of decades until the two parties are almost indistinguishable from one
another.  It is a credit to the abilities of the conservatives to spin propaganda
that most Americans believe that the Republicans are better for the economy
than the liberals are.  Such a belief does not stand up to scrutiny.  Every major
economic dislocation of the 20th Century — including the Great Depression —
occurred while conservatives ran the country.  And every time this happened,
liberals subsequently repaired the damage caused by the conservatives.  One of
the great ironies of the 20th Century is that Franklin Delano Roosevelt, often
dismissed by right-wingers as a ‘socialist’, was the man who saved capitalism
from itself — and he did it largely by redistributing wealth downward.  As
history has proven over and over again, the best way to stimulate the economy
and to create a happy and well-adjusted society is to make sure the workers
receive a fair slice of the pie.  When workers have money they go out and buy
things, thus stimulating the economy.  When rich people are given more money
they send a good portion of it to overseas investments and offshore tax havens,
thus sucking money out of the economy.  One of Henry Ford’s radical ideas
was paying his workers double the standard wage of the day.  This strategy
assured that his factories were always filled with the best, most productive, and
happiest workers, and it assured that his workers could afford to buy Mr.
Ford’s cars.  Costco not only pays its workers nearly double what Wal-Mart
workers earn, but also provides a much more generous benefits package — and
yet Costco still receives more employee productivity per dollar spent than Wal-
Mart does.  History not only validates this paradigm, but study after study has
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shown that, in spite of conservative rhetoric to the contrary, raising the
minimum wage helps the economy in general, and small business in particular.
True, the restaurant owner must pay his employees more, but this cost is more
than compensated for by the fact that many more people can now afford to eat
in his restaurant.”

Eos replied, “Well, if I may play devil’s advocate here for a moment:  If
raising the minimum wage by a dollar is good, why not raise it $50?”

“Don’t be specious.  If two aspirin are good for a headache, why not take
an entire bottle of aspirin?  Even disregarding the moral and ethical reasons
why someone who owns more than 1,000 people could use in 1,000 lifetimes
should share a little more of the pie with someone who cannot afford to
provide their children with food, shelter, or health care, there is the simple fact
that it is in the wealthy person’s own self-interest to do so.  The wealthy person
might not have quite as much money, but he has much more than he really
needs anyway.  An uneducated and unemployed man not only contributes little
to the economy, but he often ends up in prison where he not only contributes
nothing to the society, but actually becomes a major drain on the society.  It is
much cheaper to send someone to college than it is to send them to prison, and
studies have shown that every dollar invested in education gives returns around
twelve times the original investment while prison is an economic black hole
that is essentially a very expensive way to make a problem much worse than it
was originally.  Providing everyone with preventative health care is another
investment that shows returns several times the original investment, for it is
much cheaper to prevent disease than it is to treat it after it strikes.  And most
importantly, when everyone is contributing to society and receiving tangible
benefits from their contribution, the result is a stable and content society
without the constant anger and outrage that leads to societal collapse.

“And yet invariably, a small handful of people accumulate nearly all of the
wealth and grind everyone else under their heel in their never ending quest to
accumulate more and more and more.”

Eos replied, “So what is with these people?  Are they blind?  Are they
stupid?  Are they ignorant?  Are they insane?  I have never associated with
such people, and the questions are more than merely academic, because in
addition to destroying my country, they are now destroying the ecological
infrastructure upon which humanity depends for its very survival. Can we save
the Earth?”

“Well,” answered Mr. Handy, (who preferred to be called ‘Cat’), “mostly
they willfully refuse to see what is right in front of their eyes, as so many
humans are so wont to do.
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“As for ‘saving the Earth’, that question misses the point.  The Earth has
been chugging along for billions of years now, and life has survived many
disasters much worse than the one now impending.  The question should be,
‘can we save the infrastructure that makes humanity’s continued existence on
the Earth possible?’  If not, then the Earth will once again shrug her shoulders,
wipe out most of the life now existing, and start over again.  She has done it
several times before, and she literally has all the time in the world.  If this
experiment fails, then maybe the next one will work out.  If we do wish to
survive, then major changes will be necessary — yet the ubiquitous and argua-
bly the most dangerous aspect of the current crop of ruling élites is their violent
opposition to any change in the status-quo.  A high school science student can
tell you that any species who wishes to survive must have the ability to adapt
to an ever-changing environment.  Yet the ruling élite, who are the people most
capable of bringing about the necessary changes, view any change as a threat
to their status.  To this end, they draw a theological aura about themselves with
their unassailable laws and their god-given mandates as leaders to their holy
right to vast wealth.  Yet such power that is held too long within a narrow
framework invariably moves ever further from the adaptive demands of
changed conditions.  Those at the top grow ever more paranoid and suspicious
of inventive adaptations as they fearfully protect their personal power in the
terrified avoidance of what they see as risk.  There are many people who can
see the problems and they are screaming at the tops of their lungs about it —
but they are largely ignored and remain largely unheard.  The people who are
creating the problems — who are the same people with the resources to fix the
problems — are not only unwilling to do so, but they are doing everything in
their power to keep us on the disastrous path that we are currently following.
These people own all of our mass media outlets, and are thus able to keep most
people in ignorance of the existence of these problems, and these same people
also own our government, whose cooperation would be necessary to fix these
problems.  And as has been proven over and over throughout history, these
people would rather destroy everything than give up their control.  We first
need to implement media reform and campaign finance reform so we can
control our sources of information and control our commonwealth.  But we are
in a Catch 22 because the public cannot fix the media if the public doesn’t
know it’s broken — and the public can’t know it’s broken until the public fixes
the media.

Mr. Rump then took up the narrative:  “For instance, Resident Bush lied us
into an illegal war of choice, which is not only a crime, but is the most serious
crime on the books.  It was definitively proven before the American invasion
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that Saddam Hussein not only had nothing to do with the 9-11 attacks, but that
he and Osama Bin Laden were mortal enemies.  It was also known amongst the
experts that Iraq had no WMDs before the invasion, and these people were
desperately trying to convey this information — yet as late as the 2004 elec-
tion, a large majority of voters who voted for George Bush still believed these
lies thanks to the mass media’s conscious collusion.  The alternative press was
also screaming about these lies, but the alternative press is discredited by the
corporate press even though the alternative press is often right and the
corporate press is almost always wrong.”

“Yes,” replied Eos, “but there is still hope.  Government corruption has
become so blatant that many people are finally becoming aware of the fact that
the federal government is made up almost exclusively of paid whores who are
for sale to the highest bidder, and that they represent the interests of whatever
mass-murderer or war criminal finances their campaigns rather than those of
the people who elect them.  The emergence of the Internet now provides an
uncensored source of information too.”

Mr. Rump sighed, and said, “Yes, this is all true, but I am afraid that it is
entirely too little, and that it comes entirely too late.  Society as we know it is
about to collapse, and there is nothing that can be done at this late date to
prevent it.”

Although Eos knew that this was true, to hear one of the most powerful
men in the world say it validated Eos’s own thoughts upon the matter.

“Well, what are you doing about it?  You certainly have a lot more
resources than I do!”  Eos indignantly said.

“Oh, I have a few frying pans in a few fires, but I’m afraid that I can’t
describe them to you right now...

“I will say this though:  I strongly suggest that you stay right here in
Tonatíucan...”
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Chapter five:

Communication breakdown

The money power preys upon the nation in times of peace
and conspires against it in times of adversity.  It is more
despotic than monarchy, more insolent than autocracy,

more selfish than bureaucracy…..the money power of the
country will endeavour to prolong its reign by working upon
the prejudices of the people, until the wealth is aggregated

in a few hands, and the republic destroyed.
—Abraham Lincoln

fter the helicopter was repaired and left, the villagers finally gathered
for a council.  All of this was all entirely too confusing to the Tonatíu-

canians.  Nothing even remotely similar had ever happened before in their
entire history.  Even Ubintel, Uch’en, Q’ij, and C’Λyin seemed at a loss.

Eos sat quietly as the villagers discussed the pros and cons of the proposal.
Most of the elders were against it; most of the young were for it.  Many of the
elders feared the changes that the operation would bring.  Most of the young
lusted for the technological toys that the white man promised.  Achin, Tz’i’,
BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq, voiced support.  Q’ij, Ya’, Q’uel and C’Λyin were opposed.

Uch’en and Ubintel remained uncharacteristically silent.
Finally, Eos could no longer leave his views unvoiced.  Normally, he never

tried to exert any influence in council, as he was still an ‘outsider’ and did not
feel as if he had standing.  However, on this particular subject, he had expertise
that was sui generis and he felt he must give these poor people a clue as to
what they were dealing with.  After asking Uch’en for permission to speak,
Eos said, “Almost everyone is born with innocence and a sense of the beauty
of the world — but only people who live as you do are able to carry this sense
into adulthood.  In order to function in the modern society that the Western
World has created, it is necessary for most of them to lose those attributes.
The ugliness that they take with them when they leave their innocence and
sense of beauty behind can be measured by the extent that their lives are a
failure in every way that really matters.  They may own everything, but they
know nothing.  The ugliness is not what they were born with, but it is what

A
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they make for themselves in order to function effectively in their society.  They
actually consider innocence to be a character flaw — but innocence carries
with it clarity of perception that allows its possessor to glory in the wonder of
creation in even the most humble scene and the quietest moment, and to be
aware of it almost constantly.  Innocence allows one to become aware of
magic.  In the industrialized world most of them pass days, weeks, or even
entire lifetimes with their sense of wonder drowned in their sense of self, and
completely unaware of the magic that surrounds them in every instant of every
day.  Before making a decision on the matter now before you, you should
know that the United States government is a monster and that it eats everything
that it touches...”  Eos thought of a perfect analogy:  “You should compare
them to don Genarro’s goat on a worldwide scale — but a goat that leaves no
fertilizer!”  The Tonatíucanians smiled in appreciation at the cleverness and
appropriateness of the metaphor.

Eos continued:  “You must also understand that while most individual
Americans are good people, the American press is owned by the same socio-
pathic monsters that control America’s foreign policy, and thus most of the
good Americans are simply unaware of what their own government is up to in
other parts of the world.”  Since the Tonatíucanians were themselves unaware
of what their own government was up to even in Sangre de Cristo — much less
in other parts of the world — then this was not a difficult thing to believe.

Eos then said:  “You must also understand that the people who own Amer-
ica have been murderous and imperialistic monsters since long before America
was America.  The United States first became rich by enslaving people and
conducting a genocidal slaughter upon their indigenous population. They
conducted state-sanctioned human slavery for almost two centuries and effec-
tively disenfranchised Blacks for another century.  They forcibly seized nearly
half of Mexico in 1848 and they slaughtered hundreds of thousands of Filipi-
nos at the turn of the 20th Century.  During the 1960’s they murdered millions
in Indochina and hundreds of thousands here in Central America.  They have
already murdered over a million people in Iraq.  In every one of these
instances, they not only killed those who fought them, but they killed their
cultures, their beliefs, their women, and their children.  This is the very
definition of ‘genocide’.  These are far from the only crimes these people have
committed, but these are among the worst.”  Though most of the
Tonatíucanians had never heard of any of these places, they got the point.

“America’s policy since WWII has been to organize most if not all of the
rest of the world into a giant colony whose purpose is to serve American inter-
ests.  To want to impose and maintain a global system that will serve US
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power, and especially the closely linked interests of America’s private econ-
omy.  They have largely succeeded.  The US constitutes 5% of the world’s
population, yet consumes 55% of its resources.  There are 190 countries on this
planet:  The United States maintains military bases in 130 of them.  These
bases exist to project American power for the purpose of protecting the
economic interests of the wealthy, and they are paid for both by theft from
Third World people of colour and by the taxes levied upon the middle and
lower classes of their own country.  State managers plead ‘security’ to justify
their programs.  These pleas rarely survive scrutiny.  These ‘threats’ to security
are contrived to eliminate civil liberties and to induce public acceptance of
overseas adventures and/or costly intervention in the private economy.  For 40
years the US used the Soviet Union to play the rôle of bogeyman in order to
inculcate fear into the taxpayers so that they would not complain about massive
military expenditures.  In reality, the Soviet Union was always far inferior both
economically and militarily to the hegemony of the US/Western Europe
alliance.  The US outspent the USSR by more than a 2-1 margin during the
period known as the ‘Cold War’.  US missiles virtually surrounded the USSR
while they did not have a single missile in our entire hemisphere.  And when
the Soviet Union attempted to install a few missiles in Cuba, the US threatened
nuclear holocaust.  The ‘Cold War’ was not a response to Soviet power,
because Soviet power was relatively insignificant.  The Cold War was in
response to an ideological challenge.  They did not fear Soviet imperialism;
they feared the very idea of Communism.  Communism — in spite of the inhe-
rent and significant impracticalities in the solutions offered — highlighted and
illuminated the inherent and significant flaws in Capitalist ideology.  Karl
Marx may have had solutions that sucked, but he enunciated one of the most
effective and devastating critiques of Capitalism that has ever been presented.
Communism was usually a desperate last-ditch effort to incorporate some fair-
ness and sanity into the economic system — and in spite of its flaws,
Communism sounds like heaven compared to the nightmare that most denizens
of the Third World inhabit.

“And Humans — them being human and all — have always been more
susceptible to emotional appeals than to those that appeal to logical scrutiny.  If
Communism ever became too popular, the very fabric of the existing system of
privilege and domination was in danger of being torn apart.  The gruesome fate
of Russia’s Czar Nicholas, his wife, his four daughters, his son, and several of
the family’s loyal retainers and friends was never far from their minds...

“For both financial and ideological reasons, the US also took advantage of
the manufactured danger of Communism to assume the rôle of imposing order
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and stability in the world — which is actually just a euphemism for imposing
fear and terror of US military might upon the rest of the world.  And despite
the profound hazards of military conflict, the modern US government has an
instinctive tendency to respond to all crises with military force — for when the
only tool you have is a hammer, then every problem begins to look like a nail.
US military interventions more often than not merely exacerbate the situation.
This knee-jerk reaction usually undercuts possible diplomatic opportunities,
and US spokesmen actually express deep concerns when others make diplo-
matic moves to defuse a crisis.  To reach a diplomatic resolution may achieve
the goals everyone seeks, but it deprives the US of the opportunity to provide a
decisive demonstration over the effectiveness of US military power.  Diplo-
macy and international law are now viewed as an annoying encumbrance, and
peaceful resolutions are viewed as a missed opportunity.  ‘Protecting them-
selves from Communism’ was used as justification for the perpetration of some
of the most heinous war crimes in human history.  This assertion was actually
true in a way — but in the philosophical sense rather than the actual physical
threat that Communism posed.  These crimes were actually committed for the
purpose of imposing US economic hegemony and to further US imperialistic
ambitions.  ‘Communism’ was used as an excuse to overthrow a democrati-
cally elected government in Guatemala in 1954, and for the maintenance of
murderous tyrants in that poor country ever since.  It was used to justify the
most extensive terrorist campaign in history against Cuba.  They backed the
downfalls of democratically elected governments in Nicaragua and Chile.
They paid to overthrow a democratically elected government in Iran in 1952
and then installed the Shah — an action for which they are still paying to this
day.  They sought to assassinate Lumumba.  They installed and maintained
mass-murdering dictators such as Mobutu, Trujillo, Somoza, Marcos, Saddam
Hussein, Duvalier, Suharto, and the racist apartheid regime in South Africa —
among many, many others.  Over and over again, the US has supported tyranny
as they purported to be fighting tyranny, and they destroyed democracies as
they claimed to be supporting democracy.  As far as the Cold War, American
policy ultimately helped the Soviets since the Soviets provided the only alter-
native to the fascist monsters that the US installed and supported all over the
world.”  Again, while the details were alien to the Tonatíucanians, the spirit
behind Eos’s words was understood.

Uch’en said, “I have always heard that the Communists are evil.”
Eos replied, “That depends upon who you are.  If you are a rich man who

has obtained his wealth by unfairly exploiting the poor, then yes, the
Communists are evil.  But if you are one of those exploited poor who are creat-
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ing the wealth that the rich man steals, and if you think that the act of creating
wealth should entitle you to a decent life, then the Communists can seem like
your best friend.”

Q’ij, who could read and who had studied the outside world, said, “The
Soviet Union had an élite that oppressed their workers too.”

“Yes, but the Soviet Union was not a true Communist state, as the exis-
tence of a wealthy élite proved, for under true Communism, there is no ‘élite’.
Most people hear of how evil the Communists are from the newspapers, and all
of the newspapers are owned by the rich élite, so what else are they going to
say?  The Americans call anyone who fights them ‘terrorists’, but if someone is
being oppressed by someone with an omnipotent military establishment, then
what other strategy is available to them other than terrorism?  They call them
‘terrorists’ because they say that they don’t fight fairly.  Well, they are poor,
and the Americans are rich.  They fight with rocks and clubs against the
American’s attack helicopters.  When their children are killed, the American
newspapers ignore them — but if they so much as look at the Americans in an
insulting manner, the American newspapers scream bloody murder.  The only
way anyone can effectively fight the Americans is to sneak up behind them.
Maybe this isn’t ‘fair’, but this is not some game!  These people are fighting
for their very survival against an omnipotent and ravenous monster that wants
to eat everyone and everything!  “In such a fight, there are no rules...

“Adolph Hitler and Benito Mussolini were enthusiastically embraced by
American industrialists and politicians.  It wasn’t until US interests were
directly attacked that the Fascists became an avowed enemy.  Though the Axis
powers became our enemies in WWII, this general framework of thinking
never changed, particularly in Latin America.  Impressed by the successful
Fascist model, the US turned to dictators and tyrants to thwart the threat of
social change and economic nationalism — or, to quote Winston Churchill,
anyone who created problems for the ‘rich men dwelling in peace in their
habitations who are to rule the world while enjoying the benefits of its human
and material resources.’

“After WWII, the US embarked upon its mission to dominate the entire
world economically.  The Marshall Plan was implemented to give Europe the
money to purchase US goods, and build up US exports.  It worked.  But less
than five years later, they began focusing upon ‘foreign aid’ to the Third
World.  This money was sent to the Third World by the US government as
bribes paid directly to fascist monsters with the understanding that these
monsters would subsequently allow American corporations to come in and
rape their land and their people.
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“To quote George Kennan:  ‘The major concern is the protection of our
resources.  Since the main threat to our interests is indigenous, we must realize
that the final answer might be an unpleasant one; namely, police repression by
the local government.  Harsh government measures of repression should cause
us no qualms as long as the results are favourable to our purposes.  The major
threat to US interests is posed by nationalistic regimes that are responsive to
popular pressures for improvement in the low living standards of the masses.’

“I couldn’t have said it better myself.
“Mr. Kennan further proposed that Africa should be exploited for the bene-

fit of Europe, and that the opportunity to exploit Africa should provide a
psychological lift for the European powers.  (History might suggest, though,
that Africa should ‘exploit’ Europe to enable Africa to reconstruct from centu-
ries of devastation at the hands of European conquerors — perhaps improving
their psychological state — but I fear that Mr. Kennan would not have
approved of this measure...)

“And the underlying purpose of all of this?  The basic Cold War document,
NSC 68, written in 1950, stated that we must overcome ‘weaknesses’ in our
society such as ‘ the excesses of the permanently open mind’, ‘the excess of
tolerance’, and ‘dissent among us’.  ‘We must learn to distinguish between the
necessity for tolerance and the necessity for tolerable suppression’.  NSC 68
considered it particularly important to insulate ‘labour unions, civic enter-
prises, schools, churches, and all media for influencing opinion’ from the ‘evil
work’ of the Kremlin.  Increased taxes were also necessary, along with ‘reduc-
tion of federal expenditures for purposes other than defense and foreign assis-
tance, if necessary by the deferment of certain desirable programs.’  Further, ‘a
large measure of sacrifice and discipline will be demanded of the American
people’, and they must ‘give up some of the benefits’ they now enjoy in order
to subsidize ‘the military/industrial complex’.

“In other words, in order to protect ourselves from militant totalitarians, we
must ourselves become militant totalitarians.  In order to defend our freedoms,
we must give up our freedoms.  Now that the Soviet Union has fallen upon its
tatami, the latest threat that has forced the US government to eliminate civil
liberties in order to protect its population is ‘terrorism’.  The US government
responded to the 9-11 attacks in its usual bull in a china shop militaristic
manner, and followed a policy guaranteed to increase the threat of ‘terrorism’
through the radicalization of the entire Muslim world, including many former
‘moderates’ who would have been their best source of intelligence concerning
the actual ‘terrorists’.  Experts almost universally agree that the American
invasion and occupation if Iraq has greatly increased the threat of terrorist
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attacks upon the US, but Americans do not know this because the corporate
owned US presses refuse to report it.  The United States has been conducting a
terrorist holocaust in the Third World for over a century, yet when America
was attacked as a direct result of its foreign meddling, Americans were
horrified.  To this day, most Americans honestly believe that Al Qaeda had no
legitimate reason to attack them.

“You absolutely must not allow these people into your village.  They will
destroy everything that makes living here worthwhile.”

Achin seemed puzzled, and said, “How can you say such things about your
own tribe?”

“You will notice that I no longer live there,” Eos replied.  “I left for these
and many other reasons.  I now live here because you are as opposite as it is
possible to be from the Americans.  For one thing, Americans do not live in
tribes.  The closest they come is their immediate families, and their culture has
twisted even that institution. People here almost never express discontent, and
you do not seethe with rage.  You do not struggle with depression, anxiety, or
alienation.  You never describe your lives as empty or meaningless.  Oppres-
sion and injustice are not even concepts that you are aware of as far as I can
tell.  You have almost no crime or drug addiction.  You never wait for some-
one to tell you how to live because you live the way humans have lived for
thousands of years.  Civilization has had to destroy this knowledge in order to
take over.  By the very nature of your lifestyles, you must be egalitarian, and
you have cradle to grave security for every member of your tribe.  You live
among your neighbors without fear.  All problems are shared communally.
The entire tribe raises an autistic child — it is not left to a single family to
carry such a crushing burden — and everyone knows that you will be there for
them.  Burdens carried by many become non-burdens very quickly.  Whenever
a troublemaker appears in your midst, you band together to create a solution
rather than the inefficient and inhumane method of hiring police to deal with
your problems and instituting the harsh one-size-fits-all solution of throwing
troublemakers into cages full of other troublemakers — a solution that is not
only inhumane, but actually makes the problems worse.”

Most of the Tonatíucanians had no idea what Eos was talking about — but
those who had experienced the outside world nodded their heads in under-
standing and agreement with Eos’s assessment.

Eos continued:  “Believe me, if you allow these people in, they will take
everything you have, and they will leave you nothing in return.  They will
destroy your land, they will poison your water, they will kill all your animals,
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they will chop down your trees, they will kill your families, and they will
destroy everything that is sacred and important.”

The shaman Q’ij then spoke:  “Your words bring trouble to my mind.  You
have painted a picture that clarifies many things I already feared, but that I had
no words to illuminate.  What of their shamans Gregorio and Oprimir?  They
are men of God — do they know of these things?”

Eos sighed, and then reluctantly launched into a realm where logical expla-
nation had little facility, and emotion ruled all — i.e. religion:   “Father Grego-
rio is a good man.  The organization he works for is not.  Whether Father
Gregorio simply doesn’t know about what his church does or whether he
knows of it and ignores it, I don’t know.  You must understand that the Catho-
lic Church is a huge monolithic hydra that has many faces.  Oprimir, on the
other hand, is no ‘man of God’; he is the advance agent for the corporatists.
The Catholic Church itself is one of the largest corporations in the world.
They own stocks and bonds valued at several billion dollars.  It is the largest
single stockholder in the world.  The Vatican owns property — secular as well
as churchly — valued at several billion dollars.  It is the largest single real
estate owner in the world.

“You must understand that these modern Western religions are the direct
result of humanity’s alienation from nature.  Your people have few abstrac-
tions, and little ‘spiritualism’.  You know that when a body decomposes, it
makes edible plants grow better.  You also see that manure helps plants.  You
know that eating plants helps you to grow and sustain your own lives.  You
notice all of these connective links, and when you sacrifice a cow to the corn
crop, it is a concession to the obvious link between death and fertility.  It is
hardly ‘mystical’, and even if you jazz up an event with a little ceremony, it is
due to the instinctive knowledge that a little show biz is good for morale.
From death comes more life.  You love the Earth because you are intimately
linked with it, and you know that it gives you your lives.  You don’t need to be
‘saved’ from it.  You never plot escape to a mythical ‘heaven’, because you do
not yet fear death.  You know that when you die, you will feed the earth, and
thus propagate new life in new forms.  You observe that growth and change are
essential to everything in life, and since you love life as it is, when it comes
time to satisfy your inner needs, you base your spirituality on the transforma-
tions of nature.  You don’t bother with many mystical abstractions; you go
right to the source.  The power to grow and transform is not attributed to some
magnified ego-extension in the sky, but directly to the fecundity of nature.

“Of the ancient religions, by far the most popular figure was the mother-
goddess, the bringer of life and light.  In Babylon, she was called Ishtar; in
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India she was Kali; in Greece Aphrodite; in Saxony she was called Ostara; in
Nordic, Freya; in Egypt she was Isis; in Phoenicia she was known as Astarte.
She was the most ancient and widely revered divinity in human history.”

Q’ij was nodding his head and smiling in agreement.
“In the West, though, a group of men now known as the ‘Tribes of Judah’

quit tilling the soil a long time ago and became alienated from the earth, thus
losing sight of the material resurrection of the body — and they forgot the rules
of the cosmic recycling program.  As a result, they became fearful of death and
developed the concept of ‘spiritual’ rebirth.  The whole idea of supreme spiri-
tual beings — of gods — came about as a result of humanity’s alienation from
nature.  When humanity could no longer observe the solid material processes
of life and identify with them, then they had to invent gods in order to explain
how life happened, and why death happened.

“However, ‘God’, as we now call the Hebrew god Yahweh, never
approached the Mother-Goddess in universal popularity.  About 4,000 years
ago the aforementioned ‘Tribes of Judah’ — known more popularly as the
‘Hebrews’, led a revolt against the life loving goddess, and began a death-
worshipping cult that eventually metamorphosed into Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam.  This change marked the wholesale commercialization and politici-
zation of spirituality, which in turn led to religion actually becoming an
obstacle to spirituality, and to becoming the number one contributor to human
misery and suffering.  True spirituality means enlarging our souls and growing
toward the divine.  However, such growth runs directly counter to the aspira-
tions of commerce and politics, which require blind obedience to dogma.  They
require domination and control.  The process of growth and illumination is
notoriously difficult to control and dominate.  Therefore, to protect its vested
interests, politics took over religion and substituted a profane simulacrum for
true spirituality.  Thus, religion became merely another tool for the powerful to
use in controlling and exploiting everyone else.  Under the Pharisees, Judaism
became a rigid legalistic theocracy with emphasis on strict adherence to laws
stored in temples and administered by priests vested with civil authority — or,
in other words, it became a tool used by a minourity to oppress the majority.
The ministry of Jesus was an effort to break Judaism out of this condition.
Christianity, though, eventually became an even more effective tool of
oppression, and established itself as yet another brutal, rigid, and irrational
theocracy.  They metaphorically replaced the warm and life-giving vagina with
the harsh rigidness of the penis. Thus, the Yahwist cult destroyed true
spirituality and replaced it with rigid dogma, ignorance, and superstition —
holding it all together with the glue of fear.  True spirituality is personal and
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unique to each individual, thus does not lend itself to industrialization.  The
moment one tries to organize or codify spirituality they destroy its essence.
True spiritualists were given derogatory labels such as ‘mystics’ and ‘heretics’,
and were denigrated by the religious politicians who dismissed them as exotic
and inferior mavericks.

“If these mystics gained any popularity, they were exterminated.
“Eventually, the Yahwist cult became centered in Jerusalem — or Jeru

Salaam, the ‘City of Peace’.  This must be the most ironic appellation in
history, for the Yahwists eventually caused more death, pain, misery, and
suffering than any other institution in all history — and this paradigm is perso-
nified by the ‘City of Peace’.  37 wars, (not battles, but wars), have been
fought over Jerusalem.  It has been destroyed and reduced to ashes seventeen
times by seventeen different conquerors — and then been rebuilt seventeen
times.  All of this was strictly as a result of Yahwist influence, for Jerusalem
has nothing else anyone would covet.  It is a dry hilly provincial backwater on
a road that goes nowhere.  It has no port facilities, no strategic value, no fertile
fields, no forests, no fish, no game, no minerals, and no oil.  It has nothing to
offer — yet it has been coveted by all for over 3,000 years merely because of
its religious symbolism to the Yahweh cult.  The current turmoil centered there
is not a struggle between right and wrong, or freedom and oppression; it is a
result of religious dogma, and of people allowing religious and political leaders
to tell them what to think, believe, and do.  True freedom is an internal
condition that is not subject to the vagaries of politics or religion — indeed,
true freedom is inimical to them.  Both political and religious expediencies are
usually transitory, stupid, and corrupt — yet they invariably masquerade as
timeless and universal expressions of freedom and virtue.

“The Yahweh cult became a major political power when a pagan Roman
emperor named Constantine compiled the Christian Bible for the first time, and
made Christianity the official Church of Rome.”

“But I thought that Constantine was a Christian,” said Q’ij, who was the
only villager who had actually studied Christianity in any depth.

“Hardly,” replied Eos.  “He was actually a lifelong Pagan who was
baptized on his deathbed when he was too weak to do anything about it.
Constantine was head priest of Sol Invictus, or the Invincible Sun — which
was, as the name implied, a sun-worshipping religion.  Making Christianity the
official Church of Rome was strictly a political decision since religious strife
was tearing Rome apart and the Christians were in ascendency.  He basically
laid his bet on the favourite horse.  Thus, he combined Christianity and Sol
Invictus into one hybrid religion that was acceptable to both. Egyptian sun
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disks became the halos of Christian saints.  Pictograms of Isis nursing Horus
became Virgin Mary nursing Jesus, and virtually all the elements of Christian
ritual — the miter, the altar, the doxology, and communion — were taken
directly from earlier pagan religions. Nothing in Christianity is original.  The
god Mithras — called the Son of God, and the Light of the World — was born
on December 25th, died, was buried in a rock tomb, and then resurrected 3 days
later.  (December 25th is also the birthday of Osiris, Adonis, and Dionysus.)
The newborn Krishna was presented with gold, frankincense, and myrrh.  Even
designation of Sunday — the Day of the Sun — was a Constantinian adapta-
tion adopted from Sol Invictus, as the original Christians held Sabbath on
Saturday.  Then, during Constantine’s famous ‘Council of Nicaea’, many
aspects of modern Christianity were debated and voted on, including the date
of Easter, the rôle of bishops, the administration of sacraments, and the divinity
of Jesus.”

Q’ij seemed outraged by this.  “Do you mean that Jesus’ divinity was the
result of a vote?”

“Yes — and a relatively close vote at that.  Until that moment Jesus was
viewed by his followers as a mortal prophet.  However, establishing his divin-
ity was crucial to creating a political power base and setting the Vatican up
with a monopoly on the path to salvation.  Basically, Constantine stole Jesus
from his followers in order to use him in the expansion of his own power base.
Since Constantine upgraded Jesus’ status nearly four centuries after his death,
and since thousands of documents already existed that chronicled Jesus’ life as
a mortal man, Constantine literally had to rewrite history.  Thus, Constantine
commissioned and financed the Bible omitting those gospels that spoke of
Jesus’ human traits while embellishing and creating those that spoke of his
divinity.  Fortunately for the truth, some of the suppressed gospels managed to
survive, including the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Coptic Scrolls, which highlight
glaring discrepancies and fabrications, and which confirm that the modern
Bible was heavily edited by men with a political agenda.

“The product of Constantine’s labours proves his genius, for the Christian
Church has survived Constantine’s empire by many centuries.  The Christian
Bible can be used to support any position you wish to adopt, and to justify any
action that you may wish to carry out — thus providing the ultimate tool for
any politician.  The Bible was used to justify burning the library in Alexandria.
It was used to justify the Children’s Crusade, the Inquisitions, the African slave
trade, the murder of five-million European women as witches, and the
genocide of hundreds of Native American tribes.  The Bible has been used to
justify torture, rape, murder, genocide, and an uncountable number of wars
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ever since its creation.  No other single object in all human history has caused
more death, ignorance, pain, misery, and suffering than that evil book.

“I sometimes wonder if Constantine would have been proud.
“And in addition to all of these well known results, the new belief system

was to have a plethora of yet other negative impacts upon humanity that were
not as obvious.  One of these lesser-known effects was the destruction of the
balance between male and female, and the demonization of sex.  In most
ancient religions, females played an equal if not superior rôle to men, since
birth was the most profound and deeply holy act imaginable.”

The Tonatíucanians nodded in a knowing manner, for the fact that the
women had the real power was well known to them.  They were shocked and
surprised that the all-knowing Westerners did not know this.  This knowledge
made the confusing relations between the Westerners their women more
comprehensible.

Eos continued: “Femininity and motherhood were once revered, and the
sex act was quite literally worshipped.  Intercourse was the act through which
both male and female experienced God.  Physical union was the sole means
through which people became spiritually complete and ultimately achieved
gnosis — knowledge of the divine.  Thus, the ancient’s view of sex was
completely opposite of our modern Christian-Judeo ethic.  Sex begat new life
— the ultimate miracle — and miracles could only be performed by a god.
Rather than being ‘erotic’, sex was purely spiritual.  Temples often were a
place where a man went to have sex with a temple priestess as a form of
prayer.

“The Vatican, though, wished to be the sole path to the divine, and using
sex to commune directly with God was inimical to Church interests — and so,
they turned the most joyous and most sacred act of humanity into a perversion
and a sin unless it was done in highly restricted circumstances.  This resulted in
our modern view that sex is ‘dirty’ and ‘sinful’.  And a corollary necessity to
demonizing sex was to demonize women — the first victim of this demoniza-
tion being Mary Magdalene.  There is a huge body of evidence that Magdalene
was of the royal family of Benjamin rather than a common prostitute.  There is
also convincing evidence that she was the lover of Jesus, who was himself a
direct descendant of Saul and David, and that they begat a child who would
have been the legitimate and hereditary king of Israel.  There is also evidence
that Jesus wished for Magdalene to found his Church after his death and that
the misogynist Paul was highly jealous of Magdalene’s influence over Jesus.

“For obvious reasons, the early Church did everything possible to suppress
these facts; by and large, they were successful in this endeavour.
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“Then, during the Inquisition, the Church published what was quite possi-
bly the bloodiest book in all history other than the Bible itself: The Malleus
Maleficarum — or The Witch’s Hammer. The sole purpose of this book was to
oppress women. It instructed clergy on how to locate, torture, and destroy
‘freethinking women’, i.e. women who did not accept the subservient rôle
assigned to them by the Church.  These included all female scholars, pries-
tesses, gypsies, mystics, nature lovers, herbalists, and any woman ‘suspiciously
attuned to the natural world’.  During the 200 years that ‘witch hunts’ were
conducted by the Church, it is estimated that an astonishing five-million
women were killed — mostly by being burned alive.  At first they built large
bonfires — but they soon figured out that the smoke was killing the girls
before they could feel the pain of the flames.  Thereafter, the fires were built
small enough to slowly burn the girls to death.

“What the Malleus comes down to, pretty much, is that if you are accused
of witchcraft, then you are a witch.  The accused had no rights; no opportunity
to confront accusers, and no attention given to the possibility that accusations
might have been made for impious purposes — such as envy or jealousy — or
for the private benefit of the inquisitors, who routinely confiscated for their
own private benefit the property of the accused.  If the accused led an ‘evil’
life, then she was guilty; if she lived a ‘good’ life, this was just as damning, for
witches were masters of deceit.  If she was afraid, she was guilty; if she was
unafraid, that too was proof, for witches characteristically pretended innocence
and put up a bold front.  If anyone defended her they were themselves accused.
Then the accused witch was tortured until she confessed and until she gave up
the names of other witches — said names often being put into her mouth by
her torturers.  Those named were then forced to accuse others, and so on and
on and on.

“The Malleus Maleficarum was also a technical manual for torturers
detailing methods of punishment tailored to release demons from the victim’s
body before the process killed her.  They were sometimes immersed in boiling
water to which lime had been added, or were forced to mount the ‘wooden
horse’.  There were various kinds of racks, heated iron chains, and large boots
of metal or leather into which was poured boiling water or molten lead.  There
were also the traditional thumbscrews, which are much worse than they sound.

“Witch hunts quickly became an expense account scam.  ‘Witch finders’
received a handsome bounty for each girl that they turned over for execution,
and they had no incentive to be cautious in their accusations.  All costs of the
investigation, trial, and execution were borne by the accused or her relatives,
including per diems for the private detectives hired to spy on her, wine for her
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guards, banquets for her judges, and even the hangman’s rope.  Tribunal
members were paid a bonus for each witch burned, and the witch’s remaining
property, if any, was divided between the Church and the State.  Thus,
attention quickly moved from poor and destitute hags to the middle class and
well-to-do of both sexes — which is probably the only reason the practice was
finally ended.

“Shades of the misogynistic impulses behind the witch hunts remain to this
day.  There are no female Orthodox rabbis, Catholic priests, nor Islamic cler-
ics, and the sex act has been made shameful, thus relegating women to a rôle as
the Devil’s accomplice.  The male ego has tortured, burned, raped, and pillaged
for two millennia now, unchequed by its female counterpart.  It is now consi-
dered perfectly acceptable for children to watch people killing each other on
TV and in the movies, but not to watch people making love.  This lack of
balance between male and female is marked by testosterone-fueled wars, a
plethora of misogynistic societies, and a total disrespect for the Mother Earth.

Q’ij said, “It is difficult to believe that fellow shamans would use their
power in such a manner.”

“Look, I have never tried to influence or manipulate any of you before, but
you must listen to me now!  These Jesuits are the worst of the worst!  Their
strength is actually a façade, for it emanates from fear, rules, and protocol
rather than from self-knowledge or inner resources.  The Jesuits are the equiv-
alent of ‘special forces’ among the troops of the Yahwists.  They are the
advance forces of the armies of the exploiters and genocidists.  Their job is to
prepare the seedbed for the coming exterminations and annihilations.  They
have served in this rôle for hundreds of years now.  By 1900, nearly all of
Europe, most of Asia, and many South American nations had had enough of
the Jesuits.  Japan expelled them in 1614, China in 1716, Holland in 1816,
Russia in 1820, Spain in 1820, 1835, and 1868, Portugal in 1834 and 1901,
Switzerland in 1848, Italy in 1848 and 1859, Germany in 1872, France in 1880
and 1901, Guatemala in 1872, Mexico in 1873, Brazil in 1874, Ecuador in
1875, Columbia in 1875, and Costa Rica in 1884.  Every single one of these
expulsions was the result of the Jesuits intriguing against the people and
governments of these nations.  Ironically, having been expelled from nearly
every Catholic nation on the planet at one time, the only havens that remained
to them were the Protestant nations of England and the United States.

“Since Mexico is close to us, I will use it as a typical example of Jesuit
techniques.  First, it is necessary to keep in mind that the Jesuits loathe free-
dom, democracy, or any type of liberal thought.  They greatly prefer dictatorial
tyrants since these are much easier to control.  Anytime they are confronted
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with any nationalistic or democratic societies, they attempt to induce chaos and
anarchy since these conditions are conducive to a strong-armed tyrant rising to
power.  In 1860, after 40 years of oppression under Jesuit backed dictators,
Benito Pablo Júarez was proclaimed President of Mexico, and began a three
year War of Reform to defend the Constitution of 1857, which established a
free democracy, a free press, and freedom of expression, religion, and speech.
The very first steps he took as president were to break the financial and
political stranglehold of the Jesuits upon Mexico.  He suspended for two years
all payments on public debts since these debts were held by agents of the Vati-
can.  He declared marriage to be a civil contract, and not a ‘privilege’ granted
by the Pope.  He suppressed the Inquisition’s ecclesiastical courts.  He confis-
cated all church property, which was valued at over $100 million, and consti-
tuted 35% of Mexico’s choicest land holdings.  And he separated the church
from the government after expelling the Archbishop of Mexico.

“The church then financed an invasion of Mexico by forces of English,
French, and Spanish troops.  Júarez was forced to flee, and Archduke Ferdi-
nand Maximillian of Austria took control of Mexico.  However, the Mexican
people under Júarez continued to resist, and with the help of Abraham
Lincoln’s enforcement of the Monroe Doctrine, Júarez was able to wrest
control back, and eventually executed the usurper Maximillian.  Júarez contin-
ued as president for 5 more years before he was poisoned and killed by Jesuit
agents in 1872.  The following year, though, an outraged Mexican government
finally simply expelled all Jesuits from Mexico.

“However, three years later, the Jesuits managed to lift their tool Porofirio
Diaz to power, and he lifted the ban.  Diaz then suspended the constitution and
ruled Mexico with an iron fist for 35 years, from 1876-1911.

“Mexican outrage finally resulted in another revolution in 1910 and drove
Diaz out.  Francisco Madero was elected president in 1913, but was quickly
assassinated by the Jesuits, who then installed another tyrant named Victoriano
Huerta, thus igniting another revolution led by Emiliano Zapata in the south,
and Pancho Villa in the north.  Huerta was defeated and fled — only to be
replaced by another Jesuit tool named Venustiano Carranza in 1914.  By this
time, the American government and financial powers had been thoroughly
infiltrated by the Jesuits and thus the American government recognized
Carranza as the legitimate ruler of Mexico.  Zapata and Villa continued their
battle for 6 more years in a revolution that took over a million lives between
1910 and 1920 until Zapata was murdered and Villa surrendered.

“From 1921 to 1928, the anti-Jesuit presidents Obregon and Calles
honestly attempted to maintain a free democracy in Mexico.  Calles at one time
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deported 200 Spanish Jesuit priests — but the Jesuits and North American big
business financed another revolution, and by 1945 Mexico was again under the
heavy thumb of Jesuit controlled dictators.

“Today, Mexico is poverty stricken and demoralized.  It is a haven for the
international drug trade, which is overseen by various government intelligence
agencies.

“Variations on this theme play out over and over throughout the world.
The Jesuits stated aim is to place all world governments under control of the
Vatican, and their tactics consist of lies, coercion, infiltration, deception,
murder, genocide, rape, torture, or any other method available.  The Jesuits
consider all non-Christians to be infidels, and all non-Catholic Christians to be
heretics.  They believe that all non-Catholics should die, preferably by torture
and burning.  They were factors in nearly every war fought for the last 400
years, including the 30 Years War, the 100 Years War, the French Revolution,
World War I, the Bolshevik Revolution, the Crimean War, the American Civil
War, the German-Austrian War, the Franco-Prussian War, World War II, the
many Mexican revolutions, and on and on.  They were enthusiastic supporters
of various inquisitions, the African slave trade, and the genocide of the Ameri-
can Indians.  These people are a disease virus, and they need to be treated as
such.

“For 99% of our history, humans have lived as you do.  The Kalahari
Bushmen were intensely studied from 1963-78.  These studies revealed that the
Kung Bushmen, as with you here in Tonatíucan, had access to a reliable food
supply based upon a wide variety of plants and animals even though they lived
in a harsh desert.  The undisputable fact is that the hunter-gatherer diet is much
more nutritious than that of food producers due to a greater variety.  Hunter-
gatherer diets are much less susceptible to vagaries of weather, and hunter-
gatherer lifestyles require much less labour to maintain.  The Kung found
plenty of nutritious nuts, such as mongongo and marrila, which are high levels
of protein, fat, and amino acids.  They spent only a few hours per week on
survival.  The desert provided much more than they needed, and they enjoyed
enormous amounts of leisure time.  These nutritious diets combined with free-
dom from stress have made the Bushmen among the healthiest and happiest
people on Earth.  As with you here in Tonatíucan, there is no high blood pres-
sure, coronary heart disease, high cholesterol, or obesity in their populace.
There is also no malnutrition and no neurological disease.  No suicide attempts
have ever been recorded.  They do not suffer from varicose veins, hemorrho-
ids, or hernias.  Since they smoke tobacco, they are subject to respiratory
disease.  They suffer a higher rate of infant mortality and death from accident
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than industrialized society due to a lack of doctors and hospitals, but their
overall life expectancy is higher in spite of that.  The only advantage to
producing rather than hunting and gathering it is that food producers can
support many more people on a given acre of land, and that a relatively small
number of people can produce enough food for many other people besides the
food producers themselves.  This allows these other people to specialize in
other types of work not directly involved in producing food.

“Hunter-gatherer’s almost universally have egalitarian societies.  The
Philippine Tasaday, when given knifes, refused to take more than one each,
saying that if one man had two knifes, it would create tension in the tribe.  In
any society, an uneven distribution of wealth leads to violence to protect prop-
erty.

“Ultimately, farming came about as a result of overcrowding, and human-
ity became trapped into its current paradox — the more people there were, the
more agriculture was needed, and the more agriculture there was, the more
people there were.

“And as agriculture made it possible for humanity to vastly expand its
numbers, it also heralded the beginning of the mass destruction of the envi-
ronment, the first epidemic diseases, famines, conquests, and unequal distribu-
tion of wealth.  Agriculture also made possible the phenomena of mass
warfare.  (The Kung Bushmen do not even have a word for ‘war’ in their
language.)

“They lived in a pure democracy, and had almost complete personal
freedom.  It is interesting to note that during the 18th and 19th Centuries in the
United States, Indians who were forced to live in the White man’s towns in the
White man’s manner almost invariably loathed it, and returned to their wild
ways at the first available opportunity.  Whites who spent any significant
amount of time living with the Indians, on the other hand, almost invariably
loved it, and were usually highly reluctant to return to ‘civilized’ life.

“But the exploiters must destroy any and all methods of survival that don’t
depend upon the exploiter.  If wage slaves living in desperate poverty could
simply go into the woods and live clean free lives, there would be no one left
to slave for the exploiters.  In order for the current system to work, the exploi-
ters must control access to all of the food and land.  This was the reason for the
systematic destruction of the buffalo.  Why would I go to Albertson’s when I
can catch a salmon from my back porch?”  (Eos did not notice that the term
‘Albertson’s’ drew blank stares from the Tonatíucanians.)  “Thus, the exploiter
must destroy all sources of free food.  He must eliminate the salmon.  He must
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eliminate the natural world.  He must eliminate everything which can meet our
needs that do not require having to pay those in power.”

This was such an unimaginable nightmare to the Tonatíucanians that most
of them literally could not imagine it — and therefore, they did not fear the
threat as it seemed so surreal as to be simply impossible.

“Now, there is a big push to privatize water.  Soon, you may have to watch
your child die of thirst because you cannot afford clean water.  I don’t know
how they’ll do it, but you know that they’re trying to figure out some way to
privatize air...

“Many people feel that the transformation from hunter-gatherer to complex
civilization was a wrong turn.  And now it is too late to go back.  Industrial
civilization has destroyed the environmental infrastructure that made the
hunter-gatherer lifestyle possible for large numbers of people, and an unaltered
environment could never have supported anywhere near the number of humans
now occupying the planet in any case.

“One cannot help but stand in awe at the miracles that modern technology
has made possible.  We could never have achieved our modern level of under-
standing and knowledge without a civilized support system for the people who
figured out all of these things.  Hunter-gatherers have no writing, no philoso-
phy, and little understanding of the universe.

“The question, then:  Was the loss of innocence/health/happiness/spiritual
peace that civilized humanity has suffered worth the achievements that their
civilization has brought about?”

Though many of the Tonatíucanians were puzzled and uncomprehending,
they were yet entranced.  Eos had never spoken of these things before.  Eos
had always been friendly, but he rarely spoke of anything significant.  In fact,
except for polite surface conversation, he rarely spoke at all.  He never spoke
of his previous life.  And now he was making the Western people’s ways seem
somewhat comprehensible to them when they never really had before.  Though
the villagers had never heard of most of these things, head after black haired
head nodded in at least a form of conceptual understanding as Eos continued
his virtual soliloquy.

“A man named Lewis Mumford defined civilization thus:  ‘...the group of
institutions that first took form under kingship.  Its chief features, constant in
varying proportions throughout history, are the centralization of political
power, the separation into classes, the lifetime division of labour, the mechani-
zation of production, the magnification of military power, the economic
exploitation of the weak, and the universal introduction of slavery and forced
labour for both industrial and military purposes.’
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“We Americans are brainwashed from birth that civilization is natural and
good.  Thus, we rationalize injustice to the point where we now have institu-
tionalized it into a group projection and we no longer even question whether it
is right or good.  True, we now have computers and cars, but our acquisition of
computers and cars is destroying the planet — and if you measure ‘success’ by
other standards, such as leisure time, egalitarianism, sustainability, and food
security, hunter-gatherers win hands down.  The simple fact is that the hunter-
gatherers are happier and healthier.

“Western civilization is absolutely dependent upon the violent theft of
resources by one group from another group.  The US is wealthy because it has
stolen so much from others.  No matter how enlightened or peaceful individual
members of American society claim to be or in fact actually are, merely by
living in the United States they contribute to mass murder, slavery, and an
environmental holocaust whether or not they choose to acknowledge that fact.
Strip away the lies and specious justifications, the indisputable fact is that the
Americans are mass murdering people all over the world in order to steal their
resources.  More precisely, those who control the American government are
doing these things.  Even more precisely, those in power are sending their
hired thugs (i.e. the army and the police) to do so.  And both the common
citizens and the hired thugs have bought into the belief that their rulers are
entitled to steal everyone else’s resources.

“And the fact is that their system is unsustainable, and thus the United
States is in a position where they can neither stop nor can they keep going.
Their entire civilization is about to implode, for as powerful as it seems,
modern civilization is actually strangely vulnerable and weak.  It would not
take very much at all for the entire structure to collapse.  A modern city has
only about three days worth of food at any given time.  If the food supply is cut
off for any of a wide variety of reasons, that city will completely collapse into
violent anarchy within days.  For all of its fancy surveillance software and
mega bombs, for all of its ability to propagandize the masses, for all of the
humongous prison complexes for when the propaganda fails, their entire
system is far more vulnerable than at the time that Tecumseh tried to bring it
down.  Their religion mirrors these priorities.  These are the people who want
to take over the Tonatíucan Valley.  They will destroy our valley, rape our
women, kill our children, and make slaves of our men.  You absolutely must
resist these people with your very lives, for it is your very lives that they wish
to take.”

Eos paused for a few moments.  Finally, he said: “That is all I have to say.”
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Eos sat down.

The rest of the villagers were dumbstruck.  Many of the words that Eos
spoke flew through the air without understanding.  Yet — even while the
words that were understood were radical and strange — they made so much
sense! It all fit with what they already knew and were confused about, and the
words explained so much that had been so mysterious to them!

After a few silent minutes, the Council simply ended with no further words
as it was obvious to all of the participants that there was nothing left to say at
this point.  Everyone went home to try to place Eos’s words into their hearts —
and the decision on the dam and the mission was postponed by unanimous and
unspoken consent until Eos’s words could be absorbed.
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Chapter Six:

heartbreaker

Aggression... is the supreme international crime, differing only
from other war crimes in that it contains within itself the accumulated
evil of the whole.

—Nüremberg Tribunal

he council resumed two days later and then continued for two more
days. While most Westerners would have considered it a peaceful and

calm affair, it was the most contentious council that any of the Tonatíucanians
had ever experienced or heard of.  Open disrespect was almost shown several
times.

Eos did not say a word — even when his own credibility was challenged
by BΛ’xöq, of all people!  Eos figured that he had already said enough, and that
the decision now belonged to the native villagers.

The split was mostly along generational lines.  The young mostly favoured
the proposition — though Q’uel and C’Λyin were conspicuous exceptions to
this rule — while the old mostly were against it — with BΛ’xöq being the
exception to that rule.  Tz’i’, who had actually once traveled to Ciudad
Gobierno, was very eloquent in describing the wondrous miracles of the civi-
lized world.  But Q’ij, who was also familiar with the world outside Tonatíu-
can, was equally eloquent in his denunciation of that world.

Moving the village to a new location was a major sticking point with many.
Tonatíucan had been where it was for generations beyond count.  It would
mean literally abandoning the graves of their ancestors.

Again, Uch’en and Ubintel were silent until everyone else spoke.
It soon became obvious that for the first time in living memory, a consen-

sus decision was going to be impossible to reach.  In such a situation, it was
understood that Uch’en would have the final word...

Uch’en first wished to speak to Ubintel privately.
When he returned, Uch’en pronounced a decision that explained why he

was the headman.  He said that they would compromise; that health clinic and
the mission of Father Oprimir would be allowed, but that the dam would not.

No one was really happy with this decision, but all understood that this was
probably the only decision that would not tear Tonatíucan apart.

T
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When Father Oprimir, Cat Handy, and Rowdy Rump returned two weeks
later, Father Oprimir was obviously upset with the decision — however, Mr.
Rump and Mr. Handy seemed to accept it with equanimity.  Construction of a
huge cathedral — at least by Tonatíucanian standards — was begun within the
week, and Mr. Rump constructed a health clinic almost as quickly.  Everyone
noticed, though, that both buildings were built on top of a hill over a mile from
the village.  Eos knew that this was because they were planning to build the
dam anyway, and that the hill was above where the water level one day would
rise.

The first task performed in the clinic was to inoculate everyone in the
village, and to collect blood samples.  Eos resisted the inoculation at first, but
finally conceded at Rowdy Rump’s firm insistence.

From the instant that Father Oprimir’s cathedral was open for business, the
Jesuit began pressuring the villagers to change their minds and allow the dam.
He passed out many lavish gifts, and though the villagers did not like or trust
Father Oprimir, they grudgingly appreciated all of the handy and valuable gifts
that he showered upon them.

Father Gregorio had evidently been transferred by his order.  He never
again appeared in Tonatíucan.  Eos waited for the hammer to fall.  He did not
have to wait long.

Before the arrival of the Americans, most of the people of Sangre de Cristo
had been happy and content.  Happy and contented people are notorious for
being peaceful and non-violent, and thus useless for the purposes of the CIA.
However, in almost every village there were a small handful of discontented
youth who both disliked their lives and possessed a mean streak.  The CIA was
expert at finding and seducing such youths.  The Americans knew that as soon
as the results of their agreement with Sr. Bauttista became manifest, then there
would be widespread resentment and protest.  They knew that the Bauttista
government would lose whatever little popular support it might have once
enjoyed, and that said government would then be ripe for some sort of coup.
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Thus, when the CIA was seeking ‘security forces’ to protect the Bauttista
puppet government, these youths were ideal candidates.  Therefore, the US
covertly armed and trained them to fight and die for US interests.

It did not take Francisco Oprimir long to identify Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq
as ideal candidates for the CIA’s army.

One day soon afterwards, Father Oprimir announced that Tonatíucan
needed a militia.  This pronouncement was met with universal disapproval by
the Tonatíucanians — with the exceptions of Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq.  All
concerns were ignored and the council was not even allowed to make a deci-
sion.  Two days after Father Oprimir made his startling pronouncement over
twenty armed and uniformed Hispanic youths suddenly appeared in Tonatíucan
and began building a base next to Father Oprimir’s cathedral.  The shock of
this development was exacerbated when Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq suddenly
appeared in uniforms of their own and took up residence with the soldiers on
the hill.  Tz’i’ was made a lieutenant, second in command to Captain Zapruta,
and he wore his new authority with arrogance and spite.  Q’ëq began strutting
around Tonatíucan with his gun giving orders, and speaking to elders with
disrespect.

Q’uel was especially upset by these developments.
Two weeks later, the new militia charged into the village and began

yelling, firing their guns into the air, and jerking people out of their huts.  Then
they forced everyone into the village square where celebrations were generally
centered.  Having never seen people being treated in such a disrespectful
manner, the Tonatíucanians were dazed and confused.  They had no reference
with which to deal with such a situation, and so they simply complied without
question.  (Had B’alam not been alone in the jungle on another vision quest, he
would certainly have been an exception to this rule...)

Father Oprimir announced that the dam was going to be built whether or
not the villagers gave their permission.  It would be much better for them if
they went along with the plan peacefully and accepted the American’s offer.
They would then be provided with a new village and jobs.  If they refused the
offer, they would simply be forcefully ejected with nothing.
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This was the equivalent of banishment, which was the worst punishment
that the villagers knew of at this point.  (They were soon to learn that there
were many worse things that could happen, though...)

Uch’en went forward to express the villager’s concerns about the actions of
the militia.  As soon as Captain Zapruta understood that Uch’en was register-
ing complaints, he casually smashed Uch’en’s teeth in with his rifle butt.  No
one could believe it for several seconds.  They had never seen or imagined
anyone doing such a thing before.  Uch’en was then bound in chains, and
thrown unceremoniously into the back of a truck before anyone could react.
Several villagers then ran forward to express their outrage at this point.  Each
of these also had their teeth smashed in and/or various bones broken by various
soldiers.  Then they were also chained and also thrown into the truck.  The
other villagers finally got the message.

Thus, the Tonatíucanians finally received a glimpse into a new reality of
which they previously had not even a concept — and with which they had
absolutely no experience.  A very deep and profound fear such as they had
never imagined settled into their bones.

Bulldozers were parachuted in and construction of the dam began the next
day.

Meanwhile, discontent with the government was also growing in other
areas of Sangre de Cristo.  In Ciudad Gobierno, there was a shoe factory that
was about to be closed down and moved to another Third World country where
the wages were even lower than in Sangre de Cristo.  The workers in this
factory had seized control of the facility and claimed their right to operate the
factory themselves.  The designated spokesman of the workers explained:
“The treatment of the workers will never be respectful and environmentally
aware if the company organization continues in the same way, i.e. if we main-
tain a hierarchy wherein the workers have no power or responsibility and are
merely doing what they’re told to do for low wages and nothing else.  We’re
hired and fired by people who live in New York and there’s a feeling of
helplessness that creates carelessness and apathy.  This would not be the case if
we had more control of our destinies.  We suggest that as an employee
controlled co-op, we could easily compete with a standard company.  Our
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workers would be working for themselves rather than some suit in New York,
and thus would be much more productive and would care much more about
quality.  In addition, we would need no profit above our salaries.”

In spite of the fact that this model had proven highly successful in other
countries, this uprising was violently suppressed by the government and all of
the workers were killed or imprisoned.

Tonatíucan’s neighboring village of Míctlan — 20 miles downriver — had
had the bad fortune to be sitting atop a large pool of oil.  Thus, their entire
valley had been devastated.  American oil companies cut roads through the
forest in order to carry out operations.  These roads were followed by transient
settlers who colonized and damaged the surrounding forests through slash-and-
burn agriculture, the introduction of domestic animals, hunting, the collection
of fuel wood, and the introduction of foreign disease to the Míctlanians.  The
oil companies also burned off by-product natural gas in the open air, a process
known as flaring.  The flames, besides adding pollutants to the atmosphere,
caused fires that destroyed more forests and threatened the lives of locals. The
oil extraction process is messy and destructive.  Spills resulting from burst
pipelines and toxic drilling by-products were dumped directly into local creeks
and rivers.  Some of the more toxic chemicals were stored in open and unlined
waste pits and polluted the surrounding lands and waterways.

Oil spills are of tremendous concern in the jungle.  A severe oil spill has a
devastating impact given the variety of river systems — from floating
meadows to swamp forest to oxbow lakes to sand bars.  The Exxon Valdez oil
spill was difficult enough to clean up even though it was limited to rocky
beaches; addressing a similar-sized spill in the jungle is magnitudes more
complicated — and the spills in Míctlan were much larger.  (The Exxon
Valdez affected white people — since the Sangre de Cristo spills affected only
people of colour, no one cared.)

Always, indigenous and local peoples gain the least from oil extraction and
lose the most.  Despite booming demand for oil and gas, the vast majority of
ordinary citizens see little benefit from oil-production activities.  For the
impact on their homes, culture, environment, and health, these people generally
see little if anything in the form of compensation from the government or oil
companies.

However, it is meretricious to say oil companies are solely responsible for
fleecing locals out of their deserved oil revenues.  In Sangre de Cristo, oil
companies paid their agreed-upon fees and royalties, and even this relatively
insignificant portion ended up in the hands of corrupt government bureaucrats
before it could be distributed to the communities.
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Corruption and oil generally go hand in hand.  In fact, developing countries
with large oil reserves have some of the highest debts in the world.  The
sudden inflow of oil further affected Sangre de Cristo’s developing economy
by producing a sharp appreciation in the domestic currency that screwed non-
oil sectors like agriculture and manufacturing who became less competitive on
world markets — thus leaving oil to dominate the economy.  Sangre de Cristo
then became vulnerable to the wild price swings typical of the commodity
market.  Over-reliance on oil also affected the government's responsiveness to
its citizens.  Oil-rich countries do less to help their poor than do countries
without oil and are plagued with lower literacy rates, score lower on measures
like the UN's ‘Human Development Index’, and have higher child mortality
and malnutrition.

How is this possible?  The Economist explains, “Unlike agriculture, the oil
sector employs few unskilled people.  The inherent volatility of commodity
prices hurts the poor the most as they are least able to hedge their risks.  And
because the resource is concentrated, the resulting wealth passes through only a
few hands and so is more susceptible to misdirection.”

Since Sangre de Cristo’s oil revenues were all funneled directly to Sr.
Bauttista and his cronies — and then went no further — his government had
little need to raise revenues through taxes or to be accountable to his citizens.
Streams in the Míctlan area were now topped with shimmering layers and the
pastures were all covered with sludgy soil smelling of diesel.  The impove-
rished locals now suffered from a wide variety of illnesses caused by the oil
contamination.  Researchers alleged that more than 20 billion gallons of toxic
drilling by-products were dumped into local waterways and that spills
amounted to more than 17 million gallons of crude.

Shortly after construction, a single pipeline rupture caused a 275,000-
gallon spill.  This spill caused the local river to run black for days and forced
the entire country to declare a national state of emergency.

Such accidents are not uncommon.

It seemed that Sangre de Cristo was cursed and doomed...
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Chapter seven:

Your time is gonna come

We are accustomed to look upon the shackled form of a
conquered monster.

—Joseph Conrad
‘Heart of Darkness’

n the middle of the night, a young man named Juan Promésa appeared in
Tonatíucan and attended a meeting that had been organized by Manuel

Viagero.  Among the attendees were Q’uel, Eos, and B’alam.
After the meeting, Sr. Promésa disappeared back into the night.
By the time of Sr. Promésa’s next visit a month later, the village of Tonatí-

ucan had been razed and most of the male inhabitants either had been
conscripted into slave labour or had been imprisoned in the new stockade that
had been constructed at the new militia base.  A new village of crude an
inhospitable cement blocks had been constructed for them on the hill next to
the garrison, the health clinic, and the cathedral.

The true reality was proving to be even worse than the veiled glimpse that
the Tonatíucanians had received during the raids.

Sr. Promésa’s second midnight meeting in Tonatíucan was thus attended by
most of the surviving male population of Tonatíucan.  This included even
Uch’en’s gentle son Achin who — with the lovely Ixöq — had just had their
first child; a daughter named Jun.  C’Λyin, the singer and storyteller, was also
there.  So was the shaman Q’ij.

And of course, Q’uel, Eos, and B’alam were there.  B’alam was adorned in
his impressive leopard skin ceremonial costume.  Since there had never even
been any violent incidents in the living memory of the Tonatíucanians — much
less a full-scale war — B’alam’s choice of avocation had always seemed
something of an eccentric affectation to the other villagers.  Now, it suddenly
seemed as if B’alam’s abilities might prove crucial to their very survival...

I
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Two weeks later, the garrison at Tonatíucan was attacked by a raiding party
of 20 men in the middle of the night.  The base was overwhelmed before the
soldiers had time to react.  During this raid, B’alam finally received the chance
to put his lifetime of training into practice:  He was like a swirling whirlwind
leaving waves of moaning and incapacitated soldiers in his wake.  B’alam
utilized one strike that he had never actually tried before wherein he could
temporarily paralyze someone by striking a nerve bundle at the base of the
neck without doing any serious or permanent damage.

He could have almost overwhelmed the garrison by himself.

In the end, only two soldiers died, and fourteen were slightly wounded —
all at the hands of B’alam.  Most of B’alam’s compatriots ended up simply
following B’alam around tying up moaning and paralyzed solders.  When
B’alam could not attain the proper position to apply his nerve bundle strike, he
simply broke an arm or a leg or a nose or bruised a kidney or administered a
concussion — or simply did it the old fashioned way with a hard kick to the
testicles.

The raiding villagers suffered no casualties of any kind.
Uch’en was removed from the stockade, and the surviving soldiers were

imprisoned — including Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq.  (This was the first time that
the Tonatíucanians had ever caged anyone in their entire history.)  All of the
soldier’s weapons were appropriated.

Uch’en had obviously been tortured, and he was in very bad shape.  This
fact almost overwhelmed the villagers with outrage.

Father Oprimir’s cathedral was then burned to the ground — but the Father
himself was allowed to leave unharmed.  He was instructed never to return.

The American missionaries who ran the health clinic had always treated the
villagers with respect, and they were not molested.  They were given the
choice of staying or leaving.  Some left, and some stayed.

The next morning, the villagers were summoned from their huts and a
council was announced.
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Juan Promésa was introduced to the villagers who had not yet met him, and
his rôle in the attack was explained.

Manuel Viagero translated Sr. Promésa’s words:  “We have taken back the
village, but we cannot rest now.  If we do not act, Bauttista and the Americans
will send armies to subdue us.”

By this point, most of the Tonatíucanians were in such a state of shock that
they were similar to children waiting to be told what to do by their parents.
They were completely out of their element, and they had no idea what the new
rules were in this new world into which they had suddenly been thrust.  Their
entire universe had suddenly been turned upside down and reality was now
insane.  Entire generations of accumulated wisdom were suddenly useless, and
entire generations of a way of life were suddenly superfluous.

B’alam, who had now come into his own, said, “What should we do now?”
This was the first time that B’alam had ever spoken in council.
Sr. Promésa replied, “We must begin marching toward Ciudad Gobierno

and collect recruits as we travel.  What was done to Tonatíucan has been done
to most of the villages in Sangre de Cristo.  As soon as the people hear that we
are coming, they will flock to join us.”

Ciudad Gobierno was an almost mythical place to the Tonatíucanians.
That Sr. Promésa was actually proposing marching halfway across Sangre de
Cristo and attacking a city that they knew contained thousands of people —
and who knew how many soldiers — was almost surreal.  However, death was
preferable to the current circumstance, so the villagers realized that they liter-
ally had nothing to lose.  Sr. Promésa’s spectacular success in the assault upon
the garrison inspired them with the small hope that maybe he knew what was
what.

“What about arms,” asked Q’uel?
“Most of the villages now have small garrisons.  We can take them out one

by one and seize all of their arms just as we did with the garrison here.  There
is a garrison in Míctlan.  We can march all night and take that one in the
morning.  By the time that Bauttista realizes we are coming, we can have a
large enough army with enough arms to defeat his army.”

Q’uel, whose assumption of leadership responsibilities was completely
natural and unquestioned by anyone, then asked:  “Will the soldiers in Míctlan
know what we have done here?”
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“Yes, they probably will,” Sr. Promésa honestly answered.  “They had
radios, and before we overwhelmed them the soldiers here probably managed
to call the Míctlan garrison.  Their garrison will be much more difficult to take
as they will be prepared for us.  This is why we must attack them immediately
before they can receive any reinforcements.”

However, it turned out that don Genarro’s goat had eaten the antenna wire
to the soldier’s radio, and the Tonatíucanian garrison had been unable to
contact Míctlan.  Thus, Sr. Promésa’s small army was able to surprise and
overwhelm the garrison in Míctlan even more quickly and effectively than they
had the one at Tonatíucan.

For the rest of their march, word of Sr. Promésa’s coming preceded them.
Most of the garrisons in the small villages had already been seized by the
villagers themselves before Sr. Promésa’s army even arrived.  Thus, more
often than not Sr. Promésa’s army was met by hordes of armed and angry
villagers who were more than ready to join him in his march.

Halfway through their trek, they were marching along in very high spirits.
The opposition was melting before their onslaught like ice on a hot summer
day, and they generally took their objectives without a fight.  Q’uel and Eos
were joking and laughing when suddenly, the entire world seemed to explode.
Fortunately, the MK-84 bomb was off target and killed or injured only a hand-
ful of men at the end of the column.  It took them a few minutes of confusion
to realize that they had been attacked from the air by Bauttista’s tiny air force.

Then, another plane dropped a load of napalm, and this proved devastating.
Napalm itself is obtained from the salts of aluminum, palmitic or other fatty
acids, and naphthenic acids.  These acids give a viscous consistency to gasoline
so that an incendiary jelly results.  The jellied gasoline instantly turned several
thousand square yards of the jungle into an inferno.  The explosion of a 200-
litre napalm incendiary bomb precipitates massive destruction by flames in a
circle about 240 feet in diameter.  In that zone the heat is from 1,800-3,600°F

and the carbon monoxide release is massive:  Within this zone there will be no
survivors.  A third of Sr. Promésa’s command perished instantly.  Outside this
zone, unsheltered individuals will suffer burns from flaming splashes of
napalm.  Parts not protected by clothing will be burned.  After bombardment of
a group of people by napalm, the wounded — in need of immediate treatment
if they are to survive — will be found around the periphery of the strike zone.

Human beings in the open cannot protect themselves against napalm.  It
acts not only by burning but also has an equally devastating effect whereby
shock, absorption of oxygen from the air, [deoxygenation], smoke, and noxious
gases all become lethal.  In a strike zone, it is almost impossible to escape the
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effects of napalm by taking shelter.  One cannot hold one’s breath for the time
it takes napalm to burn off, and the carbon monoxide poisoning itself paralyses
the will and robs the victim of the ability to move.  In addition, every burn is a
wound that is highly susceptible to infection — especially in a jungle.  Once
established, this infection further inhibits nutrition and blocks healing.  Thus, a
vicious and often irreversible circle is created which is responsible for more
than fifty per cent of the secondary deaths from burns.  Such deaths can often
appear months after the trauma, and caring for them burdens the survivors.

Besides those of Sr. Promésa’s troops who were instantly vaporized, many
more received serious burns and/or suffered from carbon monoxide poisoning.
Sr. Promésa frantically ran through his ranks warning his troops not to try to
wash the jellied gasoline off with water as that only spread it and made the
burns worse.  The rebels watched horrified and helpless as dozens of their
compatriots screamed in agony.  The satanic substance burned to the bone, and
there was nothing that could be done to relieve the agony.

B’alam was highly offended by such cowardly tactics.  How could some-
one fight an enemy that facelessly dropped fire from the air and was never
even seen?  Did these people have no honour?  It was inconceivable!

Then, before the shock of the napalm attack had even worn off, a helicopter
gunship appeared and began strafing them.

Juan Promésa had prepared for this eventuality, though:  He retrieved a
long tube looking apparition and fired a rocket that blew up the helicopter,
whose pilot had been unaware of the fact that the revolutionaries were so
armed.  The survivors then treated the wounded as best they could and
continued their march, leaving most of their herbalists and healers behind with
the wounded.  This proved unfortunate in that napalm had also been used on
several of the villages that lay in their path.  The marchers were horrified to
find dozens of women and children who had been literally cooked.  Even
worse were the survivors, who were in torturous agony.

The march continued, though — and continued to grow in numbers.  They
now realized the stakes were as high as it was possible to get — but they also
realized that it was absolutely necessary to extinguish any power capable of
perpetrating such evil.

President Bauttista fled the country two days before Sr. Promésa’s now
substantial army arrived in Ciudad Gobierno.  The city was taken almost
without a struggle.
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Washington DC

igh ranking members of the American State Department were in a
conference to discuss the alarming news from Sangre de Cristo.  Juan

Promésa was a Communist dupe and he could not be allowed to succeed lest
all of Central America become a haven for Communists.  Venezuela, Ecuador,
Chile, Brazil, and Argentina had recently installed left-wing governments and
none other than Daniel Ortega was back in the driver’s seat in Nicaragua!  The
falling dominos had to be stopped, and the revolution in Sangre de Cristo had
to be nipped in the bud!  Thus, mass-hysteria began to be manufactured.
Economic sanctions were discussed, but it was understood that Sangre de
Cristo would almost certainly receive aid from Cuba and oil rich Venezuela.
Besides taking too long to produce the desired effects, economic sanctions
were likely to prove ineffective.

It was decided to send money, arms, and trainers to dissident groups so that
they could disrupt Promésa’s administration.  It was also decided to send in
Carl Crook to see if maybe Juan Promésa would be willing to play ball for the
right price.

And finally, it was decided to send in a jackal to kill the troublesome leader
should these other methods fail.

One way or the other they would eliminate the threat posed by Juan
Promésa.

Village of Tonatíucan

wo months later, Juan Promésa and his lieutenants Q’uel and B’alam
made the long journey to the village of Tonatíucan. (Eos, who had

participated in the march to Ciudad Gobierno, had immediately returned to
Tonatíucan as soon as the victory was assured claiming that he was not a poli-
tician, and that he just wished to live quietly in his adopted village.)

Sr. Promésa had just won an election with an overwhelming majority.
The three men were greeted like the liberators that they were.  As was

always the case when the slightest excuse or provocation presented itself, a
huge celebration was commenced that lasted well into the night.

The next morning Sr. Promésa, Q’uel, Eos, and Ubintel drank coffee and
visited.  Sr. Promésa and Eos eventually got into an argument about Commun-
ism.  Eos was for it.  Sr. Promésa was against it.

H

T
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Ubintel finally interrupted, and said, “I have heard all of your descriptions
of these societies, and you can indulge in all the debate you wish as to the
superiority of this or that political system, but I say the society that thrives the
most is the one that grants its citizens the most individual freedom.  Freedom is
the attribute that provides the most positive outcomes for everyone.  It matters
not whether your political system is a democracy, a theocracy, or a dictatorship
as long as the individual members of the society are free.  A democracy that
shackles its citizens is inferior to a dictatorship that grants its citizens unfet-
tered freedom — and I have heard you describe numerous examples of both
these systems.  You say that many kings and tyrants claim that their
commoners require guidance.  This may be true in long standing societies, but
if it is, that is only because so many generations of conditioning have stolen
their spirits.  Generations of subjugation have robbed the common folk of the
confidence required to determine their own way.  It seems that all governing
systems, to one extent or another, force conditions upon the lives of its citizens
in the name of ‘community’.  Community is a good and necessary thing, and
people within any such grouping must sacrifice and accept certain hindrances
to self-fulfillment in the name of the common good for any community to
thrive.  However, the strongest communities are those where these sacrifices
come from the heart of each citizen rather than from external coercion imposed
by any government.”

Ubintel had obviously been listening in on Sr. Promésa and Eos as they
argued about Western history and civilization, and she had absorbed these
arguments through the filter of her innate wisdom.

Ubintel had absolutely no first-hand experience with modern civilization.
“Freedom is the key to everything,” she continued.  “The freedom to stay

or to go, to work with others, or to take an individual course, for a diverse
community is a healthy community.  Most people desire freedom, but many
cannot accept the cost of freedom — which is ‘responsibility’.  In the ideal
community, each individual accepts responsibility toward the welfare of each
other and to the community — not because they are forced to, but because they
understand and accept the benefits of such sacrifices.  A greedy and selfish
person might obtain material luxuries but he will never obtain true joy or love,
and his legacy will not be remembered with fondness.  Similar fates await the
lazy, the hateful, the covetous, the cruel, the gossip, and the drunk.  Freedom
allows each the right to choose the life they wish to lead — but freedom also
demands that the person accept the responsibility for those choices, both good
and bad.”
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Sr. Promésa laughed and noted, “You have become quite the social and
political expert in the few months that you have studied the subjects, Ubintel.”

“It is just common sense,” she replied.
Sr. Promésa then said, “The problem with good ideas is that they are inva-

riably corrupted by small minded people.  Ideas are very volatile and unstable.
In fact, the better the idea, the more volatile it is.  Good ideas are almost
always converted into robotic and rigid dogma that is anti-ethical to the free
flowing spirit in which good ideas flourish — and the problem begins at the
secondary level, not with the originator.  Once someone comes up with a good
original idea, people without originality adopt it and these people lack the
overview, imagination, and sense of humour to maintain it in the spirit in
which it was originated.  Christianity is a classic example of this phenomenon:
The loving teachings of Jesus were transformed into the sinister and murderous
dogma of Christianity.  And this process is why revolutions always fail to live
up to their original promise.  As soon as the oppressed seize power, they
become oppressors themselves.  They invariably resort to totalitarian measures
to ‘protect the revolution’.  There is no doubt that Sangre de Cristo suffered
from very serious socio-economic evils that needed to be corrected.  However,
that ancient problem is once again arising:  How do you assist the unfortunate,
throttle the corrupt, and effectively organize for social alteration without said
organization being taken over by the dullards who, ironically, are the ones best
suited to serving organized causes since they lack the imagination to find
anything better to do.  Leadership ability has never been a criterion for sanity,
or vice versa.  Hitler, Stalin, and Mussolini were all highly gifted leaders.

“Here is how it works:  If you exhibit leadership qualities as a child, you
are immediately provided with a new and tighter anus, and if the transplant is
successful, you go into government.  It is almost like a homing instinct.”

The discussion then moved to various counter-revolutionary activities that
had been plaguing Sr. Promésa’s administration.  They suspected but could not
yet prove that the Americans were behind many of the dissenters.  Q’uel noted
that they should maybe start arresting and executing some of the troublemak-
ers.  Sr. Promésa reluctantly agreed that such a disagreeable tactic might be
necessary.

Ubintel then said, “That is the thing about fighting tyranny.  In order to
fight them, you must become like them.  If you fail to fight them, you will
become their slave.  It is a no-win situation.”

Sr. Promésa again ruefully laughed in admiration over the accuracy of
Ubintel’s succinct encapsulation.
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“Well,” he said, “We must also deal with the mess that Sr. Bauttista left for
us.  At the time we arrived, Ciudad Gobierno was one of the most criminally
dangerous cities in the world.  Even discounting all of the torturing, kidnap-
pings, and executions, people were routinely robbed and killed in the street in
broad daylight under President Bauttista’s regime — especially white foreign-
ers.  The government did not want any Western eyes studying what was going
on too closely, so they did not bother prosecuting anyone who assaulted grin-
gos; it was open season.  Anyone who wore sunglasses labeled themselves as
targets.  Anyone foolish enough to carry a purse or to wear jewelry soon had
them ripped out of their possession, often violently.  Compared to Ciudad
Gobierno, Times Square in New York City was as safe as at a church picnic.
Experienced travelers to Ciudad Gobierno knew to keep all of their important
documents in a traveler’s belt under the shirt.  People flashing police IDs were
not necessarily the police, and even if they were the police they could still rob
you, shake you down for a bribe, detain you for a minour infraction, or for no
reason at all until a bribe was paid.  Anyone who carried a camera was asking
to have it forcefully stolen, and taking pictures of the wrong things could land
you in jail.  Anglo visitors to Ciudad Gobierno knew to wash their hands often,
and to drink only beer or purified water.  Ciudad Gobierno was hell on Earth,
and it was all because of Bauttista and the Americans.”

Suddenly, an aide interrupted them and handed a satellite phone to Sr.
Promésa saying that he had an important call.

It turned out that a large strike had broken out in Ciudad Gobierno and Sr.
Promésa had to return immediately...

Chaos was erupting all over Sangre de Cristo and it was obvious by the
amount of money that the counter-revolutionaries had to spend that they were
receiving American financing.

Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, Q’ëq, and Bauttista’s Hispanic soldiers had been released
from the stockade soon after the victory.  This had had proven to be a mistake
as they had formed a right-wing counter-revolutionary group that was sowing
disruption throughout the mountain region.
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Weeks later, Tz’i’’s group raided Tonatíucan.  They quickly overran the
village and assembled everyone in the village square.

Uch’en once again came forward to express the villager’s concerns.
However, Tz’i’ — without warning, without a word, and without any visible
emotion — unsheathed a sword and cut off Uch’en’s head.

The act was done so quickly, and it was an act so far beyond the remotest
possibility of imagining by even the wildest imaginations amongst any of the
Tonatíucanians that it took several moments for the reality to register.  At first,
they just stared wordlessly and uncomprehendingly.  What they had just seen
was impossible.  But they had seen it.  Finally, Ya’ ran forward screaming
hysterically — only to have Tz’i’ cut her head off also.

Finally, pandemonium and panic set in.  the soldiers shot seven of the
Tonatíucanians wounding four and killing three more before everyone was
once again assembled in the town square.

Then, Q’ëq came forward, knocked both Athena and Ixöq to the ground
with his rifle butt.  He then drug them both away by their hair as they
screamed.

Q’uel received a message saying that Tonatíucan had been attacked by
Tz’i’’s group, and that his sister Ixöq had been kidnapped. Q’uel had imme-
diately flown to Tonatíucan with a full company of soldiers.  They searched the
area for several days trying to find Ixöq and Athena — all to no avail.  The
entire village went into a deep depression, for these girls were the light of their
lives.  Ixöq’s husband Achin took it especially hard and Ubintel had to take
temporary responsibility for their daughter Jun because Achin was inconsol-
able.  B’alam had tried tracking the kidnappers, but they had evidently had a
helicopter waiting in Míctlan, and thus made their getaway.

In a desperate last minute maneuver, Eos came up with a very crazy and
counterintuitive idea; he borrowed Q’uel’s satellite phone.

He then placed a call to — Rowdy Rump!
Eos had no idea why, but he just had a gut feeling that possibly Mr. Rump

would have the inclination and the ability to do something about this.
Amazingly, he was able to get through after only twenty minutes —

mentioning Tonatíucan evidently did the trick — and even more amazingly,
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Mr. Rump said that he had some strings he could pull, and that he could possi-
bly learn of Athena’s and Ixöq’s fate.

Two days later, Ubintel heard a helicopter land near the village during the
middle of the night.  An investigation led to the discovery of Just Fred carrying
Ixöq into the village.  She was more dead than alive.

Another satellite call to Rowdy Rump produced a return of Just Fred’s
helicopter, this time carrying a doctor.  The doctor worked for three days trying
to save Ixöq’s life.  At one point, she actually regained consciousness and
managed to walk a few feet with a heavy limp before being ordered back to
bed — but ultimately, she had suffered too many serious injuries, and the
infections were too far advanced to halt.

Ixöq died five days after her return.
Of Athena, there was no word.

As a former clandestine CIA pilot/drug runner, Just Fred had traded his last
name for his helicopter ten years previously — i.e. he deserted in a stolen heli-
copter full of fuel, spare parts, arms, and drugs.  He had spent the intervening
years working for various dictators and drug lords, (who were often the same
people), and Just Fred was basically willing to go anywhere and do anything as
long as he could make a few fast bucks.  Just Fred was amazed that the Ameri-
can public could remain so ignorant of government drug dealing activities.
There had been dozens of fully documented press reports, there had been
congressional investigations, and there had even been an investigation by the
CIA’s own Inspector General.  All of these reports confirmed the fact that the
CIA was engaged in widespread drug trafficking all over the world.  Every-
where that there was US military activity there were also huge increases in
drug activity.  Viet Nam, Columbia, Panama — everywhere! In the few years
that American troops had been occupying Afghanistan, Afghani opium
production had gone from virtually nil to 80% of the world’s entire supply.

The CIA had even publically admitted that they were drug dealers!
But still the average American would call you crazy if you suggested that

the American government was the largest drug dealer in the world.
Whatever.
Just Fred was making a lot of money, so he was not complaining — and

Rowdy Rump was one of his steadiest and most profitable employers.
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However, over the last few weeks Just Fred had developed a serious sense
of curiosity about the village of Tonatíucan...

Though he knew better, Achin could not prevent himself from forcing Eos
to read aloud the report that had been written by Ixöq’s doctor after her death.
Eos reluctantly agreed, but was sorry that he had within the first few words:

“There is evidence of trauma both internal and external.  There is damage
to the 5th lumbar disk and inflammation of the sciatic nerve, which accounts
for the limp. Both breasts show burn marks, from either cigarettes or cigars.
The nipples are cauterized and would need to be opened surgically to permit
lactation after childbirth.  She has been repeatedly raped, both by male
congress and by instruments, so there is extensive damage to membrane
tissue.  There are cardiac irregularities, probably due to repeated application
of electric shocks.  There is bruising of the kidneys and the spleen.  There are
rales in both lungs, and she is suffering from pneumonia almost certainly
resulting from water torture.  She has serious infections in several locations,
and her chances of survival are questionable.  If she does survive, she will
certainly suffer severe psychological repercussions, and several serious physi-
cal handicaps.”

Achin dropped onto the ground, and held his head in his hand as he wept.
He felt a deep dark presence rising up in his soul:  It was a need to smash

and destroy...

He ordered Eos to leave so that he could grieve in privacy.  With tears in
his own eyes, Eos complied with Achin’s request.

This was, finally, the destruction of Achin’s innocence — and the birth of
hatred.  Almost no aspect of his being was untouched by hatred’s burning fire.

The only thing remaining in his soul was an agonized piercing scream.
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However — Achin sensed that this would destroy him if he gave it free
reign and did not try to suppress it.  Tears coursed down his face as he fought
the overwhelming urge to smash, shoot, bludgeon, blow up, rip, and tear.  The
only thing that saved Achin was the knowledge that the spirit of an evil demon
that is slain in this manner simply enters the heart of his slayer, where it begins
feeding on him from the inside, and merely creates yet another evil demon.
The poor, beaten, raped, exploited people of his benighted country had to learn
that the world is much more than simply a domain of the cruel, vicious, and
rapacious; they needed to learn that good could grow from the killing fields.
They need to learn that justice was a mighty sword that was capable of bring-
ing peace, prosperity, and mutual respect.  Achin knew this on an intellectual
level — but at the moment, Achin was not on an intellectual level.  He was in
hell.  He kept up the fight, but the demon was strong.  Achin was having a very
difficult time slaying it, and maintaining his sanity.  He cried out, he beat his
own leg; he shook his head crying, “No!  No!  No!”  He had one hand in his
mouth as he bit down hard trying to maintain his defenses, and he was staring
at his other hand through his tears...

Suddenly, a butterfly flew into his field of vision and landed on his hand.
A frisson of incredulity ran through Achin.  He remembered Ixöq’s words

during their wedding ceremony:  That when she died, she wanted to come back
as a butterfly!

The butterfly on his hand seemed to be staring him in the eye.
“Ixöq?”
The butterfly beat its wings twice in answer.
Achin now cried in joy!  “Ixöq, you did it!  You made your dream come

true!  Oh, Ixöq!  I am so happy for you!”
The butterfly beat its wings twice more, and then flew away.

Thus did Ixöq, even after her own death, save Achin’s life...

The countryside was erupting in chaos.  Various gangs of right wing para-
militaries conducted a reign of terror.  They were raping, pillaging, kidnapping,
and murdering all throughout the mountain region of Sangre de Cristo.  Sr.
Promésa had been trying to build hospitals and schools in the countryside, but
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Tz’i’’s group was destroying them faster than Sr. Promésa could build them.
Survival these days often depended upon the ability to identify instantly what-
ever large group of heavily armed psychopaths that one might encounter in the
jungle, and then knowing exactly what to say to whichever group it happened
to be.  Besides Tz’i’’s group, their numbers included organized brigands, ex-
Bauttistite army groups, starving peasants, leftist guerrillas, and irregular
forces in the pay of any one of a half dozen warlords who had sprung up in the
power vacuum created by the chaotic conditions.

Some of the groups would kill you no matter what you might say.

Many of these groups — including Tz’i’’s — were armed and financed by
the American CIA.

Eos had been fighting with a company under the command of B’alam.
They had wiped out several bands of brigands and right-wingers.  It turned out
that B’alam’s training had been very effective, for B’alam was a literal artist in
battle — but it was a never ceasing task, and the conditions were horrid.  One
must understand that the jungle is ultimately ruled by insects.  In fact, one
should think of the jungle as a mass of insects that include minour infestations
of trees, birds, and mammals.  In the jungle, insects rule — and they view
humans as big slabs of animated and not very well defended food.  In the
mornings, one could tell who had died during the night because the dead
people had more bugs on their bodies than the living.  Eos found himself
covered with a menagerie of arthropods that hoped to suck his blood and/or eat
his flesh and/or eat his eyeballs and/or impregnate him with their eggs.
Intestinal diseases were epidemic.  Eos squatted to defecate explosively for the
seventh time in the last hour.  Blood jetted out of his anus.  A large number of
multi-legged creatures immediately gathered at the edge of the pool and began
to feast.  Yet if you could just ignore the malaria, the insects, and the explosive
diarrhea, Eos still considered this jungle to be a paradise worth defending...

A few weeks later Sr. Promésa, Q’uel, and Eos were once again visiting in
Ubintel’s hut.  It had become their refuge from the insanity.

Sr. Promésa reflected upon Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq.  In almost any other
time or place, Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq would have been in either a prison or a
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high-security mental institution.  Only during the reign of a man such as Baut-
tista could men such as Tz’i’ BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq have raised to prominent posi-
tions.  Only then could Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq be celebrated as outstanding
citizens and militia officers who were steadily promoted by a grateful govern-
ment to widespread public acclaim.  It was only due to Sangre de Cristo’s
collective insanity under Bauttista that such a status-quo could be allowed to
exist; that allowed Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq — and thousands of others like
them — to flower and become who they truly were.  And Sr. Promésa knew
that it was impossible to defeat a powerful enemy unless one truly understood
that enemy; and you could not truly understand an enemy unless one knew the
desires of his heart, and one could not know the desires of his heart until one
truly loved him.  One must crawl into his head and see reality through his eyes.
And though the inside of the heads of men such as Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq
were ugly places to be — a place of fear and fire — Sr. Promésa was comfort-
ed by the thought that he could leave that place at any time, whereas men such
as Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq lived there always.

Q’uel said, “It is funny because they are our best recruiters.  They keep
shooting and torturing people, and every time they shoot or torture someone,
five more people come over to our side.  Tz’i’, Q’ëq, and BΛ’xöq send us more
recruits than a dozen of our own organizers.”

Ubintel impatiently said, “You two dwell on this obsessively!  You keep
chewing on this bone, but you do not make any mark.”

“Maybe if enough people chew on the bone, they will make some marks,”
said Sr. Promésa.

“Maybe, but from what I have seen, people are more likely to try to steal
the bone from each other.  I have never seen two dogs try to cooperate and split
a bone.  They always chew each other up trying to steal it.”

“We are not dogs,” Q’uel indignantly replied.
“Humans have much in common with dogs, and dogs have many attributes

that human would do well to emulate.”
This was too deep for Q’uel, so he simply replied, “Well, this needs to be

done.  We cannot simply allow these people to keep using us and killing our
land and our people.”

“No, you can’t.  But you seem to have this idea now that you have estab-
lished your revolutionary government that your job is now done.  Well, your
new government will start changing right away, and not for the better.  Eggs
cannot be unscrambled”
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Sr. Promésa once again nodded his head in acknowledgement of Ubintel’s
wisdom, but Q’uel once again missed the entire point and said, “You don’t
think that our cause is right?”

“It doesn’t matter what I think, and I don’t like to think in such a manner
anyway.  I would rather try to see the entire picture.  When you start calling
things ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, it is like placing a blinder over your eyes.  If I say
something is ‘good’, then I lose my license to inspect it, because there might be
bad in it.  If I have already called it ‘good’, then I have trapped myself into that
narrow definition.  For instance, even if your cause is ‘right’, you will still
need enforcers to impose your new paradigm, and these people are the lowest
of the low.  They like to be cruel and to hurt people — they always give it
some nice name like ‘patriotism’, but they are just sick, mean people like Tz’i’,
BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq — whom you have now given a license to inflict suffering.
I hate all soldiers, for all soldiers are nothing but bullies.  They are course-
hearted men trained to destroy what refined and creative people have built.
And the poets are just as responsible.  Let the poet cease to celebrate achieve-
ments in battle — let the poet cease to commemorate men who generally don’t
have the virtues of a vulture — let the poet cease to honour the desperate men
who have nothing to lose and everything to gain in spreading desolation — and
wars will cease.  If we ridicule the soldier as we do any other bully — as they
so richly deserve — when the pen no longer serves the sword, then wars will
cease.  So long as the world goes on admiring these deeds of mass-murder,
then wars will continue.  Let the historian delve into the true heart of the
matter, and we would learn that the soldier is actually much less a man than the
common bully.  The bully hurts no one but a single victim.  No cities are
burned, fields are not laid waste, and no orphans are created.  The soldier is
nothing but a supreme bully — the greater the bully, the better the soldier.”

“But what about B’alam,” asked Q’uel?
“B’alam is not a soldier — he is a warrior.  There is a large difference.”
Q’uel seemed upset that his own mother did not unquestioningly accept the

cause to which he had dedicated his life — but Sr. Promésa just gazed at
Ubintel with a respectful and intent scrutiny.

Q’uel then said, “Well, if the end results are good, then whatever you do to
achieve those results must by definition be good.  In order to eat honey, you
must be prepared to bear bee stings.”

“Ah, the old ‘ends justify the means’ argument,” replied Ubintel.  “The
only problem with that argument is that the ends almost always end up closely
resembling the means...”

Sr. Promésa could no longer contain himself.  He openly laughed...
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They did not know it, but an American assassin named Daniel Delveccio
had spent that morning in a tree just outside Tonatíucan.  His mission had been
to assassinate Juan Promésa.  Daniel Delveccio was so good at his job that his
presence had not even been detected by Ubintel or B’alam.

However, as Sgt. Delveccio was sighting his rifle upon Sr. Promésa’s head,
he had seen that Sr. Promésa was playing with Jun, Achin’s three-year-old
daughter.  Subconsciously, Jun reminded Sgt. Delveccio of his own daughter,
whom he had long ago abandoned.  For reasons that he failed to understand,
Sgt. Delveccio found that he simply could not shoot the man in front of the
little girl.  Since Sgt. Delveccio was a sociopath, this was probably the only
thing in the world that could have prevented him from carrying out his mission.

Instead, Sgt. Delveccio contacted his superiors and told him that, just as
their intelligence had reported, Juan Promésa was indeed in Tonatíucan — but
that Sgt. Delveccio was unable to get in a shot.

When Sgt. Delveccio returned to where he had cached his pack, he discov-
ered that don Genarro’s goat had eaten the straps on his backpack.

Sgt. Delveccio was almost amused...

Later that evening, Ubintel suddenly stiffened and smelled the air.  Then
she said, “There are men — many men — coming this way with many guns!”

The others quickly glanced at each other and then — without a word —
they sprung into action.  The alarm was spread, weapons were limbered, and
women and children headed for the jungle.

Ten minutes later, Tz’i’’s group suddenly appeared at the edge of the
village like ghosts from some Boschian nightmare and began slowly and
silently filing in.  Even more suddenly, the silence was shattered when B’alam
abruptly appeared from nowhere in their midst.  Like the furies from an ancient
myth, he began twirling and spinning faster than the eye could follow.  He left
prostrate soldiers in his wake like a scythe cutting wheat.

Tz’i’’s group literally did not know what had hit them.
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Several of Tz’i’’s group tried shooting B’alam, but B’alam was gone
before the bullets arrived.  Many of the bullets intended for B’alam ripped
through their own comrades instead.

Then several of the villagers began shooting soldiers at the outer edge of
the group, and Tz’i’’s men decided that they had had enough.  They began
running pall-mall back into the jungle.  They were pursued by both B’alam and
by the villager’s bullets.

Several more of their number fell before they could get away.

At first, it appeared that the villagers had not suffered a single casualty, and
they immediately commenced to celebrate, thanking the gods for Ubintel’s
almost supernatural senses.

To add extra sweetener to the victory, they discovered that Q’ëq was
among the prisoners that they had captured.

However, a serious damper was placed upon the celebration when they
discovered Achin lying in a pool of blood right in front of his hut.

Ubintel was called to minister to the young man, and she discovered that
one of Tz’i’’s group had evidently surprised Achin as Achin was leaving his
hut, and had clubbed him over the head.  Achin had a fairly serious concussion,
and would probably have a hell of a headache for a few days — but Ubintel
assured them that his wound was not very serious, and that he should quickly
recover.  However, a peek into Achin’s hut disclosed that Achin’s daughter Jun
had been kidnapped.  Tz’i’s group was obviously seeking revenge for having
been deprived of Ixöq.

Achin was in a daze.  Ixöq had been killed.  His father Uch’en and his
mother Ya’ had both been killed.  His sister Athena’s fate was unknown, but
was surly unpleasant.  Now his daughter had been kidnapped.

The counter-revolutionaries would almost surely demand a ransom for Jun,
but Sr. Promésa had a strict policy of never paying ransoms to the counter-
revolutionaries under the theory that paying them would encourage further
kidnappings.

The counter-revolutionaries, in turn, had a policy of killing any hostage for
whom ransom was not paid.

Achin was facing the ultimate test.
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Chapter eight:

Fool in the rain

At the risk of seeming ridiculous, let me say that the true
revolutionary is guided by a great feeling of love.

It is impossible to think of a genuine revolutionary who lacks
this quality.

—Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara

few billion years ago, something happened.  Exactly what has never
been scientifically proven, so the subject is still open to debate.

As with most things unknowable, the Christians claim that they know what
happened, but they have been saying all kinds of strange and highly unlikely
things for almost 1,500 years now, and almost everything that they have said in
the past has eventually been proven to be spectacularly and embarrassingly
wrong — so their theories can probably be safely dismissed.  Eos contemp-
tuously referred to people who blindly subscribed to religious dogma as ‘Flat
Earthers’ in reference to one of the many things that they had been so specta-
cularly and embarrassingly wrong about in the past.  In spite of their propensity
for being spectacularly and embarrassingly wrong about nearly everything, the
Flat Earthers continued to insist that they knew a large variety of strange and
highly unlikely things.  Eos normally cared little about the religious supersti-
tions that others held, and would not have cared at all except that they also had
a propensity for torturing and mass murdering anyone who refused to believe
whatever strange and highly unlikely superstition any given Flat Earther may
be purporting at any given time...

Anyway, it is actually misleading to say that no one knows what happened,
because nearly everyone knows what happened.  The question is how and why
it happened.

I am speaking, (or to be technically correct, I am typing), of the appearance
of life on this planet.  Disregarding the how or why of this event, another
debatable aspect of this phenomenon is whether or not the appearance of life
would be considered a good or a bad thing.  For a disconcertingly large
proportion of living things, life has proven to be short, brutal, and painful.  For
one thing, the sustenance of life requires regular inputs of fuel.  If the fuel
supply is cut off for any reason, then the life in question will be even shorter,

A
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more brutal, and more painful than the already short, brutal, and painful norm.
The very first life forms probably fueled themselves with rocks or sunlight or
whatever.  However, early in life’s evolution one form of life discovered that
other forms of life made for a much more efficient fuel source than rocks or
sunlight or whatever.  Very soon, life became a constant struggle to find other
forms of life to consume whilst simultaneously trying to avoid being consumed
by yet other forms of life.  Being highly adaptable, life kept evolving ever
more complex strategies for accomplishing these twin goals — and in spite of
the fact that 99.9999% of these strategies ultimately failed in that all of the
creatures employing those strategies ceased to exist, the other 0.0001% that
have so far managed to survive this ancient crucible are necessarily the very
baddest of the ultimate badasses, because all life forms that were not the very
baddest of the ultimate badasses became extinct.

Anyway, as far as spectacularly lethal and mimetically programmed death
machines went, you would have a hard time find a nicer guy than Eos — this
in spite of his lack of toleration for homicidal religious fanatics.  (After all,
Eos’ attitude toward those people was rooted in his instinct for self-defense, a
handy and necessary instinct for any life form wishing to eat whilst
simultaneously avoiding being eaten.  Except for the life forms that he ate, Eos
was generally a live and let live kind of guy, and thus deeply resented religious
fanatics constantly trying to shove their neurosis and psychopathologies down
his throat.  He was also alarmed at their long history of stoning people to death
and/or burning them alive and/or enslaving them, and/or so on and so forth —
all of this in addition to the fact that many of them were simply pompous,
condescending, and self-righteous asses...)

Once upon a time, Eos had been known as Daniel Whynott.  He grew up in
northern California as the son of dot-com millionaires.  He began his college
career at the University of California Berkeley, and then transferred to
Humboldt State University in Arcata, California in order to study forestry.
There he became an avid outdoorsman taking up hiking and rock climbing.
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Then he went to law school to study environmental law in order to more effec-
tively fight for the wildernesses that he had come to love — wildernesses that
were everywhere being overrun by the excesses of the Machine.  He quickly
saw that popular catch-phrases, such as ‘democracy’, ‘free markets’, and
‘scientific objectivity’ were all myths in the same category as the feudal
‘divine right of kings’; i.e. self-serving propaganda that a small minourity of
very rich people use to control the world.  Modern society, like almost all
societies before it, was a giant fraud/pyramid scheme in which the wealth of
the world was funneled up to the rich leaving the people who actually did the
work that created the wealth impoverished.

And now the insane greed of this gang of sociopaths was destroying the
environmental infrastructure upon which everyone — including the rich —
were completely dependent for their very lives.  He also learned that legal
challenges in court almost always lost, because Big Timber, Big Mining, Big
Developers, etc. had the courts and the government in their pockets.

At the height of his frustration, Eos took a two-week hike on the Pacific
Crest Trail.  Hiking almost always mellowed Eos out and altered his reality in
a way that made life in the modern world much easier for him to deal with.
Nature spoke to a very deep locality in his soul, and helped him place priorities
in their proper order.

Partway through his hike, he came across two men and a woman who were
also hiking the trail.  Normally, Eos preferred to hike alone; however, this trio
attracted him in a way that he did not understand.  The trio seemed to share the
same feeling toward Eos, and so Eos accepted their invitation to hike with
them.

On their third night together, Eos voiced his frustration at a recent court
loss to a timber company that wanted to log large sections of protected old
growth.  They wanted to log old growth that was protected because they had
already logged all the old growth that wasn’t protected.  His new companions
laughed, and the female, whose name was ‘Tree’, said, “You should have
known that you can’t fight them on their own turf!  The game is rigged, and the
deck is stacked.  You will never win fighting them that way.”

“So,” asked Eos, “what do you recommend?”
The three hikers shared a significant looks with each other.  Then, the two

men nodded to Tree, whereupon she gave Eos a penetrating look before saying,
“I recommend doing something that works.”

“And what would that be?” asked Eos.  “I’ve been fighting these bastards
for years, and I’ve tried everything!  Nothing works against these people!”
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Tree laughed, and said, “Well, you obviously haven’t tried everything,
because we know of a strategy that does work!”

Eos would have laughed — but the trio’s intensity was not conducive to a
humourous ambiance.  Finally, Eos said, “OK, tell me.  What does work?”

Tree laughed, and said, “Here is the way things are:  The state grants itself
a monopoly on violent coercion — in fact, you can almost define a state as an
entity that imposes a monopoly on violence.  Without this monopoly on armed
force, there is no state.  It is quite the scam if you can get away with it.  Those
in power make the rules, and then those in power enforce the rules.  When they
start using their power to mass-murder children in Iraq so that those in power
can steal their resources, this becomes obscene — but there is nothing you can
do about it because they can use violence to enforce their edicts, and you
cannot use violence to resist them.  The only ‘legal’ tools available to resistors
are whatever tools those in power allow them to have, i.e. tools that are inef-
fective, such as protesting and/or legal challenges.  For instance, the imminent
invasion of Iraq sparked the largest worldwide protests in human history.  The
populace of the US was split pretty much evenly on whether or not to invade
Iraq, but the press was over 90% favourable and anti-war voices were virtually
never heard.  This is understandable when you realize that almost all of the
mainstream media in the United States is owned by defense contractors who
were drooling over the projected profits they would make with an American
invasion of Iraq.

“All of those millions of protestors might just as well have stayed home
and masturbated.

“And those in power never seem to learn that when they make non-violent
protest ineffective, then they invite violent protest, which history has proven
over and over again is effective.

“Smart tyrants always foster false hopes in the oppressed, because hope is a
powerful leash of submission.  Hope is what allows people to sit still on a
sinking ship instead of taking action and doing something about saving them-
selves.  Many of the advances in the Civil Rights Movement came about as a
direct result of the numerous riots that pervaded American cities during the
1960s because American Blacks finally lost all other hope.  Thus, they were
forced to resort to the last resort.  When they started burning cities, they could
no longer be ignored and they became front-page news.  Eventually, racism
became politically incorrect and civil rights legislation was passed.

“The uprising in the Warsaw ghetto during WWII provides another inter-
esting lesson in the efficacy of violent vs. non-violent protest.  One of the
smartest things that the Nazis did to the Jews was to offer false hopes in a
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largely successful effort to persuade the Jews to cooperate in their own exter-
mination.  At every step of the process, it seemed in the Jew’s best interests not
to resist because they harboured the hope — the hope extended by the Nazis —
that if they played along and followed the rules laid down by those in power,
then things would be much better for them.

“As it turned out, the Jews who participated in the Warsaw Ghetto Upris-
ing, including those who went on what they thought were suicide missions, had
a higher survival rate than those who went along peacefully!

“And this is a lesson that we have taken to heart.
“The bottom line here is that the only language these people understand is

money and violence — so the only way to make them stop is to create a reality
wherein they lose money if they continue.  And the only way to create that
reality is to take direct action against them.”

Eos felt a frisson of both fear and excitement as he began to understand
what they were saying.  “What exactly do you mean by ‘direct action’?”

They all looked at him for a moment, their eyes glistening in the firelight.
Then, Tree said, “You can tell how effective different tactics and strategies are
by the lengths to which the government is willing to go to in order to counter
them.  Consider the case of the Earth Liberation Front, [ELF].  They are a
direct action network that made the mistake of becoming famous.  The
government recently had them listed as a ‘terrorist organization’ even though
they have never even injured anyone much less killed anyone.  A ‘terrorist’ is
someone who targets and kills innocent civilians in order to promote a political
agenda.  ELF strictly targeted property, not people, and the property they
targeted invariably belonged to the earth-rapers, so there was nothing innocent
about them.  The members of ELF are idealistic kids who are trying to prevent
the Machine from destroying the planet.  They are not dangerous to anyone or
anything except the property of the Earth rapers.  ELF members are now
receiving 20-year prison sentences for arson, while someone who commits the
very same crime for the purpose of defrauding an insurance company receives
at most three or four years.  The success of ELF’s tactics can be measured by
the extraordinary lengths that the government is taking to fight them.  These
kids are aware of the fact that the deck is stacked and that the courts are in the
pockets of the earth-rapers and are thus almost useless as a tool to prevent the
earth-rapers from destroying the planet.  They started implementing strategies
that actually work, and so the government is now coming down on them with
both feet...”
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Then, the three hikers revealed that they were members of the ‘Ecocide
Prevention Association’.  When Eos revealed that he had never heard of the
EPA, (the acronymic pun was intentional), they laughed, and informed Eos that
that was very good news, because the EPA intentionally kept their existence as
secret as possible.  Any publicity of their activities was inviting the same sort
of government oppression that was being brought to bear on ELF and Earth
First!.  Then they criticized the strategies of organizations such as ELF and
Earth First! — who actually published a newsletter — thus making it simple
for the earth-rapers to sick their pet dogs in the FBI on them.  And even worse
than the FBI were the private security firms hired by the timber and mining
industries, whose members were trained by the CIA and US sponsored third-
world dictators in counter insurgency tactics.  Thus, in order to be effective, it
was absolutely vital to remain completely unknown, anonymous, unorganized,
and unrecognized.  The name ‘Ecocide Prevention Association’ was never
printed, e-mailed, or spoken on the phone.  They had master cryptographers
working the internet for them, and they had ecotage experts who systematically
studied various methodologies.  Anonymity was crucial.  There was no
management, no attorneys, no budget, and no bank accounts.

They did have members, though — several thousand as far as anyone could
tell.

They were grouped in small, semi-independent cells.  No infiltration was
happening because no one knew to infiltrate them.  They were careful to the
point of paranoia as to whom they revealed their existence.  Nevertheless, they
were growing more and more as the earth-rapers destroyed more and more.

Would Eos be interested in joining?

Eos’ first direct action was pulling up survey stakes for a logging road, and
spraying graffiti dissolvers on the paint the loggers used to identify doomed
trees.  The logging company could repeat the work and probably would — but
their costs would rise and logging was only profitable at the margins.  The
bean counters would look at the profit/loss statements, and logging would not
look as good to them.  Maybe the mega-mega corporations that owned the
logging companies would then decide to cut their losses rather than old-growth
forests.
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Over the course of the next three years, Eos poured sugar into gas tanks, set
fire to wooden bridges, and introduced computer viruses — all these actions
being done invisibly, and all these actions being unpublicized.  He strictly
followed the EPA rules:  Never hurt anyone, never brag, never talk at all. It
was impossible to be both an eco-warrior and an ego-warrior.  Let Greenpeace
and Earth First! do the necessary PR, earth-theatre, and legal battles.  That
work was also necessary — but that was not the EPA’s job.  The EPA worked
invisibly and without acclimation on moonless nights.

Eos did everything he could to erase his environmentalist past.  He no
longer felt frustrated, useless, or guilty.  He quit drinking and smoking.  A few
times a year he went out for lunch with friends he otherwise never saw or
talked to except on certain holidays on the mall in Boulder or on Telegraph
Avenue in Berkeley.  Then, they went through intense classes and planning in
ecotage.  The other aspects of his life now seemed like merely marking time.

But Eos still felt like he was banging his head against a wall every time he
read a newspaper.  He once lamented to a colleague who had market expe-
rience, “Don’t they realize that by destroying the environment they are cutting
their own throats?”

The colleague had laughed darkly, and replied, “They don’t know, and they
don’t care.  Say a company owns a forest that they have logged sustainably for
generations delivering a steady 10% return to their shareholders.  Then, say the
market begins offering bonds with a 15% return. Lumber prices drop, the
company’s returns drop, the shareholders dump their stock, the share price
plummets, and investors get angry.  Management then has the choice of bank-
ruptcy, or clear-cutting and using the profits to invest in those 15% bonds that
yield a higher return than the forest did.  In effect, the money the forest
represents is more valuable than the forest itself, because long-term value has
collapsed to net present value.  Thus, the forest is liquidated, and more money
is pumped into the great money balloon.  Thus, capitalism demolishes the
world to increase the net present values of companies in trouble — and all of
them are in trouble.  Thus, they keep inflating the money balloon until it pops
and wipes out everyone except the small handful who knew in advance that it
was going to pop — and in fact, those who made it pop — because after it
pops, they can then buy everything from everyone else at a fraction of its true
value.  Thus, it’s not suicidal psychopaths making all of this happen — it’s just
the nature and bedrock reality of capitalism.”

And so the fledgling radicalism of Eos continued to grow.
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After three years, the government authorities began seriously looking for
Eos’ cell, and the ecoteurs knew that it was only a matter of time.  The
government net was large and they were spreading it wide.  The Federal
Machine was like a giant steamroller.  Once it began moving, it built up so
much inertia that there was no stopping it even if one wished to do so.  It was a
hideous, soulless, and distant monster that impersonally crushed anyone and
anything that was unfortunate enough to stand in the way.

The ecoteurs were not surprised that the feds were going to such lengths to
try to find out who they were — in fact, they took this as a validation of their
work.  Typically, the government attack dogs were vigourously pursuing indi-
viduals who never physically harmed anyone and whose only motivation was
trying to make the world a better place whilst they simultaneously ignored the
thousands of corporate executives who comprehensively broke the law daily
and engaged in practices that killed, sickened, and maimed millions — indeed,
law enforcement often assisted them in their criminal activities!  They arrested
people who protested a crime while the perpetrators of the crime stood right at
hand.  Thus, they were not police, but private security goons who should have
been taking their pay from the transnational corporations and foreign govern-
ments that they served rather than from the taxpayer who was being sickened
and killed by the corporate criminals.  What a great scam!  The victims are
paying the police to help the criminals oppress them and kill their children!

Thus, as a private tax-supported security force, it made sense to oppress
small individual protest actions brutally while ignoring gross malfeasance.  To
the Machine, the protestors were the more dangerous of the two.  Protest, after
all, suggests that we may truly live in a democracy rather than in a cover story
used to keep the common cattle in their economic place.  And the notion that
their ‘democracy’ may be truly democratic was much too dangerous a notion to
be allowed to spread very far.  If they truly allowed people to protest obvious
crimes perpetrated by the élite, then social control would be impossible, and
gross inequities such as 1% of the population owning 90% of the wealth might
be revealed for the unjust and hypocritical travesty that it is!

They might next figure out that elections are a fraud where the only two
choices are both paid whores in the pocket of corporate special interests, and
who will represent the interests of their paymasters rather than the people who
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vote for them.  They liked the game as it was currently played:  Heads we win,
and tails you lose...

Then, after your pointless participation in the faux-democratic process, you
must clock into an economic system that is a complete dictatorship and where
your life is regimented by a small group of executives busily downsizing what-
ever workplace rights people have won by giving their lives in a centuries-long
struggle, and/or simply outsourcing your job to a third world sweatshop.  And
since the government is in their pocket, protest and court challenges are the
only available options left to you.  Court challenges almost always fail, and
protest is ignored.  It protests become too large to ignore, then they attempt to
discredit the protesters — and if that doesn’t work, then your protest is ruth-
lessly extirpated with violent suppression and/or lengthy jail terms for the
organizers.  Either go to your slave-wage job and keep your mouth shut or be
fired and/or jailed and/or shot.

Eventually, Tree was caught in the act of burning an SUV dealership.  She
was brought up on federal charges, and was threatened with a 20-year prison
sentence unless she was willing to snitch on her cohorts, whereupon she would
instead receive a three-year sentence.  (Rather than investigating crimes, the
federal law enforcement apparatus now blackmails snitches instead.  Unknown
to most Americans, under federal conspiracy statutes the feds can now prose-
cute a defendant with no physical evidence of any kind whatsoever.  All they
need is the testimony of snitches.  Since defendants in the federal system are
facing such draconian sentences, most people faced with the choice between a
20-year sentence and a three-year sentence will tell prosecutors everything they
know, and they will make up whatever they do not know.  In practical terms,
this means that federal prosecutors can imprison anyone that they wish to since
they can always find a snitch to say whatever the prosecutor wants to hear —
and most prosecutors have no problem telling snitches exactly what it is that
they want to hear.)

Thus, Tree turned snitch — but not before she managed to get word to her
compatriots, allowing them time to escape the United States.

Thus, Eos slipped away in the middle of the night and ended up in Tonatíu-
can...
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Chapter nine:

Dazed and confused

The primary difference between the US and the Nazis
is that the US didn’t lose.

—Ward Churchill

Village of Tonatíucan

’alam had become a living legend that struck fear deep into the hearts
of Bauttista’s soldiers.  He was known as the Leopard Demon because

he usually wore his ceremonial leopard skin costume during battle.
One of B’alam’s raids had succeeded in capturing an American.  The

villagers were very angry with the American because they knew that the
Americans were financing, training, and supporting Bauttista as he murdered
their families.

The American was currently in the same stockade on the hill outside
Tonatíucan that had already housed so many.  Sr. Promésa’s security apparatus
had identified him as a former low-level bureaucrat at the American embassy
in Ciudad Gobierno named Lawrence Lawky.  His rôle in the conflict was
unclear, but it was certain that he was assisting the resistance in some manner.

Eos felt a deep need to confront this man with the crimes that were being
perpetrated with his help.

After the security people were done with him, Eos entered the cell and
introduced himself by saying, “Gee, I have always wanted to meet a real live
war criminal!”

The man sighed tiredly as he bestowed a look of jaded patience at Eos.
then he said, “I don’t really want to hear your left-wing crap right now, son.”

“It’s not about left and right, it’s about right and wrong!” replied Eos in
indignation.  “These people just wanted to live their lives in peace, and your
corporate paymasters came in and started stealing, plundering, raping, and
killing!  They were doing just fine until you people arrived.  Now they live in
constant fear!

“And you people do this all over the world!  The Bushites wanted to elimi-
nate inconvenient civil liberties and oversight mechanisms so that they could

B
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invade Iraq and jack the price of oil from $30 a barrel to over $100.  Mission
accomplished.

“Osama Bin Laden has been working for the American government since
the 1980s.  His family has had close business ties to the George Bush family
for over thirty years.  Osama’s stated goals from the 9-11 attacks were the
removal of US troops from sacred Saudi soil, to jack oil prices to over $100 per
barrel, and to bankrupt America.  American troops have since been removed
from Saudi Arabia, the price of oil has skyrocketed, and the American econ-
omy is going into the toilet.

“Again:  Mission accomplished.  Both Bush and Bin Laden got everything
that they wanted.

“The Israelis, French, Russians, and Germans all tried to warn the US of
the impending 9-11 attacks.  The Israeli airline broke their lease and moved out
of the World Trade Center days before the attacks, and American Airlines had
their stock sold short in the days just prior to the attack. Thousands of people
knew that the attack was imminent — do you really thing that American intel-
ligence didn’t know it?  They were looking for an excuse to replace the Taliban
because in 1998 UNOCAL wanted to build a pipeline through Afghanistan.
Therefore, the American government hadn’t listed Afghanistan as a sponsor of
state supported terrorism even though they were.  The vice president of
UNOCAL said that they couldn’t develop until the Afghans had a recognized
government, and the Taliban could not be recognized for a variety of reasons.
Plus, the only practical route for an oil pipeline from Kazakhstan is through
Afghanistan, and while the Taliban were willing to allow construction, they
were so radical and crazy that they were unacceptable as an ally even to the
United States.  Thus, the Taliban had to be removed, and allowing the 9-11
attacks to happen provided the perfect cover.  Then, they tried to extend the
same logic to Iraq, even though Iraq had nothing to do with Al Qaeda, had
nothing to do with 9-11, and though they had no weapons of mass destruction.
American intelligence knew all of these facts long before the invasion also.
They literally lied the US into a war and an illegal occupation.  How can you
work for these animals?”

Upon discernment of Eos’ passion, the American became obviously
uncomfortable.  After a hesitation, he quietly said, “Well, I’m kind of in a situ-
ation here.  Do you want me to be honest, or do you want me to say what you
want to hear?  If I disagree with you are you going to shoot me or torture me or
something?”
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Eos looked on in amazement for a moment.  Then he snorted in disgust.
“No, that’s practiced more on your side than ours — and it isn’t practiced by
this group ever!”

The American closely studied Eos for a moment, and then visibly relaxed
as acceptance of this avowal ensued.

“If you think that the American government was complicit in the 9-11
attacks, you are crazy.”

“Hah!” cried Eos, rising to the challenge with enthusiasm.  “Tell me —
how do you know what you claim to know?” he joyfully cried, thus throwing
down the gauntlet.

The man looked irate with Eos for a moment, and said, “I’m an official in
the United States Government, so I imagine I know a little more than some
deranged hippie living out in the jungle with a bunch of Beaners...”

“You are a minour official who is basically a lackey gofer.” Eos rudely
interrupted.  “You are a GS12, your name is Lawrence Lawky, and you are a
secretary to a low level administrator.  Also, I believe that the term ‘Beaner’ is
a racist and derogatory pejorative that refers to people of Latino origin and
these people are Native Americans, so your depreciatory appellation doesn’t
apply to them.”

Eos was ecstatic!  He finally had a face to the faceless enemy that he had
been fighting for decades now!  The enemy that was never seen, but ever-
present.  The enemy that was constantly feared, but never actually encountered.
The enemy that could come charging in with guns and kill your family without
warning at any time, but who was otherwise invisible.  The people who hid in
their gated-communities, their metal-detected office buildings, and their under-
ground garages because they were so afraid of the outraged indignation of the
exploited.

Here was the typical ignorant brainwashed mid-level cog in the Great Evil
Machine who was probably a nice guy in his everyday life, but who willfully
ignored a lot of inconvenient truths because accepting these truths was literally
impossible if he was to continue his life in any rational manner since he had
been trapped in a reality that had been driven forcefully into his poor duped
brain from childhood.  Eos knew that most people are well meaning at heart,
but hypocrites in action.  They will weep tears over a single child killed in a
drive-by shooting, yet they will accept the deaths of hundreds of thousands of
children from malnutrition.  The loss of a lifeboat is an epic tragedy, yet tribal
genocide is a paragraph hastily read and lightly dismissed.  Sixty dead in a
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train crash is a disaster; six-million dead in death camps is a historical statistic.
The charitable will airlift tons of food to the victims of an earthquake, yet
ignore twenty-thousand disappeared dissidents.  They will justify killing thou-
sands of innocent women and children in a foreign land with laser guided
missiles and call it ‘collateral damage’, yet call it ‘terrorism’ when those
people in turn fly an airplane into a building.

And this man was now a captive audience!  He could not go anywhere!  He
was literally chained to a bed, and he could no longer simply ignore or dismiss
Eos!

Suddenly, it became Eos’ most important job in the world to take all of the
plain simple truths that were so cleverly hidden right in front of everyone’s
eyes, and then to hold them up in front of this poor deceived fool’s face like a
sacred chalice being set before nobility.  It was up to Eos to make this man
accept responsibility, and to call him to account.

“So how do you know what you claim to know?”  Eos demanded.
Lawky now became angry.  “I am privy to classified State Department

communications, and I read the Washington Times.” Then, he came up short
as he realized that it was possibly unsafe to let these people know that he was
privy to ‘classified State Department communications’...

“Hah!” replied Eos.  “In other words, you have been brainwashed by
government propaganda.  Did you know official documents that surfaced in
England proved that the United States twisted intelligence reports to promote
their agenda of invading and occupying Iraq?  Or that these documents
provided ironclad proof that the American government lied us into a war?”

“I said I didn’t want to hear your left-wing propaganda.”
“No, you are the one who is subjected to propaganda.  Those documents

were known as the ‘Downing Street Memos’, and they were front-page news
everywhere in the world except the United States, where they were completely
ignored by the American press until widespread criticism finally forced them
to print some token coverage.  And even when they did finally report on them,
the credibility of the documents was called into question even though their
credibility was actually unimpeachable.  The Neo-Cons were promoting an
invasion of Iraq at least as early as 1998 when they published a document
known as the ‘Project for a New American Century’, wherein they stated that
they needed to invade Iraq, but they would have a difficult time gaining public
support unless there was another ‘Pearl Harbor type event’.  Thus, they twisted
the intelligence to consciously lie and say that Iraq had a connection with Al
Qaeda even though they knew that Osama Bin Laden and Saddam Hussein
were mortal enemies.  Resident Bush himself lied during his State of the Union
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address and said that Saddam had been trying to obtain yellowcake uranium
from Niger even though the CIA had already told him that this wasn’t true.
The man is a war criminal by every definition in the book, and if there is any
justice in this world George Bush will spend the rest of his life in prison.”

The American was acting as if he were dealing with a lunatic.
Eos continued:  “The CIA has been conducting a holocaust in the Third

World for over 60 years now.  They have killed millions!  How can you justify
this?”

The American sighed, and as if explaining a plain truth to someone who
was mentally deficient, he said, “We were battling the Communists...”

“Crap!” screamed Eos, once again rudely interrupting.  “There are proven
ways to deal with such situations that produce outcomes far superior to those
produced by military intervention.  Feeding people is much cheaper than
bombing them, and when you feed them, they like you, whereas when you
bomb them, they hate you and plot revenge — such as the 9-11 attacks.
Franklin D. Roosevelt tried reversing America’s military interventionist poli-
cies by embarking upon what he called a ‘Good Neighbor Policy’.  He
removed American occupying forces from Haiti and Nicaragua in 1934 and in
a series of pan-American conferences, Roosevelt joined in pledging that no
country in the hemisphere would intervene in the ‘internal or external affairs’
of any other.  When a revolution in Cuba threatened American investments,
rather than sending in the troops Roosevelt instead dispatched special envoys
to work out a conciliatory agreement with the revolutionary government and
agreed to abrogate an amendment that reduced Cuba to a protectorate of the
United States in return for rights to a naval base at Guantánamo Bay.  Rather
than acting like a colonial imperialist, the Roosevelt administration instead
negotiated a series of agreements with several Latin American nations to
improve trade.  As a result, within two years, half of American cotton exports
and a large proportion of other products were all going to Latin America — so
it turned out that allowing these countries to exploit their own resources proved
to be better business for the US than simply stealing them.  In 1938, Mexico
nationalized the property of a number of American oil companies.  Instead of
intervening militarily, as the executives of the oil companies urged, and which
is almost invariably the American reaction to such actions, the Roosevelt State
Department instead patiently worked out an agreement that included compen-
sation for the oil companies, and avoided all of the hatred, death, destruction,
and ill will toward America that always accompanies American military inter-
vention.
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“Then, at the urging of Allan Dulles’s CIA, Eisenhower reversed these
policies and backed a coup d'état against Mohammad Mosaddeq, who was a
popular and democratically elected prime minister of Iran.  They did this
because Mosaddeq nationalized Iran’s oil.  Mosaddeq nationalized Iran’s oil
because, as usual, the oil companies were ripping off his people and stealing all
of the profits.  After overthrowing Mosaddeq, the Americans installed the Shah
who implemented a highly oppressive police state that directly led to the
Iranian revolution that led to the rise of Ayatollah Khomeini that led to the
hostage crisis that led to Iran-Contra that led to the insane Middle-Eastern mess
that we have now.  Virtually no one in America knows Mohammad Mosad-
deq’s name or anything about this chapter in American history — but believe
me, all Iranians know all about all of this!

“The US claims to be a peace loving nation, yet the US has bombed twenty
nations since WWII.  They profess to support democracy, yet they actively
suppressed democratic movements in Chile, Guatemala, Iran, Iraq, and numer-
ous others.  (Those mentioned are just the ones that had the greatest repercus-
sions.)  And simultaneously, they supported fascist monsters like Bauttista,
Somoza, Pinochet, the Shah, Noriega, Mobutu, Suharto, Saddam Hussein —
on and on.  The US opposes a strong international criminal court for prosecut-
ing war crimes because during Viet Nam and Desert Storm US soldiers were
ordered to ‘capture all females and kill all males over the age of thirteen and, in
free fire zones, kill everything that moves.’  (These orders included non-
combatants, women, children, and infants.)  All any regime needed to do was
to claim that they were ‘anti-communist’, and America would support them.
This was true no matter how despicable and authoritarian they were.  Thus,
America backed regimes far worse than any of the Communists were, and thus
America assured that Communism would remain popular as the only alterna-
tive to the hated Fascist monsters that existed only because of American money
and arms.

“The recent elections of numerous anti-American leaders in Latin America
are also blowback resulting from American economic exploitation and inter-
ventions in their internal affairs over the years.  The revolution here in Sangre
de Cristo is another direct result.

“Thanks to propaganda rags like the Washington Times, people in the rest
of the world know more about American history than Americans do!  Were
Americans properly informed, rather than being surprised by the 9-11 attacks,
we would have been wondering what took them so long!”

This blasphemy was too much for the American.  In amazement, he asked,
“So now you are saying that the 9-11 attacks were justified?”
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Eos did not flinch:  “That is exactly what I am saying!  Osama Bin Laden
stood up and punched the biggest bully in the world right on the nose, and he is
widely admired for doing so.  You can say whatever you like, but the fact is
that you are on the wrong side.  If this were a novel, you would be one of the
bad guys.  History will not be kind to you and your kind...”

The American said, “We have every right to protect our national interests
and to attack those who attack us.”

“But people who are attacked by us don’t have that same right,” Eos
rejoined?  “I just told you that the 9-11 attack were retaliation for previous
American actions.  It is also very easy for someone to transition from a
favoured friend of the United States whose monstrous crimes are irrelevant,
and suddenly become an ultimate evil who must be destroyed because of those
same previously irrelevant crimes.  Saddam Hussein, of course, is the classic
example.  The British installed a brutal and repressive puppet regime in Iraq
until that regime was overthrown by a popular revolt in 1958 led by a man
named Abdul Karim Qasim.  Then followed the usual chain of events:  Qasim
announced that he was going to use Iraq’s resources to benefit the Iraqi people
rather than foreign corporations, whereupon he was deposed in a violent and
bloody coup by the Baathists with US backing.  Saddam Hussein was a high-
ranking member of the Baathists who eventually seized control of Iraq with US
backing and blessing, and he continued to receive American support until —
for a variety of reasons — it was decided that Hussein needed to be margina-
lized, and he was tricked into invading Kuwait.”

The American said, “What the hell do you mean ‘tricked into invading
Kuwait?”

“I mean that just before he invaded Kuwait, Saddam asked the American
ambassador to Iraq, April Galaspie, what the American position would be were
he to invade Kuwait.  Ms. Galaspie replied that the United States did not take a
position with ‘Arab on Arab violence’ — thus giving Saddam a green light.

“When Saddam still failed to toe the line even after the first Iraq invasion,
all of the pro-Bush pro-invasion hawks cried out in outrage that ‘he gassed the
Kurds’ as one of their justifications for taking Saddam down — but they failed
to mention that the gas that he used on the Kurds was provided to Saddam by
the CIA, or that Donald Rumsfeld was pictured shaking Saddam’s hand in
congratulation just a few months after Saddam gassed the Kurds.”

The American obviously disbelieved Eos.
“Look, this is all documented and on the public record. It is easy enough to

verify, if you so choose.  Just don’t try to use the Washington Times to conduct
said verification.”
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Eos then decided to try another tack:  “Say that Sangre de Cristo invaded
the United States — and say that they clear cut all of your trees, killed all of
your animals, poisoned all of your rivers, turned your land into a lifeless pile of
carcinogenic wastes, killed or imprisoned all of your people who did not go
along or collaborate with their actions, and then sent all of the profits back to
Sangre de Cristo.  What would you do?”

The American said, “Look, son, this is a dog eat dog world, and what
survives is the strongest and most able.  We are the strongest and most able, as
evidenced by the fact that we are number one in nearly everything.  We are
faster, smarter, and more motivated.  Western cultures invented most of the
implements of modern civilization, like antibiotics, computers, the steam
engine, and so on.”

“Actually, James Watt is credited with inventing the steam engine in 1763,
but all Mr. Watt did was to improve on an engine designed in 1712 by Thomas
Newcomen, who merely improved on an engine designed in 1702 by Thomas
Savery who knew of the engine described in 1663 by Edward Somerset that
was a variation of Salomon de Caus’s 1615 steam fountain, which was very
much like a device described 13 years earlier by Giambattista della Porta, who
was the first to make any significant use of steam power since the time of Hero
of Alexander in the 1st Century CE.  The entire Industrial Revolution was the
product of countless small beginnings and countless modest improvements and
modifications over previous inventions.  But that is all beside the point.  Are
you saying that the Europeans rule the world due to their superior genetic
endowments?”

“What other explanation fits?”
“Well, that is a good question.  If you like, I can explain it to you, and it

has nothing to do with genetic endowments.  8,000 years ago, all humans were
hunter-gatherers.  Hunter-gatherers constantly move around the countryside
following the game.  The men generally hunted, while the women generally
gathered and processed edible plants.  Then, about 8,000 years ago, people in
several areas of the world began growing domestic plants, thus assuring them-
selves of a constant and relatively reliable source of food.  These areas were a
swath of western South America, a portion of the upper Midwest in North
America, Sub Saharan Africa, New Guinea, China, and the Middle East.  Why
these areas in particular?  Well, because there are only small handfuls of plants
that are edible by humans, and of these, only small handfuls are domesticable.
These were the only areas in the world that had such domesticable plants.  Of
these, by far the most nutritious and easiest to grow grew in western Eurasia,
and the Fertile Crescent.
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“Advantage:  Middle East.
“The first requirement to building an advanced civilization is to move from

a hunter-gatherer society into a farming society because this paradigm
produces the ability for some people to specialize in activities other than
gathering food.  Farming produces much more food per acre, (at least in quan-
tity, if not in quality), than hunting and gathering.  In order to have artists,
craftsmen, accountants, or any other specialization, you must have a farming
base in order to feed people who do not themselves engage in producing or
gathering food.

“Another major advancement in civilization was the domestication of
animals.  While animal domestication is not absolutely necessary to produce an
advanced civilization, the culture that has animals for food and to do heavy
work has a large advantage over one that doesn’t.  In order for an animal to be
useful as a domesticated beast, they must possess a large number of characte-
ristics — and of all the hundreds of thousands of animal species on the planet,
only fourteen had all of the necessary characteristics to become domesticable.
They must be herbivores, as carnivores possess several innate characteristics
that make them useless to humans.  They must be herd animals where the
males and females live together, and where the entire herd cooperates and
possesses a structural hierarchy.  (Thus, rather than having to control an entire
herd, all humans had to do was to control the lead animal.)  And last but not
least, the beasts must have a temperament that will allow them to submit their
own wills to the will of humans.  Zebras, for instance, would seem on the
surface to be the perfect domestic animal.  But eons in a very dangerous envi-
ronment with a large number of thoroughly deadly and efficient predators who
loved to eat zebras had made the zebra entirely too paranoid and entirely too
mean spirited to become lackeys to humans.  All attempts by humans to
subsume zebras to this rôle were met with kicks, bites, and trampling.

“There has been a total of fourteen large animal species that proved
domesticable.  These can be subcategorized into two groups, the major five,
and the minour nine.  This is because the major five had such useful attributes
as to provide a major advantage to their domesticators.  The minour nine
provided limited advantages to their human masters.  The major five were
Sheep, goats, cows, pigs, and horses.  The minour nine were Arabian camels,
Bactrian camels, llamas, donkeys, reindeer, water buffaloes, yaks, Bali cattle,
and mithans.  All of the major five were native to the Fertile Crescent.

“Again, big advantage:  The Middle East.
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“I do not include elephants because elephants are not truly domesticated
animals; all elephants that perform work for humans are captured in the wild
and tamed.  They cannot be bred and raised.

“Then, there is the possibility of expanding your civilization.  Again, the
ability to expand is not necessary to develop an advanced civilization, but
again, it sure does help.  An isolated civilization that does not have room to
expand soon becomes stagnant and unchanging — and the foundational
attribute necessary for a species or a civilization to expand is the ability to
change constantly in order to adapt to ever-changing environments.  And these
are the necessary conditions for a civilization to be able to expand:  There must
be no major geographical barriers, and the expansion must be able to move on
an east/west axis.  This is because when you move east to west, your plants and
animals experience the same number of hours of sunlight, roughly the same
climate, and roughly the same environment.  When one moves on a north/south
axis, on the other hand, you must contend with wildly varying weather and
sunlight conditions.

“The Incas in Peru had only a narrow strip of land running in a north/south
direction.  North America was a little wider, but the considerable barrier of the
Rocky Mountains ran down the middle, and thus the east/west axis was split
into two.  Both halves had highly varied environments and weather conditions.
Sub Saharan Africa had limited abilities to expand due to being hemmed in by
oceans, deserts, and jungles.  New Guinea was an island.  China was fairly
large, but was hemmed in by large rugged mountains on three sides, and an
ocean on the fourth.

“The Fertile Crescent, on the other hand, had thousands of miles of fairly
similar landscape both east and west of it.

“Again:  Large advantage to the Middle East.
“Due to civilization’s propensity to destroy the environmental infrastruc-

ture that made their civilization possible in the first place, the center of Eura-
sian civilization eventually left the Fertile Crescent when the area became
deforested, and over the centuries it slowly migrated west; first to Greece, then
Rome — which were also heavily forested before humans got hold of them —
and then eventually to western Europe.

“Another factor:  Innovation in China fluctuated wildly with time.  Until
around 1450ce, China was technologically much more innovative and
advanced than both Europe and Islam.  The long list of Chinese inventions
includes canal lock gates, cast iron, deep drilling, efficient animal harnesses,
gunpowder, kites, magnetic compasses, movable type, paper, porcelain, print-
ing, sternpost rudders, and wheelbarrows.  China led the world in political
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power, and in the early 15th Century, China sent treasure fleets, each consisting
of hundreds of ships up to 400 feet long and with total crews of up to 28,000
across the Indian Ocean as far as the east coast of Africa.  This was all decades
before Columbus’ three puny ships crossed the Atlantic.

“China then ceased to be innovative due to political decisions made by
newly risen reactionary conservative Chinese rulers.  The treasure fleets were
forbidden to sail, cultural and technological advances ceased, and a culture that
was on the verge of a 14th Century industrial revolution retreated back several
centuries.  Thus, China then fell behind the Western and Islamic civilizations.
This was the only reason China did not eventually colonize Europe, Africa, and
North America.  Since China had been more or less unified under one govern-
ment since 221BCE, changes in attitudes tended to affect the entire culture.
Europe, on the other hand, was split into numerous small countries, each with
its own cultural heritage, attitudes, and languages.  Thus, Europe enjoyed vast
cultural diversity, and any reactionary changes in any single country that were
detrimental to civilization affected only a small portion of Europe while the
rest of the continent proceeded onward.  If one state did not pursue some
particular innovation, another did, thus forcing neighboring states to do like-
wise or else be conquered and/or left behind economically.  Europe never had a
single despot who could turn off the innovation spigot.  Columbus approached
four different European leaders with his proposition before Queen Isabella of
Spain finally patronized his voyage — which led to Spain’s eventual economic
dominance of Europe.  Had a Chinese Columbus been turned down by the
Chinese ruler, there would have been nowhere else for him to go...

“Another factor was that both China and the Middle East were devastated
by the Golden Horde, while only the far eastern reaches of Europe were
subjected to these depredations.

“Anyone trying to predict the future trajectory of humanity based upon
contemporary paradigms at any time from 6000BCE to 1000BCE would have
considered European dominance to be the least likely outcome.  All major
advances were being made in the Fertile Crescent and in China.  Europe was a
cultural backwater that contributed nothing to civilization.  The environmental
destruction of the Fertile Crescent and the politically reactionary direction
taken by China would almost certainly have been unpredictable to most
contemporaries...”
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The American interrupted Eos’s verbal explosion by saying, “Even if what
you say is true — which I doubt — the fact remains that reality is as it is, and
you just need to accept it.  Civilization has its problems, but it is the only game
in town.”

Eos replied, “No, I don’t need to ‘just accept it’.  The very reason I moved
down here is that I don’t ‘just accept it’.  The positive attributes of your civili-
zation are enjoyed by only a handful of people.  Only for today’s affluent First
World citizens who don’t actually do the work of raising food themselves does
food production — which is now done by remote agribusiness — mean less
physical work, more comfort, freedom from starvation, and a longer expected
lifetime.  Most peasant farmers and herders, who constitute the great majority
of the world’s actual food producers, are much worse off than their hunter-
gatherer forebears.  They spend more, not less time working than hunter-
gatherers.  They are not as healthy.  Archaeologists have demonstrated that the
first farmers in many areas were smaller and less well nourished, suffered from
more serious diseases, and died at a younger age than the hunter-gatherers they
replaced.

“There were many hunter-gatherer societies that lived next to and inte-
racted with farming societies for centuries without themselves becoming
farmers.  There may be many reasons for this, for susceptibility to change and
innovation varies greatly from society to society — but the possibility that the
hunter-gatherer lifestyle was superior cannot be dismissed.  It must also be
kept in mind that susceptibility to change and innovation also varies greatly
within the same society over time.  Islamic society is now overall one of the
most conservative in the world — yet for centuries Islam was the point of
Western civilization’s spear.  During medieval times, Islam achieved far higher
literacy rates than contemporary Europe.  They assimilated the legacy of clas-
sical Greek civilization to such a degree that many classical Greek books are
now known to us only through Arabic copies.  They invented or elaborated
windmills, tidal mills, trigonometry, and lateen sails.  Islam made major
advances in metallurgy, mechanical and chemical engineering, and irrigation
methods.  They adopted paper and gunpowder from China and transmitted
them to Europe.  In the Middle Ages, the flow of technology was overwhel-
mingly from Islam to Europe, and provided the foundation upon which Euro-
pean culture was eventually built.
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“So there. That is why European culture has dominated the world.  It was
due to being in the right place at the right time — or almost pure luck, in other
words.  There is no empirical evidence of any kind that Europeans owe their
cultural position due to any superior genetic endowments.  There is a blind
woman living in this village named Ubintel who is smarter and wiser than
anyone I ever met back in the States!  Your whole superiority complex is
misplaced.  You are actually inferior to these people in every way that counts.”

In spite of Eos’ arguments, Lawky remained unconvinced.  Eos understood
that Lawky couldn’t accept the truth and maintain his sanity...

While Sr. Promésa refused to pay ransoms for captured prisoners, he had
no problems with prisoner exchanges.  Two weeks after Eos’s conversation,
Lawrence Lawky was exchanged for several prisoners that were being held by
Tz’i’’s group — though for some reason Tz’i’ refused to include Jun in the
trade.

It was assumed by many that this refusal meant Jun was dead.

Eos would never know whether any of his words had had any effect upon
Lawrence Lawky — but the exchange had proven a great catharsis for Eos
whether or not any practical consequences had accrued as a result.

Some of it must have sunk in...
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Chapter ten:

Trampled underfoot

May the bad not kill the good,
Nor the good kill the bad.

I am a poet, without any bias.
I say without doubt or hesitation;

There are no good assassins.
—Pablo Neruda

Ciudad Gobierno

arl Crook was back in Sangre de Cristo in a probably vain attempt to
renegotiate the trade agreements with Juan Promésa.  As previously

mentioned, Anastasio Bauttista had been an enthusiastic participant in the
scheme.  He had become a multi-billionaire as a result, and was now living
comfortably in a Florida mansion under the protection of the American
government.

However — Mr. Crook was about to confirm that Juan Promésa was a
horse of a different colour...

Mr. Crook was escorted into Sr. Promésa’s office by Q’uel and several
heavily armed security guards.  Sr. Promésa seemed friendly enough, and Mr.
Crook felt a small frisson of hope that Sr. Promésa would be willing to play
ball after all.  Mr. Crook explained that his patrons still wished to drill in
Míctlan, and to finish construction of the dam in the Tonatíucan Valley.

Q’uel cringed.  The construction of this dam had been the central spark that
had ignited their revolution.  Both Q’uel and Sr. Promésa knew that the dam
would benefit only a few wealthy people living in Ciudad Gobierno whilst
impoverishing the people of Tonatíucan.  Their beautiful valley would be
flooded and destroyed, and the Tonatíucanians would probably be forcefully
ejected with no compensation whatsoever.  They would then be forced to make
their way however they could in an outside world with which most of them
were completely unfamiliar.  Most of the victims of this practice ended up
drifting to Ciudad Gobierno where they would live in abject poverty housed in

C
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a cardboard shack in the middle of several square miles of similar such shacks.
They often succumbed to the pitfalls of drug addiction and/or found them-
selves performing slave labour in some sweatshop for 10¢ a day and/or found
themselves performing slave labour as a prisoner with no compensation what-
soever.

Q’uel had been in Ciudad Gobierno long enough to see this scenario played
out far too many times, and he had no intention of allowing his beloved family
in Tonatíucan to become ensnared in this trap.

Sr. Promésa sadly shook his head, and said, “I’m sorry Mr. Crook, but that
will be impossible.”

Mr. Crook started to explain how the projects would benefit the citizens of
Sangre de Cristo, but Sr. Promésa interrupted him saying, “I know who you
are, and who you represent, Mr. Crook.  This dam was one of the motivations
for our revolution, and I am afraid that drilling in Míctlan or resuming
construction of the dam is completely out of the question.”

Mr. Crook seemed puzzled.  “Why do you resist projects that would bring
so much benefit to your country?”

Sr. Promésa was amazed.  This man seemed genuinely puzzled.  With what
he thought was a flash of insight, Sr. Promésa realized that possibly this man
was not the evil monster that he had been expecting, but a brainwashed dupe
who honestly believed the propaganda that his government produced in such
profusion.

“Allow me to explain, then.  These policies benefit only your patrons and a
small handful of wealthy people while impoverishing everyone else.”

Mr. Crook sighed.  Then, he destroyed Sr. Promésa’s new thoughts on the
nature of Mr. Crook’s character by saying, “Sr. President, you have two
choices here.  Either my patrons will shower you with gold, or they will
shower you with cluster bombs.  Accepting this offer will make you a very rich
man.  Rejecting this offer will destroy your government, and will almost surely
bring about your own imprisonment or death.”

“Mr. Crook, I know how you operate, and I know the likely result of my
policies.  I will not betray my people by accepting bribes from you so that you
may exploit them, and I am afraid there is no further negotiation possible on
that subject.”

Mr. Crook sighed again.  Then he said, “Well, in that case, we must discuss
a schedule for the repayment of the debts that are already owed.”

Sr. Promésa looked amused.  “I’m sorry, Mr. Crook, but exactly which
debts are you speaking of?”
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“My patrons loaned the government of Sangre de Cristo a fairly large sum
of money for the work already done on the wells, on the Tonatíucan Dam, for
several other major construction projects, and to purchase military supplies.
That money is still owed no matter the change of government.”

Both Sr. Promésa and Q’uel immediately thought of napalm and cluster
bombs raining down upon them and their compatriots.  They remembered
watching as so many beloved friends and family died in utter agony with the
jellied gasoline sticking to their skin and burning them to the bone.  They
remembered yet other beloved compatriots having their faces literally blown
away by bombs and missiles cowardly fired from jets that had never even been
seen.  They thought of the hundreds of women and children that had suffered
the same fates from the same weapons.

And this man was actually saying that they must now pay recompense for
the cost of the bombs that had been used to murder their families and friends!

“Mr. Crook, that is outrageous,” Sr. Promésa calmly stated.  “Those debts
were accrued by Sr. Bauttista, and we not only had nothing to do with that, but
we were the targets of the ‘military supplies’ of which you speak.”

“Sr. President, this money is owed by the nation of Sangre de Cristo, and
this is still Sangre de Cristo, no matter the change of government.  According
to international law, if you fail to fulfill your financial obligations you will be
subject to serious economic sanctions.  This is the law, and we always scrupu-
lously obey the law.”  (‘Except when you ignore it,’ both Sr. Promésa and
Q’uel simultaneously thought...)

Sr. Promésa said, “Mr. Crook, I happen to know that it is a criminal act in
your country to coerce someone into taking out a loan when it is known that
the person will never be able to pay the loan back.”

“That may be true, but it is not illegal in international loans.”
“Tell me, Mr. Crook, do you think that what you are doing is right?”
“It is not my place to make value judgments,” Mr. Crook replied.
“Yes, that is a large part of the problem here,” Sr. Promésa dryly observed.

“Still, the fact remains that you bribed Sr. Bauttista into taking out loans that
you knew he would never be able to repay, and therefore I feel no obligation to
pay for them.  It may be legal, but it is not right, and it is my place to make
‘value judgments’.  This is very sad, because I have always had great respect
for the United States.  I read your Declaration of Independence when I was a
child, and I was greatly influenced by it.  Your country has the knowledge,
wealth, and the power to make your professed democratic and egalitarian
ideals the basis for a positive foreign policy, and implementing such a policy
would benefit all of the countries you deal with as well as the United States
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itself.  Every country with which you do business would then be America’s
heartfelt and loyal allies rather than constantly launching revolutions to counter
your influence.  Ultimately, such a policy would also benefit America
economically.  Your present policies seem almost designed to cut off your
noses to spite your faces.”

“I am not part of some nefarious conspiracy,” Mr. Crook asserted.
“No, you are not.  A ‘conspiracy’ is defined as a small group of people

plotting a criminal act — and as you point out, what you do is perfectly legal,
even if these ‘laws’ were obtained by bribery and corruption.  I also know that
since your policies have actually increased our overall GNP, then you are able
to pass these policies off to your own people as being ‘altruistic’, and you call
it ‘foreign aid’, thus making it sound as if you are helping my country rather
than looting it.  You fail to point out that this increase in GNP all goes into the
pockets of a few very corrupt and very rich people, and that everyone else
actually experiences a drastic reduction in the quality of their lives.  We were
doing just fine before your people arrived.  We lived rich and rewarding lives,
and we did not know want or hunger.  Now, thanks to your policies, our people
are poor and starving, and we are all fighting each other.”

“If you were doing so fine, why did so many of your people embrace us?”
“Because materialism is very seductive.  When people see watches and

radios, then they want them.  I think that most humans are attracted by shiny
things, and that they almost always tend to grab for them.  In this case, they
had no conception of the price tag that was attached to the shiny things until it
was too late.  All empires are built on some form of slavery, no matter what
you call it.  As a result of your policies, there is now a groundswell of anti-
American sentiment sweeping the globe.  9-11 was simply one manifestation
of that sentiment, and our revolution was another.  Terrorist organizations and
revolutions cannot even exist much less succeed without widespread popular
support.  Much of the world is now very angry at the United States.  In spite of
your demonization of both me and of Osama Bin Laden, we are both widely
admired in the rest of the world for standing up to you.  For your own good, I
would strongly suggest that your people closely review their policies in this
light, and then change them.  The success of our revolution indicates that our
people now feel that that the price we pay for your shiny things is far too high,
and that we are no longer willing to pay it.”

“Sr. Promésa, please see reason.  All you need to do is to privatize some of
your publically owned resources.  Private business is much more efficient than
government anyway...”
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“Please accept my apology for interrupting you, but private business is
most definitely not more efficient when it comes to resources that are natural
monopolies, such as power production, which I am sure is one of the things
you wish me to privatize.  This is especially true with resources that are abso-
lutely necessary to the survival of people, such as health care and water.  The
CEOs and stockholders in the private companies demand such outrageous
profit margins that the price becomes impossible for many of my people to
afford, and many of my people would find themselves in the outrageous situa-
tion of watching their children die of thirst because they cannot afford to buy
water. In addition, such an enterprise spends over 40% of its income on
administrative costs, whereas the government can provide the same service for
only a 3% overhead.  Besides this, privatization means removing the resource
from the democratic institutions of government, where there is at least ostensi-
ble public oversight and control, and placing these resources into the dictatorial
institutions of business, where there is no public oversight or control.  I am
sorry, Mr. Crook, but I will not allow your greedy corporate pirates to steal the
resources of my people.”

Mr. Crook sadly left the meeting.

He knew that the jackals would now deal with Juan Promésa...

Two months later, Juan Promésa was delivering a speech to a wildly cheer-
ing crowd of his supporters.  Q’uel stood right next to him.  Suddenly, Juan
Promésa’s head exploded.

He had been killed by a bullet that had been fired from almost a mile away
by Daniel Delveccio.

This time Juan Promésa had not been playing with a little girl...

Happy Town, Indiana

ike Rowdy Rump, Daniel Delveccio had been born and raised in
Happy Town, Indiana.  Daniel’s father had been a distant and unde-

monstrative man who had virtually nothing to do with his son.  He never spent
L
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any time whatsoever with him, and he often spent days at a time without
coming home at all.

However, he did lavish attention, praise, and money on his extraordinarily
beautiful daughter...

Daniel’s mother, on the other hand, was a saint who adored and pampered
her son.  She was very aware that Daniel’s father ignored him — and she knew
that the reason Daniel’s father ignored him was because Daniel was the result
of an adulterous relationship Daniel’s mother had once indulged in.  Thus,
Daniel represented a physical manifestation of her betrayal to her husband...

As a result, Daniel loved his mother with a depth and passion that was
almost unique.  She was his light, his teacher, his mentor, and his everything.
He worshipped the ground she walked on, and pleasing her was the central
focus of his life.  His sister Doris was 15 years older than Daniel, and was thus
not a very important part of his life.  She had married a cop and left home
when Daniel was 3 years old, and she rarely visited except when she needed
money from their father.

Then, when Daniel was 10 years old, both of his parents were killed by a
drunk driver.  Although it was completely illogical, Daniel considered this to
be a betrayal by his mother.  She had left him, and although it was not
conscious, Daniel blamed himself.  He must not have measured up.  He saw
the fact that his mother had left him to be a signal that he was somehow defi-
cient — that if only he had been a better boy, his mother would still be with
him.  By this time his sister Doris’s marriage to her cop was on the rocks, and
was thus not in any position to take on the responsibility of raising Daniel, and
she died of cancer soon after anyway.  Since there were no other relatives,
Daniel was sent to a state home, which was more like a prison than anything
else.  In this state home, Daniel was beaten, bullied, and buggered.  Daniel
finally made a friend, though, and the two boys formed a mutual defense pact.
The boy’s name was Sammy, and Daniel and Sammy became a unit.  They
were always together, and they defended themselves from the constant
onslaughts perpetrated by their fellow inmates and by the staff.  Daniel trans-
ferred all of the loyalty and dedication that had been reserved for his mother
and unquestioningly gave it all to Sammy.  He did this with all of his heart and
soul, and his loyalty to Sammy was unquestioned and unassailable.  He would
have literally died for Sammy.

Then, Sammy was adopted and left Daniel without as much as a good by.
Daniel was devastated.  This was yet another betrayal, and it wounded him to
the deepest depths of his soul.  And with the departure of his protector and
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mentor, Daniel was now once again fair game for the bullies and child mole-
sters.

Thus, one night Daniel ambushed one of his worst tormentors and killed
the older boy by bashing in his head with a pipe.  The conditions in the state
home were such that a major scandal would erupt should they ever become
known to the public.  Thus, the powers that be had a deep interest in dealing
with this incident discreetly quietly, and secretly.  A public trial of Daniel
would threaten this secrecy.  Thus, they dealt with it by offering Daniel a
choice:  Either he could spend the rest of his life in an adult prison, or he could
join the army...

In the army, Daniel finally found an object that he could trust with his
loyalty and allegiance.  He loved the army!  The army took the place of his
mother and of Sammy and he became dedicated to the institution with a
passion that was literally pathological.  He unquestioningly and uncritically
accepted all of its tenets and doctrines and incorporated them into his psyche as
a bedrock foundation to his view of reality.

Soon after joining the army, Daniel married a prostitute with whom he had
spent a very drunken night.  Though the marriage produced a daughter, and
though Daniel grew quite fond of his daughter, the marriage ended three years
later.  Daniel broke off all relations with his titular family.

When it was discovered that Daniel was an expert marksman, and when it
was discovered that Daniel was willing to follow any orders issued without
question, it was decided that he should be trained as a sniper.  The words of
Daniel’s trainer were etched into Daniel’s mind with acid:  “War is divine.
War is as much a child of the soul as music and poetry.  For someone to act,
they must have something to act upon; and as long as there is more than one
human interacting, they will each see a situation differently and there will be
slaughter, slavery, and subordination of one to the other, because two notions
of things can never exist side by side as equals.  ‘Why not,’ you may ask?
Books can live together in the library — Rush Limbaugh next to Henry David
Thoreau, for instance — but each person believes that his beliefs are the best,
and that all others are inferior.  No person is democratic.  And war is the final
test of beliefs.  War on foreign soil, war in the bedroom, war on the Niggers,
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even war in your own heart if you listen too much to other people.  And in each
battle it is the winning that makes the belief true; it is the conqueror whose
vision becomes verifiable.  Killing or destroying your enemy is the ultimate
high.  We cannot even think without dualism.  Even if we left the Niggers
alone, they’d be at each other’s throats worse than anything we do to them.”

They trained Daniel to be the best and most efficient killing machine in the
world.  He not only graduated from sniper school, but he was also trained in
sky diving and survival in mountain, desert, arctic, and temperate jungle condi-
tions.  He learned scuba diving, rappelling, mountain and rock climbing, booby
traps, heavy weapons, guerilla tactics, intelligence gathering, counterintelli-
gence operations, perimeter, interior, and exterior security — including how to
install and defeat animal, electronic, and mechanical security devices.  He was
trained in long-range patrolling, reconnaissance, evasion and escape — and his
training included things like hotwiring vehicles, breaking and entering, and so
on.  He was trained in improvised weapons and explosive devices, battlefield
first aid — and of course, he received all of the standard infantry tactical
training.

But they provided no mental therapy.  He was trained to be a wired on-the-
edge killer ready at any time to go anywhere and take care of their problems —
but they wanted him to be a nice family man when he was sitting on the shelf.
They wanted him to kill people in a way that was nice and sanitary — which
meant in a way that the bosses did not have to watch.  They wanted him to
shoot the ‘enemy’ in a humane way, and then be told that he was dead, and if
he wasn’t dead, then they wanted to be told why not.  Then they wanted to
flick a switch and turn him off.  They drew a line in the sand and said, ‘That’s
it, you can stop now.’

Meanwhile, the people who had been shooting at him were now sitting
there right on the other side of that line and laughing at him...

But that was the way things were.  Unlike Eos, Daniel Delveccio had
accepted his reality as it was, and did not question.

However, it turned out that the brief view of Jun that Sgt. Delveccio had
seen through his sniper scope now haunted his dreams...

Sgt. Delveccio was not a man noted for emotional perception.  He did not
connect his strange attraction to the little Mayan girl with his feelings for his
long-gone daughter.  All he knew was that he had to return to Tonatíucan and
connect with the little girl somehow...
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Village of Tonatíucan

fter the unsuccessful raid, Q’ëq had once again found himself impri-
soned in the stockade that Bauttista’s soldiers had constructed on the

hill above Tonatíucan.  It was decided to hold a traditional council to decide
what to do with the troublesome young man.

At the council, Achin had Eos once again read the doctor’s report that had
been written just before Ixöq’s death.  The villagers questioned Q’ëq closely.
Q’ëq claimed that Tz’i’ had been responsible for Ixöq’s injuries, but no one
believed him for everyone knew of Q’ëq’s lust for the beautiful young girl.
They had seen Q’ëq drag her away by her hair.

Then the villagers dismissed Q’ëq as they consulted amongst themselves
for several hours.

After a decision was made, Q’ëq was called back.  The villagers, one by
one, spoke of their love for Ixöq.  They recounted her kindness, her generosity,
her selflessness, and her willingness always to help anyone who needed it.
They recounted many of the kindnesses that Ixöq had performed, and they
expressed the profound sadness and sense of loss that her premature death had
caused them.

After everyone spoke, Ubintel pronounced their decision:  If it were
acceptable to Achin, Q’ëq would spend the rest of his life as a member of
Achin’s family, and help Achin to take care of all the tasks that Ixöq would
have taken care of if she were still alive. If this was not acceptable to Achin,
then Q’ëq would be banished from the village for the rest of his life.

Achin certainly felt that trading Ixöq for Q’ëq was a very bad deal, but he
accepted Ubintel’s judgment without complaint, and even accepted her wisdom
in allowing Q’ëq an opportunity at redemption.

As for Q’ëq — he knew well that in almost any other culture in the world
he would have been put to death.  Rather than being grateful for this generous
offer, though, he was contemptuous of what he viewed as weakness on the
parts of Ubintel and Achin — though he kept his feelings to himself.  He knew
that exile almost certainly meant starvation and death, as news of his exile
would spread throughout the mountains.  No other village would accept him.
Tz’i’’s group would probably no longer trust him; the Hispanics in Tz’i’’s
group — who were unfamiliar with the unconventional forms of justice prac-
ticed in Mayan villages — would wonder why he had been released.  They

A
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would very likely kill him were their paths ever to cross.  His only place of
refuge would be Ciudad Gobierno — and knowing conditions in the city, Q’ëq
knew that living in Ciudad Gobierno without any money would be a fate even
worse than death.

Q’ëq accepted their judgment, but he quietly promised himself revenge
upon Ubintel, Achin, and the rest of these ignorant backwoods peasants in this
ignorant backwoods village...

Just as the council was ending and everyone was preparing to begin yet
another celebration, the villagers were shocked to find a fully armed American
soldier sitting alone in the middle of their village.

Sgt. Delveccio spoke neither Spanish nor Mayan.  After much pleading and
persuasion by the other villagers, Eos finally agreed — very reluctantly — to
go talk to the American and find out what he wanted.

The villagers were profoundly shocked to learn that the American wanted
nothing more than to speak with Jun.

Upon learning that Jun had been kidnapped by Tz’i’’s group, a look came
into the man’s eyes that gave Eos a serious case of the willies.  This man was
obviously a killer.  He reminded Eos of B’alam — but without any of B’alam’s
spiritual or ethical qualities.  This made Sgt. Delveccio a thoroughly dangerous
human being.  Eos saw nothing but death when he looked into this man’s eyes.
He found himself wishing that he could just sink into the ground and disappear.

B’alam, on the other hand, was fascinated by the man — having evidently
recognized him as a member of his own peer group...

Then, Q’ëq sneeringly informed them that this was the man who had shot
Juan Promésa.

In shock, Eos translated Q’ëq’s accusation, and the man calmly admitted to
the deed — justifying his action by saying that he was simply doing his job.
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“Nothing personal,” he said, displaying about as much emotion as a rock might
have done.

The Tonatíucanians were at a complete loss.  Why did this man wish to
speak with Jun? Did he have some nefarious hidden agenda?  Was he here to
kill someone else?  If so, why did he come right to the middle of the village
rather than killing from a distance?  (A task at which he had already proven
himself to be highly proficient...) It was a damning testament concerning the
low station to which the Tonatíucanians had sunk that several of the villagers
actually fingered their weapons in an unstated threat toward a guest to their
village.  Though none of their actions were overt, the man immediately spotted
them and calmly told Eos that if anyone made the slightest hostile move, then
that person would be pushing up daisies the morning.

Eos had no doubt that the man could easily make good on his promise.  It
was becoming obvious that Sgt. Delveccio was not only a thoroughly deadly
killer, but that he was also insane.  The combination of these traits made this
man the scariest thing that Eos had ever seen in his entire life.

Eos asked the man what he wanted with Jun.
The man studied Eos for a moment with dead eyes completely lacking any

hint of any kind of any emotion whatsoever, and then replied:  “She is the first
person to touch my heart in many, many years.”

Psychopathic assassin this man might be — but Eos had the strong feeling
that he was not a liar.

“Well, she is not here,” said Eos, hoping that the man would now leave.
Then, to Eos’s extreme consternation, Ubintel told Eos to invite the man to

dinner!  Eos’s hope that the man would turn down the invitation was dashed
when the man leveled a laser-like stare toward Ubintel.  His eyes were
emotionally dead yet highly perceptive nonetheless.

Eos thought that he might have detected a slight glow of interest suddenly
bloom deep in the recesses of those disturbing orbs as a result of whatever they
perceived in Ubintel.

Then the man said, “Tell her that I would be honoured to join her for
dinner.”

As they made their way to Ubintel’s hut, Eos questioned Ubintel’s decision
to invite this evil man to dinner.
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Ubintel seemed surprised at the question and she replied, “Because he is a
guest!  Why would you be rude?”

“This man killed Juan,” Eos vociferously protested!
“This man could also get Jun back for us,” Ubintel calmly rejoined.
Eos looked at Ubintel in shock for a moment — and then once more found

himself amazed at this woman’s wisdom.
Achin was summoned to join them.
In an unprecedented move, B’alam invited himself and also joined them.

As the dinner progressed, Sgt. Delveccio seemed to be wrapped inside his
own head and appeared to be unaware of anyone else’s presence.  He simply
ate his food and wordlessly stared off into space.  Achin, C’Λyin and Eos were
obviously nervous; Ubintel was her usual imperturbable self.

After the dinner was finished, Ubintel, Achin, C’Λyin, and Eos indulged in
some small talk as they drank tea.  They nervously wondered how they could
approach this unapproachable man.

Out of the blue, Sgt. Delveccio suddenly asked:  “Do you ever wonder if
you are real?”

Such a question from such a man made Eos highly nervous.  He did not
understand the question, and the implications of whether or not he was ‘real’ in
the context of an insane assassin asking him the question were troubling.

“I don’t know what you mean,” Eos answered.
“You don’t know what I mean because you have never doubted that you

are real,” Delveccio answered.  “The question wasn’t meant for you, though.  I
want you to ask her,” he said indicating Ubintel.

When Eos translated the question, Ubintel seemed to know exactly what
Sgt. Delveccio meant:  “The nature of reality is yours to decide,” she answered.

Sgt. Delveccio said, “Sometimes when I am walking it feels like no one
can see me.  I feel like I am invisible.  Sometimes I wake up at night and fear
that there is nothing outside of my window but an empty void.  I am afraid to
open the window and look because I am afraid that I will see nothing but a
pitch-black vacuum.  I am also afraid that when I turn from the window, the
room will be gone too.  I am afraid that I will lose my senses of sight, smell,
hearing, and touch, and that everything will disappear except my memories and
my nightmares.”
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This amazing recital was delivered without any hint of emotion.
Eos became more and more alarmed as Delveccio’s discourse continued.

The man was obviously desperate, and Eos knew that desperation could be
defined as energized despair — and Eos also knew that energized despair was
capable of vigourous action, and that said vigourous action was often reckless
and impulsive.  Eos shuddered at the thought of a man like Sgt. Delveccio
engaging in reckless and impulsive action.  Sgt. Delveccio’s words revealed
more than he realized.  His words showed Eos that even after an obviously
deep and meticulous self-examination, the man still did not understand the
most important things about himself, and that he was thus living a lie.  His
doubts about reality meant that he doubted the meaning of existence, which
meant that he was capable of unpredictable and irrational behaviour — though
actually, the Sergeant’s colloquy revealed that it was the existence of the world
that he doubted, and that he considered only himself to be real.

This revelation was both pitiful and terrifying.
Eos knew all of this because he had studied a branch of philosophy known

as ‘solipsism’, wherein the subject believes that only the self can be proved to
exist.  Such people immersed themselves in their own feelings and desires and
dwelt in extreme self-occupation.  They were incapable of seeing themselves
as a single thread in a vast tapestry, and considered everyone else to be a
figment of their imaginations.  Other people could be killed or not, with no real
consequences for anyone since they were not ‘real’.

Such thinking did not usually begin as madness, though it sometimes did
indeed become indistinguishable from insanity.  No — it usually began as a
conscious choice.  Solipsism was taught as a philosophy worth consideration in
many top universities, which was where Eos had learned it.

All of this meant that Sgt. Delveccio was a much more dangerous person
than he would be if he were merely a poor lost boy driven mad by his society
and/or his government.

Achin had wanted to speak to Delveccio in an effort to touch his heart, and
to try to unleash Delveccio’s humanity in hopes of enlisting his aid — but it
was turning out that they could probably no more move him than they them-
selves could be moved by the inchoate mumblings of some ephemeral ghost
who inhabited their dreams.

However, since Delveccio’s view of the universe was a conscious choice,
Ubintel realized that there might be a way to convince him to choose differ-
ently — and so she said, “These things are all a conscious choice that you must
make.  We are as real or as unreal as you choose for us to be.”
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Ubintel’s choice of pronouns showed Eos that Ubintel also understood the
hidden implications of Delveccio’s question — even though he was quite sure
that she had never studied solipsism — and his respect for the blind woman’s
wisdom grew even greater.

“Why did you ask me here?”  Delveccio asked in a cynically amused
manner.  “What do you want?  I know that you didn’t invite me here for the
simple joy of basking in my warmth and human compassion.”

Achin, who also understood the hidden currents, almost despaired.  He was
now convinced that Delveccio would refuse them, and that all hope was lost...

But suddenly, Love revealed the correct words to say!  Achin suddenly
realized that he must play to the fundamental lie by which Delveccio convinc-
ed himself that he was a human being rather than a monster...

Achin said:  “We asked you here to tell you that we are as real as you are,
that you are as real as we are, and that you can convince yourself of this by
saving my daughter.  You are the only one who can do it, and that is as real as
anything ever gets...”

Sgt. Delveccio had been polite enough to leave his rifle outside Ubintel’s
door upon entering her hut. When he retrieved it upon exiting, he discovered
that don Genarro’s goat had eaten the shoulder sling.

The discovery caused the corners of Sgt. Delveccio’s mouth to lift slightly.
For Sgt. Delveccio, this was the equivalent of hysterical laughter.
Sgt. Delveccio was in a good mood.
It was a state of mind alien to his nature.

He was surprised to learn that he liked it...
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Chapter eleven:

When the levee breaks

A hungry stomach has no ears.
—Jean de La Fontaine (1621 - 1695)

Various Locales in Sangre de Cristo

n the village of Míctlan, two dozen children died when the new school
that had opened only two weeks previously was destroyed by a large

bomb blast.  In another village, a mission and school operated by a handful of
Catholic nuns was overrun.  The nuns were raped and murdered.  The central
power plant for the city of Ciudad Gobierno was blown up for the third time.
Crops were destroyed; clinics and roads were blown up.  Everywhere in Sangre
de Cristo, pamphlets were distributed that promulgated outrageous lies about
the activities of various members of the revolutionary government in Ciudad
Gobierno.  Other pamphlets sought to exacerbate racial hatreds and prejudices
already existing in the country.  Villages everywhere in the country were
suddenly overrun by armed thugs who terrorized them in various ways.  Young
girls were raped, respected elders were tortured and murdered, and young men
were involuntarily conscripted into the marauding gangs.  If any refused, the
marauders would tie the refusee onto a large piece of sheet metal and then he
would be left in the sun where he slowly cooked.

These tactics were being taught to the gangs by agents of the CIA under
orders from N. Norbert Nocksious, who was organizing the resistance from
Washington DC since the American embassy in Sangre de Cristo had been
closed due to the breaking of diplomatic relations with Juan Promésa’s govern-
ment.  Some units actually had US military personnel accompanying them in
order to provide on the job training.  The Americans never actually did
anything; they just gave detailed instructions — including teaching various
methods of torture — and then after the raids, they would criticize the perfor-
mances of the counter-revolutionaries.  They also taught that the purpose of
torture was not to gather information, for a person under torture would say
whatever he thought the torturer wanted to hear — which might or might not
be the truth.  The true purpose of torture was to terrorize.  The purpose of

I
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torture was to inculcate such profound fear in the general population that
resistance became unthinkable.  Knowing that political dissent led to torture
tended to stifle political dissent.

Some units contained graduates from a very special school that was located
in the United States called the School of the Americas.1 This school — which
was supported with American tax dollars — taught all of these tactics and
many more to students from various Third World police states all over the
planet.  Simultaneously, American newspapers were extolling the virtues of the
valiant ‘freedom fighters’ who were bravely trying to retake Sangre de Cristo
back from the evil Communists who had seized control...

B’alam’s group attacked a group of right-wing paramilitaries and easily
overwhelmed their camp.  As was usual, there were several women with the
paramilitaries.  B’alam’s group took care not to harm these women because
most of them were kidnap victims.

After the attack, C’Λyin found a young child crying next to a campfire.
C’Λyin picked the crying child up and began singing to her in an attempt to
comfort her.  C’Λyin’s voice instantly soothed and comforted the child, as it
always did with everyone.  The child immediately ceased her crying and
instead began gazing at C’Λyin in wonder and joy.

Unfortunately, C’Λyin did not see the child’s mother running from behind
with a large dagger.  With the insane energy of a mother protecting her child,
the woman thrust the dagger into C’Λyin’s back just under his ribcage.  It
penetrated his lung and his heart.

C’Λyin died almost instantly.

B’alam knocked the rifle from one of his own men as he prepared to shoot
the woman.  B’alam then yelled at the others to leave the woman be as she was
only protecting her child.  The woman was crawling toward her child and
screaming incoherently.  B’alam picked up the woman’s child and handed her
to her mother.  The woman saw something in B’alam’s eyes that instantly froze

1 Editor’s Note: The name of this school was changed to the ‘Western Hemisphere
Institute for Security Cooperation’ when its activities became widely known to the public.
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her like a statue for a moment.  Then, with a look of profound respect and
honour, the woman slowly took possession of her child from B’alam.  Then,
she hugged her child to her breast and continued crying.  B’alam spoke softly
and kindly to her and reassured her that they meant her no harm.  He learned
that she was from Míctlan, and B’alam promised to take her home.

Finally, with a look of profound thanks toward B’alam, she began prepar-
ing for the journey...

B’alam then turned to C’Λyin and sadly gazed at the fallen youth.  The loss
of C’Λyin was especially painful because he was universally loved by everyone
who ever met him, and he was especially loved by everyone who had ever
heard him sing — which was pretty much everyone who had ever met him.

In battle, C’Λyin never fought or killed.  He followed the fighters, and then
assisted B’alam in treating the wounds of whoever had been hurt.  The mere
thought of the gentle C’Λyin harming anyone was unthinkable, and no one had
ever thought of it.  C’Λyin had been trained by Q’ij, who was a master herbal-
ist, almost from birth in locating medicinal herbs.  C’Λyin was highly respected
for these abilities as well as for the magic of his voice, and for the mystical and
healing comfort of his mere presence.

In some ways C’Λyin was even more respected than his famous and dyna-
mic brother Q’uel was.  No one looked down on or disrespected C’Λyin in any
way for being C’Λyin, for C’Λyin was the most wonderful person that any of
them had ever known.

Even Tz’i’, BΛ’xöq, and Q’ëq had liked and respected C’Λyin.
Then, B’alam did something unprecedented.  He said, “I am going to tell

all of you a story.  I want you to repeat this story to your children, and I want
your children to tell it to their children.”

In shock, the others wordlessly waited for B’alam to continue.  This was
already the wordiest communication that B’alam had ever verbalized to them.

They had a feeling that history was about to be made.
B’alam did not disappoint their expectations.
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“There was once a child who could speak with the gods.  He had a voice as
sweet as honey, and the gods delighted in listening to this young man.  He
spoke of love and respect for his people, and he spread joy and wonder to all
who heard him.

“This child once was walking through the jungle when he was accosted by
Jaguar.  Jaguar said, ‘I am going to eat you.’  The boy replied, ‘You may eat
me, as that is your nature, but I would first speak to you that you may under-
stand the implications of what you do.’

“Jaguar was enchanted by the youth’s voice, and so he stopped to listen.
The boy said, ‘You are a great hunter, and you are respected by all the deni-
zens of the jungle — but I would ask that you spare my life, for I bring much
good to the earth.’

“Jaguar said, ‘And what good do you bring that I should go hungry for
your sake?’

“The boy then described his family, his village, and the gods that delighted
in his company.  He described all the people and gods who would dearly miss
him were Jaguar to eat him.  His job was to spread joy and wonder, and both
gods and people delighted in his voice.

“Jaguar said, ‘What this means is that if you continue living to old age, you
will lose your beautiful voice, your family and your villagers will die, and you
will become just another old man without any exceptional qualities.  On the
other hand, if I eat you right now, you will always be remembered as the
exceptional exemplar of humanity that you now are, and your memory will
become legendary.’

“And so Jaguar ate the boy, and it was just as Jaguar said:  The boy who
brought magic and music to his people became a legend told of in stories for
generations to come.”

The others were dumbstruck.  The emotional impact of C’Λyin’s death
combined with the unprecedented eloquence and verbosity of B’alam’s narra-
tive — the same B’alam for whom terms such as ‘reticent’, ‘taciturn’, ‘aloof’,
‘reserved’, ‘uncommunicative’ or ‘introverted’ were so laughingly insufficient
to describe the reality in which B’alam lived that the futility of spoken words
to describe magical things was illuminated — served to inspire an event that all
fifty of B’alam’s men would remember for the rest of their lives.

B’alam’s story was going to be told to their children, and their children
would tell it to their children...
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Meanwhile, Q’ëq had decided to escape the confines of Tonatíucan.  It was
easy.  He simply walked away into the jungle.  Two days later, he joined a
group of ex-Bauttistite counter-revolutionaries.  Two days after that, he was
relieving himself when he was attacked by a small monkey.  Q’ëq was
shocked.  He had heard of Sangrean Monkeys all his life, but he had dismissed
the tales of their ferocity as stories meant to frighten children.  When he found
himself actually being attacked, though, Q’ëq quickly realized the inaccuracies
of his a priori raison d’être.  The monkey wrapped its tail around his neck and
began a slashing attack on his face with fangs as long as those of a full-grown
dog.

One of Q’ëq’s new compatriots responded to his hysterical screams.  When
this compatriot arrived on the scene, the monkey — like a whirlwind with
fangs — then turned and flew onto the neck of Q’ëq’s would-be rescuer!

This man also began hysterically screaming.
One of the other soldiers was finally forced to shoot the monkey in the

head at close range in order to end the attacks.  Both young men required
extensive medical attention, and Q’ëq lost one of his eyes.

Two weeks later, though, both of the young men died of a mysterious
disease that killed them with unprecedented rapidity and in a singularly grue-
some manner.  First they experienced severe fever and weakness followed by a
migraine headache and explosive diarrhea.  This was followed by projectile
vomiting, severe dehydration, a dry hacking cough, and severe stomach pain.
Then they started bleeding out of every orifice as their bodies simply disinte-
grated.  They died three days after the symptoms began.

A few days later, all of the members of their company who had had direct
contact with the young men during the two week incubation period also died in
the same manner.  A few days after this, all of the medical workers who had
assisted the young men fell victim, along with their families and friends.  A
few days after this, all of the people who had had contact with the families and
friends fell...

And so on.

Ciudad Gobierno
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he Americans had been caught flat-footed by Juan Promésa’s revolu-
tion.  Had they been forewarned, they could have easily crushed Sr.

Promésa’s ragtag army.  The United States spent more on its military than the
entire rest of the world combined.  Much of this money was wasted on pork
barrel projects meant to line the pockets of favoured defense contractors.  The
American government spent $5.7 billion on a physical impossibility called the
‘Ballistic Missile Defense System’ — aka Strategic Defense Initiative, aka Star
Wars — and most specifically aka a black hole into which money disappeared
only to conveniently reappear on the ledgers of the aforementioned defense
contractors.  The US government had spent $1.7 billion on a V-22 Osprey
aircraft that was more efficient at killing its own crews than it was at killing
whatever enemy was du jour in any given week.  During the last seven years,
the US military had spent more than $100 million on airline tickets it did not
use.  The tickets were fully refundable, but the military never bothered to ask
for a refund.

However, there was still enough left in the bottomless American defense
budget to purchase many truly effective and deadly weapons.  There was the
MK-84, a two-thousand pound bomb.  When this bomb explodes on impact, it
leaves a crater fifty feet in diameter, and thirty-six feet deep.  If it explodes
above ground, it disperses shrapnel to a lethal radius of 400 yards.  A more
commonly used incendiary device is called a ‘cluster bomb’.  Instead of caus-
ing a single explosion, cluster bombs contain dozens, hundreds, or even thou-
sands of bomblets called BLUs (bomb live units).  Each BLU then splits into
hundreds of pieces of shrapnel.  For example, the bomb called the CBU-75
may contain 1,800 BLU-26 Sadeyes.  Each Sadeye contains 600 sharp steel
shards.  A single CBU-75 will shoot these shards across an area of around 9.25
million square feet, which is about 212 acres, or more than 150 football fields.
A single B-52 strategic bomber can carry 40 of these cluster bombs, which
could then blanket almost 14,000 square miles at an average density of one
shard for every ten square feet.

Then, there is the BLU-82, more commonly known as the ‘Daisy Cutter’.
This is a 15,000-pound bomb filled with an aqueous mixture of ammonium
nitrate, aluminum powder, and polystyrene soap.  It is so large that it can only
be launched by rolling it out the rear door of a large cargo aircraft known as the
MC-130 Hercules.  The slowness of the cargo plane means Daisy Cutters can
only be dropped when there are no defenses — or only upon those who are
defenseless.  A parachute opens, and then the Daisy Cutter floats toward the
Earth.  The parachute slows the descent enough to give the transport plane time

T
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to get away before the bomb explodes.  The bomb detonates just above ground,
producing what are called overpressures of 1,000 pounds per square inch.
Overpressure is air pressure over and above normal air pressure:  Overpres-
sures of just a few pounds are enough to kill people.  When a Daisy Cutter
explodes, it disintegrates everything and everyone within hundreds of yards,
and kills all living things within a range of up to three miles.  These bombs
were used extensively in the American invasion of Afghanistan — and they
killed civilians and children almost exclusively.  “We were farmers,” stated
Kamal Huddin after American planes made four passes over Kama Ado, his
home village, killing more than half of the 300 people who lived there.  “We
were poor people.  And we didn’t have any contact with any organizations.” 2

It was not acceptable in the United States to talk about these dead children,
for the capitalist media had declared it so.  The Chair of CNN, Walter Isaac-
son, ordered journalists who worked for CNN not to focus on the killing of
Afghan civilians by the US military because it ‘seems perverse to focus too
much on the casualties or hardship in Afghanistan.’

Most people who are actually human would probably consider mass-
murdering children to be ‘perverse’, rather than the act of reporting said mass-
murders.

Eos, though, had seen the pictures.  This had been one of the final straws in
his rejection of Western culture.  He had seen dead, dark-haired children laid
out on mattresses, hands folded neatly above the last clothes that they would
ever wear by parents in the background now looking downward with red and
bloated faces.  The children’s faces were also red and bloated, but rather than
from tears, they were red and bloated from blood that never seemed to wash
away.  The parent’s hands were also red where the faint traces of their
children’s blood remained...

When forces under command of Anastasio Bauttista finally counter-
attacked, Eos now saw similar scenes for real.  Anastasio Bauttista now had
advanced weaponry, aircraft, and munitions supplied by the American
government.  Eos saw entire villages full of the dead smoking bodies of
women, children, and the elderly.  Ciudad Gobierno was reduced to rubble,
killing thousands of civilians in the process.  Q’uel — now the titular president
of Sangre de Cristo — held on with his bedraggled forces.  However, he was
forced to implement increasingly repressive dictates in order to maintain his

2
Editor’s Note: This quote was excerpted from an interview published on December 4,

2001 in the http://www.independent.co.uk/
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control.  The battle for the countryside was soon lost as Bauttista’s forces
quickly overwhelmed their outgunned and outmanned foes.  Every time a
village was overrun, rape, murder, pillage, plunder, and burning followed...

Jungles of Sangre de Cristo

z’i’’s group were making their way through the jungle en-route to the
next village that they planned to burn and plunder when suddenly

BΛ’xöq’s head exploded.  Before the rest of the group had time to even register
BΛ’xöq’s sudden and shocking demise, Tz’i’’s heart was blown out.  The rest
of the group quickly took cover, but they could not see who was shooting at
them; and whoever it was, he was a marksman of extraordinary ability.  Within
a few minutes, six more of the group was dead.  They quickly learned to
simply stay under cover and not show themselves.  Without Tz’i’ they were
confused, terrified, and leaderless.

Suddenly, from out of the jungle’s mist, the nightmarish figure of B’alam
seemed to materialize from nowhere.  He was dressed in his ceremonial
leopard-skin costume, and especially in the current context, he was like some
terrible monster from their worst childhood nightmares.

One of the group rose to shoot B’alam, but the mysterious sharpshooter
quickly blew this man’s head off.

B’alam then spoke in a voice that seemed to originate in hell:  “Give up the
girl Jun, and the rest of you can leave.”

With over half of their group dead, the survivors quickly decided to comply
with the request.  Without Tz’i’, they were no longer a coherent group and
their motivation was gone.

After B’alam and Jun disappeared into the jungle, most of the survivors
decided that this was no longer fun, and they returned to their villages.

Thus ended the terror of Tz’i’’s group.

When B’alam delivered Jun to the waiting Sgt. Delveccio, the assassin
actually smiled a full smile for the first time since his childhood.

T
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Jun smiled back.

Village of Tonatíucan

hen Sgt. Delveccio, B’alam, and Jun returned to Tonatíucan,
however, they discovered that the village was under siege.  Q’uel

had left a large force to defend his native village, but a larger force under
command of Captain Zapruta, the same man who had commanded the militia
force that had originally occupied Tonatíucan when the Americans had tried to
build their dam, was now encamped on the only egress to Tonatíucan.

Upon kidnapping and questioning a guard, B’alam learned that Captain
Zapruta’s force was waiting for an airstrike upon Tonatíucan before moving in.
Captain Zapruta’s soldiers were angry because an airstrike would destroy
everything worth pillaging and everyone worth raping.

The next morning, Captain Zapruta was eating his breakfast when his head
suddenly exploded.  For the rest of the day, Sgt. Delveccio single handedly
held Captain Zapruta’s remaining force of 200 men pinned down.  Two patrols
were sent out to try to flank and subdue Sgt. Delveccio, but these patrols were
ambushed and wiped out by B’alam — now widely known as the ‘Leopard
Demon’.  Then, that night, Sgt. Delveccio and B’alam silently killed all of the
perimeter guards, and then just as silently killed most of the remaining soldiers
as they slept.

The next day, upon discovery of their dead compatriots, the handful of
terrified survivors disappeared into the jungle.  The legend of the dreaded
Leopard Demon of the Jungle grew.

Sgt. Delveccio and B’alam then returned Jun to her tearful father.
Achin began trying to express his gratitude — but since an airstrike was

imminent, it was decided that Tonatíucan must be immediately abandoned and
that expressions of gratitude must wait.  After a very hasty packing of necessi-
ties, all of Q’uel’s revolutionary soldiers joined the remaining villagers as they
melted into the all-concealing jungle.

Later that day, a single American Daisy Cutter utterly destroyed the now
deserted village of Tonatíucan.

N. Norbert Nocksious, the ex-chief of the CIA station in Sangre de Cristo,
reported to his superiors and to Anastasio Bauttista that the plan to destroy the
morale of the dreaded rebel leader Q’uel had succeeded:  The home village of

W
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Q’uel had been successfully destroyed, and there were probably few if any
survivors.

Annoyingly, Mr. N. Norbert Nocksious never heard from the force that he
had assigned to move in afterward and mop up...
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Chapter twelve:

No quarter

Of all the enemies of public liberty, war is perhaps the most to be
dreaded, because it comprises and develops the germ of every other.
War is the parent of armies.  From these proceed debts and taxes.  And
armies, debts, and taxes are the known instruments for bringing the
many under the domination of the few…  No nation could preserve its
freedom in the midst of continual warfare.

—James Madison

Ciudad Gobierno

iudad de Gobierno had been almost as thoroughly destroyed as
Tonatíucan.  From his reinforced underground bunker, Q’uel instituted

measures that were increasingly repressive as more and more people died, and
as more and more people lost heart.  The burned and mangled bodies of
women and children were left where they lay.  The survivors were entirely too
busy fighting off the constant assaults being mounted by Bauttista’s forces.

The end seemed near.
In addition, some sort of bizarre epidemic had struck both the revolutionary

forces and those of Sr. Bauttista.  Large numbers of people were dying in
agony, and the disease seemed to be spreading like wildfire.  For some reason,
though, the disease seemed to affect only the Hispanics.  The Mayans seemed
to be immune.  Eos also failed to get sick.  However, they seemed to be the
only exceptions to the rule.  Soon, the disease was claiming so many victims
that the war became forgotten as both sides found themselves forced to
implement emergency measures to try to stem the tide of deaths — all to no
avail.  The disease seemed to be killing everyone who contracted it, and
everyone seemed to be contracting it.  This forced Q’uel to implement
measures that were even more repressive in attempts to isolate this deadly new
threat.  Nothing seemed to be working, though.  It soon seemed as if everyone
except Eos the Mayans were going to succumb.

C
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Eos and Q’uel were in an underground command bunker when Eos could
no longer contain his disillusionment.  Eos said, “Q’uel, you are destroying
your country!  You are becoming just like the tyrant you replaced!”

Q’uel said, “No, I am replacing the tyranny of the powerful with the
tyranny of the people.  Only by razing do we create the proper seedbed to plant
a new crop.  Only destruction brings about innovation, because every great
idea must kill its predecessor.  Most of the great men remembered by history
are remembered for destroying, not creating.  The power to destroy is all that
ever gains true respect, for both men and gods.  Yahweh was little more than a
figurine until he destroyed the Philistines.  Allah was a pussy until he struck
down Ubar.”

“What about Buddha,” asked Eos?
“Buddha has been relegated to the B-team,” said Q’uel.  “He is the god of

faggots.”
In exasperation, Eos said, “If you read history, you will see that our future

is going to be the same as that of other peoples past.  Say that you manage to
survive Bauttista’s assault and your state starts redistributing the wealth.  Just
like them, you will then be forced to impose a totalitarian orthodoxy that will
use every means from the cinema to terrorism to crush heresy and individual
thought.  The former black inquisition will be replaced by a red inquisition.
The fascist jailings will be replaced by red jailings, and your targets will be
‘dissident counter-revolutionaries’.  Bauttista’s bureaucracy identified itself
with patriotism and eliminated its opponents.  Your bureaucracy will identify
itself with labour and socialism and will eliminate its opponents.  Bauttista
persecuted everyone who insisted upon thinking with their own brain.  You
will be forced to persecute everyone who goes on thinking with their own
brain. All revolutions — without exception — begin as liberation movements
and end up as tyrannies.  It took longer in the United States than most because
the founders of the American republic were geniuses who took every measure
to assure that this would not happen in their country, but it is now happening
anyway even as we speak.  The regenerative ardour that now fills you has
already become an ideology — a rigid inflexible structure of fixed ideas — and
you are only at the beginning of a descending parabola.  In order to propagate
itself, every new idea is distilled into a formula.  Then, to maintain itself, it is
entrusted to a carefully selected body of interpreters.  Every new innovation
invariably ends up by becoming a fixed idea that is immovable and
unchangeable, and it soon becomes out of date due to an inability to change
with changing conditions.  When this ideology becomes the official state
doctrine, then there is no escape.  Under your orthodox totalitarian regime, a
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carpenter or farmer may manage to live his life and raise his family in peace if
he minds his own business and never gets involved in politics — but he and his
family are still subject to being crushed at any time for any reason.  For the
intellectual, though, there is no escape.  He must either bow down to the
dominant ideology or resign himself to starvation, torture, imprisonment, or
elimination at the first opportunity.”

Q’uel cried out, “But I must believe in something! Some kind of hope is
necessary if one is to continue living!  If I truly believed there was no possibil-
ity, I would be afraid of life!”

“I have ceased to believe in civilization itself, yet I am not afraid of life,”
Eos rejoined.

Q’uel looked at Eos in wonder.  “How do you resign yourself?  It is frigh-
tening!”

“I don’t ‘resign’ myself,” Eos passionately replied.  “I am not afraid of life,
but I am also not afraid of death.  In the face of this pseudo-life that is stifled
by stupid and oppressive laws, the only weapon left to humanity’s free choice
is anti-life — the destruction of life itself.”

Q’uel wordlessly stared at Eos for a few moments.
Then, with a sad and resigned look, Q’uel admitted:  “God help me, I think

I understand what you are saying — which means that I cannot allow you to
remain in Ciudad Gobierno.  Thoughts such as yours cannot be allowed to
pollute the purity of what I am trying to do here — not because the things you
say are lies, but because the things you say are truths.  Such truths have power
far beyond the most effective lies.  Therefore, I want you to return to
Tonatíucan and keep your mouth shut. I will give you an honourable discharge
from service.  I want you to fade into the woodwork and keep a very low
profile.  I do not want to hear anything about you, and I do not want to receive
any reports about you.

“The only reason I do not kill you is because of your extraordinary service
to the Revolution.”

Evidently, though, Q’uel had second thoughts, for as Eos was preparing a
journey to Tonatíucan — as yet unaware of the fact that Tonatíucan no longer
existed — he heard a jeep pull up in front of his apartment building and he saw
four soldiers pile out of the jeep and enter his building.
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Eos had no intention of allowing himself to be executed or to rot in a prison
for years — so instead, he pulled out his pistol and managed to surprise the
soldiers with a hail of gunfire.  They returned fire as they retreated to call for
reinforcements.  Unfortunately, Eos received a stomach wound in the exchange
that he knew from long experience was going to slowly kill him.

Eos slipped out the back door and made his way into the surrounding
jungle in what he knew was going to be a futile attempt to make it back to
Tonatíucan before he died.  He managed to slip through Bauttista’s lines and to
make several miles on his first day.  When he awoke on the second morning,
however, he saw that his wound had already become infected with the speed so
characteristic to the jungle, and he knew that he could go no further.  Thus, he
just sat back to relax as best he could and waited to die.  He wished that he had
some morphine...

Two hours after awakening, though, he was surprised to see Just Fred land
his helicopter just a few yards away, whereupon Just Fred carried Eos into the
helicopter in order to fly him to a camp that Rowdy Rump had constructed near
the ruins of Tonatíucan, and where the remaining villagers were now
encamped.

Just Fred never explained how he had found Eos...
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Chapter thirteen:

Misty mountain hop

I watched my father die because there was no money in our
village to buy him medicine for his stomach.  That’s why I

went with the Zapatistas…I decided to fight because if we’re
all going to die it might as well be for something.

—Raul Hernandez, 17

In the Skies of Sangre de Cristo

fter they were airborne, Just Fred looked at Eos and asked, “Just who
in the hell are you anyway?”

Eos was in serious pain and nearly delirious by this point.  He groggily
looked at Just Fred and said, “I am just a nobody living in the middle of
nowhere.”

“Bullshit,” Just Fred rejoined.  “Mr. Rump has been doing all kinds of
things that don’t make sense, and you seem to be at the center of the weirdness.
Do you have any idea of how much it costs to rent my chopper for an operation
like this?  I was in the middle of a coke run that was worth tens of millions of
dollars, and he told me to drop what I was doing to come get you! He would
not do that for a ‘nobody living in the middle of nowhere’.  He did the same
thing when I flew that dying bitch Ixöq to Tonatíucan, and then he actually
had me fly in a doctor to try to save her! Some red nigger peasant and he
spends tens of thousands of dollars to fly a doctor in for her?  What the hell is
up with that?  Do you have some sort of blackmail on him or something?”

Eos was too brain-fogged to understand that Just Fred wanted whatever
Eos had on Rowdy Rump before Eos died.  Instead, Eos gazed at Just Fred’s
cargo and saw that it consisted of a small mountain of shrink-wrapped pack-
ages loaded on pallets.  Even through his delirium, he was amazed to see tens
of millions of dollars worth of cocaine right in front of his eyes.

Then, he truthfully answered Just Fred’s question:  “I am just as mystified
as you are.  The man is and has always been a complete enigma to me.”

A
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Just Fred briefly wondered if he could torture the information out of Eos,
but he decided that it would not be worth endangering his highly profitable
relationship with Rowdy Rump.  He did not know how Mr. Rump would ever
find out that he had tortured Eos, for Just Fred knew several methods of torture
that left no detectable marks.  He would have to kill Eos after extracting the
desired information, of course, but he could easily blame Eos’s death on the
infections that were already stinking up his helicopter.  However, Just Fred
knew that Rowdy Rump seemed always to know everything that went on
everywhere at all times — to an extent that seemed almost psychic.  (He had
known the coordinates of Eos’ location, for instance.)  Just Fred decided that it
was not worth the risk.  Without another word, he flew Eos to Rowdy Rump’s
camp in the jungle — said camp’s  very existence being yet another baffling
mystery to Just Fred — and dropped Eos off before continuing with his
original mission.  However, Just Fred was completely unaware of the fact that
he was on yet another secret mission that was of much more importance to his
employer than a few tens of millions of dollars worth of cocaine.  Just Fred
was completely unaware of the fact that he was on yet another secret mission
that was also of much more importance to his employer than the load of guns
and military hardware he was supposed to be bringing back from the United
States.  Two days later — just after emptying his helicopter of cocaine and
then refilling it with military weaponry at a secret CIA airbase in Arkansas —
the renegade drug smuggler/gun runner/pilot started to feel sick.  The next day
he was experiencing severe fever and weakness, a migraine headache,
explosive diarrhea, projectile vomiting, severe dehydration, a dry hacking
cough, and relentless stomach pain.  Shortly after this, Just Fred started
bleeding out of every orifice as his body simply disintegrated with a speed and
determination that was alarmingly quick and thorough.

Doctors had never seen anything even remotely similar to this new disease.
They were profoundly terrified.
Three days later, Just Fred died of the mysterious disease that was already

killing so many others — but not before infecting everyone he had had contact
with over the previous two weeks, including everyone on both ends of his drug
smuggling/gun running operation.  These men, in turn, infected everyone up
and down the ladder in their various organizations, who in turn infected their
friends and family, who in turn infected everyone with whom they came into
contact...

And so on.
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Chapter fourteen:

In my time of dying

Advanced forms of biological warfare that can ‘target’
specific genotypes may transform biological warfare from

the realm of terror to a politically useful tool...
—From ‘Rebuilding America’s Defenses’

by the Project for a New American Century

Outside the Former Village of Tonatíucan

os was warmly greeted by what ex-residents of the former village of
Tonatíucan remained.  Eos was very glad when he saw that — unlike

many of the other villages that they had seen — a relatively large percentage of
the population of Tonatíucan had managed to survive.  With Ubintel’s sixth,
seventh, and eighth senses, it was impossible to mount a surprise attack upon
the village.  The soldiers of Anastasio Bauttista were not noted for any strong
preferences for battle unless they boasted overwhelming numbers combined
with complete surprise.  Like most bullies, Bauttista’s soldiers were actually
cowards.  They wanted to rob, rape, and pillage.  The very idea of a fair fight
was alien to their natures.  It was definitely nothing that they would volunteer
for — and in fact, it was something that they avoided with alacrity and faculty.
While most of them dismissed the stories of the Leopard Demon, enough of
them did believe that in addition to the actual physical destruction so many had
experienced by B’alam’s hand, the mystic warrior was also able to deal mass
death to the spirits and morale of the enemy — which in many ways was much
more devastating.  It was known that Tonatíucan was B’alam’s home village,
and that it was under his protection.  Of the miniscule number of soldiers who
had encountered B’alam and survived the experience — and of this number,
the miniscule number of soldiers who had encountered B’alam and survived
the experience and yet remained in the army (as opposed to sneaking home in
utter terror) — these people would speak of the Leopard Demon — who
moved through the jungle like a ghost and who could make the trees shoot
people with superhuman accuracy — in quiet, terrified whispers. And even

E
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then — they would speak only late at night around a campfire with a few
trusted compañeros.

And these compañeros believed!
And these compañeros had done more to destroy the confidence of Baut-

tista’s army than any other single factor...

Don Genarro’s goat had eaten the bed that had been prepared for Eos, so
another had to be obtained.  Daniel Delveccio and Achin — with little Jun
happily ensconced in the now ex-Sergeant Delveccio’s arms — were the first
to pay their respects.  Eos was pleased to note that little Jun seemed to be
acquiring both Ixöq’s beauty and Ixöq’s personality.  Hopefully she would also
inherit Achin’s serenity and wisdom.  The three men commemorated Achin’s
parents, Uch’en and Ya’.  Then they memorialized Ixöq, C’Λyin, and Achin’s
sister Athena.  Athena — who at one time had had a serious crush on Q’uel
and who had been kidnapped by Tz’i’’s group — had been found three months
previously in Ciudad Gobierno working in a brothel.  With dead eyes and a
dead voice, Athena described her kidnapping and how she had then been
forced to work in the brothel.  She described how her first customer had been
charged $300 American to take her virginity.  She had then been forced to
service 20 men per day ever since.  She had been starving and racked with
numerous diseases when Q’uel’s soldiers had found her — and she was no
longer beautiful.  She had died soon afterwards.  Whether she had died of
disease or of a broken heart had never been determined.  Myths of Athena were
already forming.  Future generations would learn from her life.

Then Ubintel dropped by.  Ubintel said, “I am very glad you came to
Tonatíucan.  Had I never know Mr. Rump and yourself, I would have thought
that your race were all evil demons.”

Eos understood.  Ubintel’s daughter Ixöq and her son C’Λyin were both
dead and the fate of her other son Q’uel was far from assured.

Q’ij then came and performed some secret sacred ceremony — and this
told Eos as much as everything else that he was now considered an honoured
member of the family by these good and beautiful people.

Even Qatën, the homely young girl who had the impossible crush on
B’alam, came by with tears in her eyes, and professed her deep sorrow that
Eos’s light was no longer to shine its wisdom upon their benighted village.
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Eos was touched as he had never been touched in his entire life.

For some reason, Eos was not at all surprised to see that Mr. Rowdy Rump
and Mr. Cat Handy themselves were also present in the camp.  They were
accompanied by a middle-aged man named Daniel Devine who was, serendi-
pitously, the ex-brother in law of Daniel Delveccio, having been married to
Sgt. Delveccio’s sister until she had died of cancer.  The impact of their meet-
ing was slightly dampened by the fact that the last time the men had seen each
other, Mr. Delveccio had been a small child...

Eos decided that before he died, he wanted to solve the mystery of Rowdy
Rump.  “What are you doing here?  Why have you been helping us?  Who are
you?  Whose side are you on?  What do you want?”

Rowdy laughed, and said, “You’re welcome for rescuing you.”
In embarrassment, Eos said, “You’re right.  Thank you for rescuing me.  So

what are you doing here?  Why have you been helping us?  Who are you?
Whose side are you on?  What do you want?”

Rowdy laughed again, and said, “Do you want the questions answered in
the order you asked them, or in the order of relative importance?  Or maybe I
should just ingest some of these magical mushrooms that grow in such profu-
sion in this area and bestow the information upon you in some sort of clair-
voyant ‘stream of consciousness’ — which would probably be a lot more fun,
but might tend to impart information of less practical value...”

Every time Eos thought that Rowdy Rump could no longer surprise him,
the charming rogue managed to surprise him yet again.  He laughed and said,
“Whatever.  You keep doing and saying a lot of really cool and really weird
things and I can’t figure you out.”

Rowdy then asked Eos a question of his own:  “Tell me, do you know
anything about viruses?”

Fortunately, Eos’s mind worked in such a fast and weird way that he was
able to follow such seeming out of the blue 180-degree non-sequiturs with the
talent of a champion racecar driver doing a tight curve at top speed.  He simply
answered the question without showing any curiosity about this sudden and
unexpected turn of conversation — and a turn that felt as if they had suddenly
turned off on some weird and scary highway in the middle of a weird and scary
night and found themselves in some weird and scary town:  “I know that they
are microscopic organisms that can cause disease among many other things.
What else is there to know about them?  Do I really want to know?”

“Ah,” said Rowdy, obviously relishing an opportunity to educate someone
on a subject dear to his heart.  “Sit back and I will tell you what else there is!”
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So Eos sat back to listen as Rowdy Rump told him what else there was.
Eos very soon discovered that, actually, he really didn’t want to know...

“Viruses are second only to bacteria in their ability to cause disease and
death — and we now have antibiotics to take care of most bacteria.  There is
no equivalent for viruses.  We still cannot even cure the common cold.

“Bacteria, though, are the rulers of the World.  They are the oldest and
most numerous species of life on the planet.  While they are absolutely neces-
sary for all life on this planet, they can also be thoroughly deadly.  The level of
mortality caused by the ‘Black Death’ of the 14th Century, for instance, was so
high and so sudden that there is no comparison with any other event in human
history, either before or since.  One out of every three Europeans died.

“However, before I explain the true significance of viruses, I need to
condense some information in order to explain how all of this came about:
Early in our planet’s history, its mantle of nitrogen was transformed into a mix
containing water vapour, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane,
and ammonia.  The water vapour condensed and fell as rain, collected in
basins, and eventually formed vast and turbulent seas as the Earth gradually
cooled under a furious storm that lasted for thousands of years.  Ultraviolet
radiation, huge volcanic eruptions, and massive thunderstorms provided the
energy required to eventually produce organic compounds and trigger chains of
chemical reactions.  Then, deep in the seas, and thus protected from most
ultraviolet radiation, these reactions eventually created deoxyribonucleic acid,
or DNA.  Also during this period proteins were synthesized, and while their
near miraculous beat-all-odds combining with DNA is difficult to explain, the
marriage was indeed consummated and the proteins combined with the DNA to
form prokaryotes — the first living organisms.  This whole process was
infinitely more complex and mysterious than I am indicating here, but we are
concerned with viruses now, so I am condensing the story a great deal...

“Anyway, some of these prokaryotes evolved into photosynthetic bacteria
that were capable of transforming carbon dioxide into a highly caustic poison
called oxygen — a toxin that also happened to be a necessary component to the
subsequent evolution of cellular respiration, the central mechanism by which
life transforms energy on our planet.  Again, I am vastly oversimplifying in
order to make my point here.  After hundreds of billions of years, these bacte-
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ria produced enough oxygen to begin shielding the Earth from ultraviolet radi-
ation, thus allowing the primitive respirating life forms, which were already
evolving into increasingly complex multi-cellular organisms, to emigrate from
the sea and onto the land.

“However, even before this emigration occurred, pieces of DNA had broken
free from their cellular masters and set out on their own.  Since they had no
cellular structure, they were incapable of reproducing or transforming energy
on their own — thus, in order to live and to reproduce, they became the origi-
nal parasites:  They invaded the cellular structures of other organisms, and
used these mechanisms to reproduce and to convert energy.

“These were the viruses.  Viruses are unique.  There is much controversy in
scientific circles as to whether even to classify viruses as ‘life’.  They exist in a
state somewhere between life and non-life, since they exhibit attributes of both.
They have no cells to confine them, and no nuclei or organelles to direct them.
They have no metabolism for converting energy; they do not produce ATP, the
molecule that conducts energy for the biochemical reactions necessary for
‘life’ — thus, on their own, viruses are incapable of performing even the most
basic life functions.  They cannot exist outside living cells except as an inert
substance.  Unless they are inside a living cell, they just sit there and nothing
happens. Technically, while they are in this state, they are not ‘alive’.
However, in this ‘dead’ state, viruses are sticky.  If a living cell happens to
come along and touch the virus, and if the stickiness of the cell happens to be
compatible with the stickiness of the virus, then the virus attaches itself to the
cell.  The cell feels the virus sticking to it and drags it inside — where the virus
switches on and begins converting energy and reproducing, using the machi-
nery and the material from the cell to accomplish these tasks.

“Thus, viruses became — and remain to this day — the ultimate parasite.
In size, they are dwarfed even by bacteria.  They are nothing more than minute
packages of genetic material encased in a coat of protein — yet this very
simplicity gives them an incredible ability to almost instantly mutate and adapt
to almost any cellular environment.  In fact, viruses ability to mutate and adapt
might even qualify them for the title of ‘hyper-mutants’; they constantly
change.  They are quite literally shape-shifters, altering their nature as they
move through populations and individuals.  A virus can mutate even in the
course of a single infection.  A person who dies of AIDS, for instance, is usually
infected with multiple strains that have all arisen spontaneously as mutants
adapting to their environment.  They are able to mutate faster than any likely
changes to their environment.  They are able to mutate faster than any likely
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changes in their ecosystems — and considering that they have survived for
several billion years, they are obviously extremely adept at looking after their
own best interests.  There is evidence that AIDS — arguably, the worst envi-
ronmental disaster of the 20th Century as far as humanity is concerned — may
well have adapted itself to infect humans after its original host, African
primates, began to go extinct.  A strain of simian AIDS virus was recently
isolated from a chimpanzee in Gabon.  This strain is the closest thing to HIV-1
that anyone has found in the animal kingdom to date.  And while the chimpan-
zee is an endangered species, their virus — now that it has adapted to humans
— is thriving.  Except for bacteria, viruses are by far the most successful of all
creatures on the face of the Earth in terms of sheer numbers and the amount of
time that they have existed — and they have spent that entire time on a
constant single-minded never-ending quest to invade new cellular homes and
set up shop.  They invade, infect, reproduce, and mutate at rates hundreds of
thousands of times faster than plants or animals.  They destroy and re-infect
again and again...

“It would be intuitive to think that the most successful parasites would be
those that caused no serious harm to their hosts much less killed them; thus,
logic dictates that evolution would favour a benign parasite, or especially a
parasite that actually enhances its host’s ability to survive.  This paradigm is
indeed the case — but only as long as the parasite has incentive to do no harm.
If viruses acquire the ability to easily and quickly pass from one host to
another, then this incentive is eliminated, and the parasite is free to consume
hosts as voraciously and as quickly as it wishes — the only impediment being
that the host must live long enough for the virus to infect others.

“While random mutation does not play nearly as prominent a rôle in
evolution as Darwin originally thought, it plays a very important rôle none the
less.  Mutation acts on the gene sequence of DNA by deleting, inserting, trans-
posing, inverting, and rearranging the individual nucleotides that make up the
chromosomes of every living organism and existing virus.  And though muta-
tions are very rare, they occur with enough frequency and over a long enough
period of time that they help create the changes needed for life to adapt and
continue.  Most of these changes are detrimental, but the process is self-regu-
lating.  Changes that are detrimental to survival die off; changes that enhance
survival are more likely to survive, and thus more likely to be passed on to
future generations.  But whether the change is lethal, beneficial, or neutral, all
changes are the result of some form of random error in the process.  Often
these errors occur during DNA replication — however, more often than once
thought, these errors are the result of physical and chemical factors in the envi-
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ronment.  ‘Mutagens’ alter the blocks of genes within a chromosome and often
cause the mistakes that create the fuel for genetic change.

“Now,” said Rowdy, literally rubbing his hands together as he finally
approached the point that he wished to make, “if I may mix my metaphors, we
get to the meat of the biscuit:  During the last few decades, humanity began
toying with and altering the basic building blocks of life in processes collec-
tively known as ‘genetic engineering’.  Since these processes are mind-
bogglingly complex, and since humanity’s understanding of these processes is
far from complete — if not downright rudimentary — this tinkering was
thought by many to be highly irresponsible considering some of the possible
consequences.  In order to genetically alter a living organism, genetic
engineers first make a carrier, or a ‘vector’.  They combine the gene that they
wish to transfer with strands of DNA from viruses or bacteria adept at invading
the targeted host.  They construct these vectors not only to assure invasion of
the host organism and insertion of the gene to its DNA, but also to include bits
of what is called ‘promoter DNA’, a segment that maximizes expression of the
gene in its new host, thereby guaranteeing the appearance of whatever desira-
ble trait it carries.  It is believed that naked strands of these man-made DNA

vectors can subsequently escape intact from the host into the environment as a
result of excretion, secretion, or cell death.  It was once thought that these
discarded entities were inert unless they were within a living cell or virus, and
that they would quickly break down once exposed to the elements.  However,
there is now evidence to the contrary showing that they can exist much longer
in soil than previously expected.  Other research indicates that they also have
the capacity to infect species other than the intended host and incorporate their
DNA into the genes of unintended targets.  And on this point, genetic engineers
have always made a key assumption as they put a gene from one species into
the DNA of another:  That once it is inserted, a particular gene will act in the
way it always has in its natural host.  Some recent work has shown that this
may not be so.  How a gene behaves seems to depend upon its context among
other genes, and geneticists are now mixing genes that have never before been
together.  In addition, there is evidence that when an organism is genetically
modified by the DNA of another species, the viruses, bacteria, and other para-
sites in the host organism are modified as well.  The findings raise the possi-
bility that these hitchhiker bugs — now carrying the DNA of synthetic vectors
specifically designed to jump the species barrier — may acquire new virulence,
and the capacity to invade new species.  The result could be that diseases now
unique to one species may begin infecting other species, and since the new
disease host has no antibodies with which to cope with the new pathogens, the
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results could be catastrophic.  The Spanish Flu epidemic that killed 21 million
people in 1918 may have arisen from a swine virus that adapted to humans.
AIDS and Ebola are both thought to be ape or monkey viruses that vaulted the
species barrier.  Thus, if we modify the genes of a plant or animal, there is
abundant evidence that the altered genetic material will also pass to potential
human viruses, bacteria, and/or parasites living on or in that host.  There are
also studies that suggest ordinary animals ingesting such genetically altered
plants might acquire these same man-made strands of DNA.  This is particularly
worrisome when you consider animal species known to be reservoirs of human
pathogens, such as deer with Lyme disease, rodents with Hantavirus, and cattle
with Tuberculosis.  We are providing these species and their pathogens a DNA

makeover — a makeover that contains mechanisms which have been specifi-
cally and intentionally given the ability to invade new species.  Ingested
foreign DNA survives transiently in the gastrointestinal tract and enters the
bloodstream, where it then enters peripheral leukocytes, the spleen, the liver,
and the gonads via intestinal wall mucosa; and thus we literally become what
we eat.  While it is true that such exchanges have occurred naturally since life
first formed, until now evolution and time have screened the DNA to which we
have been exposed.  Genetically altered foods, though, subject our systems to
human-created strains of nucleic acids that have been specifically designed to
be able to jump species barriers.  This phenomenon is very likely to have long-
term effects that are completely unknown and unpredictable.  These artificial
vectors may in fact be sidestepping a system of cheques and balances that has
regulated such ‘jumps’ for hundreds of millions of years.  The potential of
significant mistakes causing catastrophic harm to humanity are staggering,
especially when you consider that if such an error does occur, there is no
taking it back.  The fault would already be indelibly imprinted on the genome
— there would be no alternative of recalling it or undoing it.  Nor would it end
with the victim if the reproductive process is affected:  If the host ever repro-
duced, the changes would be passed on to the offspring.”

Eos had become more and more alarmed as Rowdy continued his lecture.
“Good lord,” he finally cried!  “If we are completely ignorant of possible cata-
strophic side effects, why are these people allowed to continue?”

Cat Handy took up the narrative by rubbing his fingers together in the
universal sign of money changing hands.  “Simple,” he said.  “In the United
States, money is more important than anything else, and the genetic engineer-
ing industry already grosses hundreds of billions of dollars.  Rather than using
the European model of withholding a product from the market until it has been
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proven safe, in America we immediately place a new product on the market
and then keep it there until it is proven unsafe.  And in the case of a product
that is bringing in serious cash, a large portion of that cash is used to make sure
that no such proof is ever forthcoming.”

Mr. Rump then carried on:  And when you say ‘these people’, you should
instead say ‘you people’, for one of the leading genetic engineering firms in the
world is Rump Enterprises — that is, of course, owned by me and me alone.
Monsanto and Rump Enterprises have taken complete control of the debate by
our usual method of buying politicians and journalists.  Thus, inspired by the
large sums of cash that I have placed into their campaigns, both Republicans
and Democrats favour developing bioengineering technology at home as well
as exporting it around the planet, and they vigourously fight any attempts to
control, regulate, or study it.  We place millions into advertising the ‘miracles’
of genetic engineering, and we make sure that our pet journalists ignore all
evidence to the contrary.  When the safeties of our processes are credibly
questioned, we use the same defense as that once used by the tobacco compa-
nies, and by the manufacturers of thalidomide: There is no proof that geneti-
cally modified organisms are in any way harmful to human health. And that
assertion is indeed true.  There is no such proof.  However, as tobacco and
thalidomide proved, it is also true that a lack of proof that it is harmful does not
mean that it is not harmful.  Some scientists have replied to our argument with
the seemingly obvious:  That there has not been enough time, and that there
have not been enough studies to see what the possible side effects might be.
And in fact, our industry does everything in our considerable power to make
sure that no such studies will ever be conducted.  For instance, scientists in
Norway fed lab rats potatoes that had been genetically modified to produce
lectin, a substance intended to increase the plant’s resistance to insects.  The
rats lost weight, the lectin bound itself to their white cells, and their T-cell
counts went up, suggesting an immune response.  The study has had critics, but
both the scientists and most of their critics were adamant that further studies
with better controls on variables were called for before the product was
released into the food chain.  Instead, the scientists were fired, no one
attempted to repeat the study, and the editor of the journal that published the
work became the victim of a concerted smear campaign financed largely by my
company.  (To her credit, the editor subsequently issued an eloquent rebuttal
defending her decision ‘...to favour debate over the suppression of informa-
tion.’)”

Eos was in emotional turmoil.  In exasperation, he said, “Well, at least the
CEO’s of these other companies could possibly plead ignorance if they were
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ever called to account — but you admit to knowing the dangers, and yet you
still continue!  Who the hell do you think you are?”

Rowdy smiled that wicked smile again.  Then — with no evident sense of
irony — he said; “I think I am possibly the best friend that this planet has ever
had.”

Eos silently waited for Rowdy to elaborate upon this outrageous statement.
Instead, Cat Handy said, “If humanity suddenly ceased to exist, the Earth
would breathe a huge sigh of relief.  Then, she would immediately set about
healing herself from the damage that humanity has caused, and would be
amazingly quick in accomplishing that goal.

“If insects suddenly ceased to exist, on the other hand, there would be a
mass-extinction the likes of which has never been seen on the Earth.

“If bacteria suddenly ceased to exist, all life on the planet would be dead in
a matter of hours.  So which species is the most important?”

Eos contemplated the obvious answer for a moment.
Mr. Handy continued:  “There are theorists who claim that all the life on

Earth is interconnected into one vast consciousness that has — if not intelli-
gence — then at least some form of self-awareness.  It is an indisputable fact
that nature has interesting ways of balancing herself — one of the more drastic
methods being mass-extinction.  Life on this planet has experienced several
mass-extinctions in the past.  Though the reasons for any or all of these extinc-
tions have never been definitively proven, it is a good bet that they were
caused by major imbalances.  Though the exact triggers of these past mass-
extinctions are theoretical, the causes are believed to have been various natural
phenomena such as asteroid impacts and/or massive volcanic eruptions.  The
Earth is now experiencing the largest mass-extinction of species since the
dinosaurs — but the difference this time is that the triggers are the activities of
one of the species inhabiting the planet.  If life on Earth is indeed a vast super-
organism, then it is not too much of a leap to assume that, like our individual
bodies, the Earth’s body has an immune system to protect herself from disease.
And it is entirely possible that the Earth’s ‘antibodies’, so to speak, are disease
vectors.  It is also entirely possible that the Earth’s antibodies, like our own,
are capable of adapting themselves to new threats. AIDS is far from the dead-
liest of the new disease viruses that have recently emerged from the rain
forests.  One strain of Ebola, for instance, is 90% fatal, and usually kills its
host within weeks of infection.  It not only destroys the immune system, but it
attacks and literally liquefies every organ in the body except the bones and
connective tissue.  Fortunately, it also liquefies the brain, and thus sufferers do
not feel the disintegration of the rest of the body.  The speed at which Ebola
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kills is also fortunate — that is, if you consider the continuation of humanity to
be a good thing — for the speed at which Ebola kills negatively affects the
ability of Ebola to travel and spread.  This is especially fortunate in that there is
evidence that some strains of Ebola are communicable by airborne infection.  It
is believed by many that this explosion of deadly new viruses is the Earth
mounting an immune response to the deadly plague of humanity.  This belief is
reinforced by the fact that virtually all of these viruses seem to be coming out
of the rainforests, because this means that the phenomenon could be a natural
response to the destruction of the tropical biosphere.  These rain forests are the
deep reservoirs of life on the planet containing most of the world’s plant and
animal species — and thus, it is also the largest reservoir of viruses.  Since
humanity is destroying the homes of these viruses, it seems only fitting that
they attack the source of this destruction.”

Then, Mr. Rump said, “We have qualified many of the things we just told
you by saying things like ‘it is believed’, and ‘many think’, and ‘it is possible’,
and so on.  In a way, this was misleading for Rump Enterprises has empirically
proven nearly all of these theories, and they are now established fact.  It is just
that no one outside Rump Enterprises is aware of these facts.  We have not
published or advertised any of our findings.”

Eos was lost at sea.  He had absolutely no idea where Rowdy was going
with this.  “So why are you telling me all of this?  And why are you telling me
all of this now?”

Rowdy smiled again.  Then he said, “I am telling you because you are
about to die, and because I like you.  Since I like you, I thought that before you
die, I would let you know that one of your most precious dreams is about to
come true.”

Eos’ puzzlement grew.  “Which ‘dream’ are you referring to?”
Rowdy then launched into another seeming non sequitur: “Your name is

Daniel Whynott.  You were a member of the Ecocide Prevention Association.
You have been living in this village for the last five years hiding from the FBI,
who obtained an indictment on you from a federal grand jury on domestic
terrorism charges.  You believe that humanity has become a disease that is
destroying the planet.”

Suppressing his alarm at Rowdy’s knowledge of his secrets, Eos replied,
“Actually, I believe that humanity is destroying the environmental infrastruc-
ture that makes most life on this planet possible.  As Mr. Handy here once
pointed out, humans cannot ‘destroy’ the planet, as even if any bacteria survive
humanity’s onslaught, then life will evolve once again.  Within a few hundreds
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of millions of years, the planet would once again be teeming with advanced life
forms...”

“Yes, whatever,” Rowdy impatiently interrupted, “The point is that some-
one with your view of reality would not be displeased to see humanity become
— if not extinct — then at least have its ability to cause mass-extinctions
compromised.”

Carefully, Eos said, “Well, I would place much more nuance on my views
than that — but essentially, that would be mostly accurate...”

“Well,” Rowdy interrupted again, “I would like you to know that plans I
have been diligently working on for nearly my entire adult life are about to
come into fruition.  I recently made three phone calls that have set into motion
a series of events that will mean both the near extinction of humanity, and will
hopefully assure that the paradigm of reality will be significantly altered for the
better to the handful that will remain.”

Eos stared at Rowdy for a moment.  Eos would have normally dismissed
such an assertion as insane and merely ignored it.  However, Eos now knew
enough of Rowdy’s abilities and resources to make dismissal of him impossi-
ble.  Over the year that Eos had become aware of Rowdy Rump, his feelings
toward the man had progressed from contempt and hatred to — if not actually
liking him — at least to respect and some modicum of reluctant admiration...

Thus, rather than shaking his head in complete dismissal, Eos felt a small
frisson of — what?  Fear?  Outrage?  Anticipation?  Hope?

Rowdy then voiced yet another seeming non sequitur:  “What do you know
of Sangrean Monkeys?”

Eos, having by now become inured to Rowdy’s unpredictable conversa-
tional twists and turns, again merely answered the question:  “They are a small
species of monkey indigenous to only a small area of these mountains.  They
have been known to attack humans who intrude into their territories, and so
most of the locals avoid areas where they are known to live.”

“Has anyone ever described an attack by a Sangrean Monkey to you?”
“No.”
“Well, anyone who laughs at the thought of being attacked by a ten pound

monkey is unaware of the facts.  First of all, Sangrean Monkeys have canine
type fangs as long as any you will see on a guard dog.  They are also much
smarter than a dog, and they are much faster than a dog.  They can run incredi-
bly quickly, they can leap long distances, and they are phenomenally strong.
Another advantage these monkeys have over dogs is that dogs have no prehen-
sile limbs while Sangrean Monkeys have five when you include their tails.  A
Sangrean Monkey will direct its attack at the face and head.  It will leap
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through the air and using all five limbs, it will grab you by the head with its
arms whilst simultaneously wrapping its tail around your neck.  Then it will
begin making slashing attacks all over your face with its teeth, aiming espe-
cially for the eyes.  They have been likened to flying pit bulls with five prehen-
sile limbs.  If their blood and saliva also happen to be swarming with deadly
infectious disease viruses, then this is not a good situation in which to find
yourself.  Even without the viruses, a human is very likely to need hundreds of
stitches, and could very well be permanently blinded in such an attack.”

Eos was beginning to see where all of this was going.  In dumbfounded
amazement, Eos stated the logical conclusion:  “You have infected Sangrean
Monkeys with some kind of deadly communicable disease...”

“Not only Sangrean Monkeys, but the Philippine Crab-Eating Monkey,
African Chimpanzees, and several other monkey and ape species in Asia and
South America.  The disease is also genetically designed to promote highly
aggressive behaviour in the infected primates.  At this very moment there are
widespread attacks happening all over the world and the victims of these
attacks have become infected with a super-contagious air borne virus that is
99% fatal, and that can survive indefinitely outside the disease host.  In addi-
tion, the disease — that I have humbly christened ‘Rump Syndrome’ — does
not show any symptoms for several weeks after infection.  However — it is
highly contagious during the entire incubation period.  This disease is now
spreading all over the world with a speed that is unprecedented.  By itself, it
will destroy most of the human race.”

Eos was beyond emotion.  He did not doubt that Rowdy was being truthful.
He silently contemplated this astonishing information for a period.  He thought
of all of the beautiful people he had known.  He thought of all the laughing
children.  He was outraged to his core — yet — he also could not help but
admire the diabolical genius of Rowdy’s plan.  Eos immediately spotted a
flaw:  “What about you?  What about your family?  Won’t this disease also kill
you and yours?”

But Eos already knew the answer before he was done asking the question.
Rowdy smiled his now familiar cynical/amused/evil/sagacious smile, and said,
“My labs have also developed a vaccine that immunizes people against this
disease.  I have administered this vaccine to a small handful of carefully
selected people.  In addition, the natives of this particular area of the jungle
seem to have a natural immunity to my disease.  That is the reason I originally
came here, and it was from their blood that I isolated and synthesized the anti-
gens that compromise the active component of my vaccine.”
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Eos remembered the blood samples Rowdy had taken when he had first
opened his clinic in Tonatíucan.  Eos was shocked, amazed, scared, and
confused in addition feeling a plethora of other powerful emotions...

Foremost amongst these, though, was outrage.  With venomous sarcasm,
Eos asked, “What criterion did you use in deciding who would live and who
would die?  How does anyone place priorities in such a terrible triage?  How
does someone become a god?  How do self-styled gods come to such deci-
sions?  Who in the hell do you think you are?”

Rowdy gave the perfect expression to express that he was still attached to
the real world by a strong enough tether to realize what a preposterously and
spectacularly presumptuous course of action he was implementing.

Then he revealed to Eos the criterion a self-styled god used to come to such
a decision:  “The only reason that this planet can support even a small fraction
of the number of people that it currently supports is access to cheap and abun-
dant energy.  Very soon energy is going to be neither cheap nor abundant,
which means that several billion people are going to die no matter what.  It will
soon be physically impossible for this planet to support anything near the
current population.  In addition to the environmental destruction and climate
change, Dick Cheney’s friends just finished looting and stealing everything
that America had.  Americans are being very slow in figuring out that they
have just been converted into a Third World country.  When a major portion of
the world’s population starts starving to death, there is going to be an unprece-
dented and uncontrollable explosion of violent chaos — and no one will be
safe.  Dick Cheney’s friends know that several billion deaths are on the draw-
ing board, and they are establishing walled fortresses with armies to protect
themselves because if Dick Cheney’s friends have their way, the only people
who will survive will be the proto-slaves who will do anything that Dick
Cheney’s friends tell them to do.  The world that they will create would be
nothing more than the ultimate totalitarian nightmare.

“The world that I wish to create, on the other hand, is something far differ-
ent.  In addition to many other repercussions, I have taken steps assuring that
Dick Cheney’s friends will be amongst the first victims of the coming die-off,
rather than the only survivors.”

Mr. Rump paused a moment with a look that can only be described as
simultaneously contemptuous and triumphant — then continued:  “As for how
a self-styled god comes to such decisions, I have taken steps to see that the
survivors will be made up almost exclusively of peaceful and non-aggressive
hunter-gatherer tribal cultures.  I have spent many resources for many years
searching for them, and with the exception of the Tonatíucanians, all that I
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have found have been vaccinated.  I would have vaccinated the Tonatíuca-
nians, but as I said, they were already immune, so there was no need.  I also
vaccinated you, by the way.  The most important part of my plan, though:  I
have trained almost from birth a small army of colleagues in how to instill a
new paradigm of reality upon the remaining islands of humanity that will
survive.  These trained people will seed the world and using certain well-
known methods of psychological persuasion they will assume positions of
power and influence in the remaining tribal cultures.  These people will instill
powerful new religious myths and models of reality that will demonize aggres-
sion, colonialism, and domination in any form.  Aggression and exploitation
will become the greatest sins possible to commit, and the only time violence
will be acceptable is to suppress any outbreaks of such behaviour.  Worship of
natural life will be instilled, and any acts destructive of the Great Mother Earth
will also become mortal sins.  I believe that people thrust into the world that is
about to become who are first implanted with the seed I am planting could
possibly flower into the place where I believe humanity is capable of going —
and eventually where humanity is destined to go because we are capable of it.”

Eos violently shook his head and cried, “Boy!  So you are merely replacing
Dick Cheney’s friends with yourself in imposing your own little one-man
creation upon humanity!  You must be very very sure of yourself! Who in the
hell do you think you are?”

Quietly and modestly — but intensely — Rowdy replied; “Son, you know
me.  You have seen me in action for several years now.  You are aware of what
sociopathic monsters Dick Cheney’s friends are.  They are also working on
biological pathogens, and theirs specifically target people of colour.  Can you
doubt for one second that a world with my imprimatur will be exponentially
preferable to anything that they would create?”

In exasperation Eos impatiently said, “Dude, yes, of course I can!  That is
precisely the problem!  I can’t believe that anyone who is actually human — as
I do indeed perceive you to be — would ever even conceive of such a plan,
much less actually implement it! Who in the hell do you think you are?”

Rowdy replied with a seeming non-sequitur: “Do you believe in Karma?”
Eos stared at him in amazement for a moment.  With a certain amount of

unflattering arrogance and condescension Eos replied, “I try not to have
‘beliefs’.  I find that I operate better with facts, if only because ‘beliefs’ can
often be wrong while facts, ultimately, are never wrong.  (It’s just that you
must figure out what those ‘facts’ are...)  Another thing I like about factual
evidence is that factual evidence tends to expand your consciousness while
beliefs tend to contract it.”
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Mr. Handy laughed and then said, “It is true that there is no empirical
evidence either proving or disproving the existence of some Ultimate Intelli-
gence that created and is now maintaining the Universe.  However, both Mr.
Rump and I have personally seen enough evidence, both scientific and anec-
dotal, to convince us that karma actually works.  Don’t ask us how or why it
works, we just know that it works.  We have actually conducted quite a bit of
research on karma.  Most people think of it as some sort of rewards system for
good behaviour — but our experience has shown us that ‘karma’ actually
means that you will get whatever you need to get you wherever you need to go.
Your job is to figure it all out.”

Eos placed this information into his perception of reality.  Then he thought
about the significance of Mr. Rump and Mr. Handy telling him about karma at
this particular time.  Then, he placed the substance of the current conversation
into its current context — and came to the obvious conclusion:  “You are either
the only people who could do it, or you are the only people who would do it.

Mr. Handy smiled.  “Both, actually — in addition to the obligation to do it
once we discerned that it needed to be done.”

Eos now spent some more thought upon this profound outrage that was
either the most thoroughly evil thing he had ever heard of and/or it was the
salvation of the human race — or both! In spite of his horror, Eos was amazed
to find himself feeling something close to the beginning of some insignificant
microscopic shred of a thing that could maybe be described as somewhat
sympathetic feelings towards some of what Rowdy was trying to achieve.  For
the sake of his sanity, Eos was trying as hard as he could to believe something
unbelievable.  This was combined with a very strong desire to believe it.  He
must believe that this would ultimately turn out to the good.

With a deep question etched in his voice, Eos said, “So — what you are
doing is sort of trying to give humanity a second chance?”

“The sooner there is a massive reduction in the number of humans, the
more chances there are for the survival of those that are left.  If we just allow
the current situation to continue, the environmental degradation will soon reach
the point where no one will be able to survive.  What I am trying to do is to
assure that at least some of us will survive, and I am trying to control the ulti-
mate direction that humanity will take when they begin recovery so that we can
maybe follow a new and less destructive path this time around.”

In spite of the irrefutable logic, Eos was still having a very hard time with
this — which probably said good things about Eos.  Once again surrendering to
his deep outrage, Eos cried, “You son-of-a-bitch! Who in the hell do you think
you are?  This is the most fubar situation I have ever heard of!  I am sitting
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here talking to the most prolific mass-murderer in a very long, a very massy,
and very murderery history — and you justify it!  You must think a lot of your-
self!  You must be very sure of yourself!”

Somewhat sadly, Rowdy said, “No, actually I am not sure at all.  Which is
good.  The most dangerous people in the world are those who know that they
are doing the right thing.  I saw the big picture of what was happening; I saw
this vision of how it could be; I had the wherewithal to put it together.  This
was the best plan I could come up with — and the mere fact that I was able to
pull it off gives some karmic validation to my right to do it.  And yes, I say that
fully realizing that Adolph Hitler said the same thing.

“Will my plot work?  I don’t know.  If anything, I think that it is pretty
unlikely.  However:  I feel that the mere possibility of our survival is worth the
risk I take.  While humanity is the ugliest thing in the world, it is also the most
beautiful thing in the world.  I would like the higher aspects of our character to
be able to grow and flourish this time around.  I think we can afford it this time
around.  I think we can do it this time around.  I also fear that, left to its own
devices without my intervention, humanity’s very survival would almost surely
prove very difficult — if not outright problematic.”

Mr. Rump paused for a moment to allow Eos to digest the credibility and
possibility of this scenario — and then saw as the realization effused Eos’
features.  With reluctant but respectful awe, Eos observed, “Still — doing what
you have done must have provided some pretty powerful feelings.  Most
people would call you the greatest monster in all human history.”

Mr. Rump accepted this.  “This is true — however, I am doing what I am
doing because I love humanity.  If humanity manages to survive but once again
follows the same path, then they will merely repeat the mistakes and become
extinct sometime in the near future.”

Here, Mr. Rump gave one of his now familiar ironic but humourous smiles
as he said, “Ultimately, I guess that it’s not really that big a deal.  If humanity
ever ceases to exist, then the Earth will simply shrug her shoulders and move
on to a new experiment.  She literally has all the time in the world.

“However:  In spite of the appearance caused by what I have set in motion,
I am actually quite fond of humanity overall.  I would hate to see us simply
disappear.  I am doing this so humanity won’t completely disappear.”

Eos tried to find holes in Rowdy’s plan.  “Well, you said that this disease is
99% fatal.  That still leaves over 60 million un-chosen and un-trained people
who will survive.  Plus, as soon as your disease begins making inroads, the
governments will begin instituting quarantines and other emergency measures
to halt its advance.”
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Rowdy smiled again and said, “Most of the ‘un-trained’ people will not be
able to survive without their civilizational-infrastructure.”

Rowdy Rump then initiated yet another 180˚ conversational turn.
This time, the conversational turn was not another non sequitur.
Rowdy Rump asked, “Have you ever heard of an ‘e-bomb?”
Eos had.  With a sinking feeling, he said, “It stands for electromagnetic

pulse.  It destroys everything electronic.”
“Exactly.  They are very easy and very cheap devices to make.  When

detonated, almost every vehicle, every computer, every watch, every light
bulb, every telephone, every television, every digital camera, and every elec-
trical appliance — all will instantly become piles of useless junk.  Their insides
will consist of fused and melted metal.  Just as everything is going crazy due to
the advance of ‘Rump Syndrome’, every city in the world with over 100,000 in
population is going to experience an e-bomb attack, and their communications
and transportation infrastructures will be instantly plunged back into the 19th

Century.  All automobiles (except a few with very simple diesel engines) will
roll to a halt wherever they happen to be, and they will never run again.
Airliners will fall out of the sky.  Hospitals trying to deal with Rump
Syndrome will have no lights, no x-ray machines, no centrifuges, no tele-
phones, and no intercoms; they will have nothing that depends upon electric-
ity.”

Eos could find no holes.  He had no doubt that Rowdy was capable of
unleashing what he had just unleashed.

The only question was:  Could Rowdy Rump control the whirlwind that he
had created?

Shortly, the morphine began wearing off and Eos moaned uncontrollably
from the pain.  Rowdy gave Eos a sad look and said, “Son, you can believe this
or not, but it has been an honour for me to know you.  I have always valued
your perspective highly.  I had been looking forward to having you beside me
providing counsel in this brave new world.  More than anything else, I need
intelligent men of honesty and conscience beside me to keep me honest.  I am
going to truly miss you.”
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Eos groaned again, and said, “You rat bastard!  I had pretty much resigned
myself to dying — but now you make me wish that I could stick around and
see how this works out!”

It was not to be.  Later that night, Eos passed on into wherever people go
when they cease to exist on this plane.  Thanks to the massive doses of
morphine provided by Rowdy Rump, Eos’s death was painless and peaceful in
a world where most would have been forced to die in screaming agony because
religious fanatics and power manipulators had made this method of dying
illegal.

Eos simply went to sleep and never woke.

Shortly after Eos’s death don Genarro’s goat wandered by and ate his
shoes...
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AFTERWORD

It is probably obvious to those of you who happen to be Mayan — or to
those of you who know a lot about the Mayans — that I know almost nothing
of Mayan culture.  I also plead guilty to using the Mayans as cultural allegory.
I apologize if I inadvertently offended anyone with my ignorance.  When I first
envisioned this novel, the plan was to go live in a native Central American
village for several months.  Alas, events conspired to frustrate my desires, and
this novel had to be written.

My email address is on the title page.  Any comments or criticisms are
welcome.

Thank you.

DW
September 2009

Olympia, WA


